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ABSTRACT 
The object of this investigation was to categorize all 
geological and geochemical parameters applicable to the Loch 
Loyal syenites and to relate these both to processes operating 
there and to the broader problems of alkaline rock genesis. 
Whole rock and trace element contents have been determined for 
the Loyal syenites and compared with other alkaline intrusions 
in Scotland and both pegmatite chemistr,y and mineralogy have 
been detailed. 
Loch Loyal syenites consist of three separate bodies, Ben 
Loyal, Beinn Stumanadh, and Cnoc nan Cuilean each intrusive into 
grey flaggy psammitic Moinian granulites. They are best described 
as quartz-nordmarkites. Emplacement of the magma resulted in 
the formation of a feldspar flow lamination in the outer parts of 
the Loyal mass and to deformation of the surrounding country rocks. 
Core rocks cr.ystallized as a one-feldspar type and outer laminated 
syenites as a ~vo-feldspar assemblage. A pegmatitic phase was 
succeeded by low-temperature hydrothermal mineralisation and 
considerable deuteric activity in which strontium and barium 
carbonates, hematite and rare-earth elements were deposited either 
in veins or druses and, at a temperature close to 2500 0, a type 
of lead metasomatism formed green amazonitic feldspar. 
The intermediate nature of the Loyal nordmarkite has been 
established, it straddles the sodaclase-granite/nordmarkite division 
of Johannsen, is close to sphene-orthite type granitoids but contains 
a mineral with monazite structure, and the tantalo-niobate mineral 
polycrase occurs within the pegmatites contrar,r to a suggestion by 
v 
- Pavlenko et. ale that such minoralo arc absent from sphene-orthite 
typo granitoids. 
Tho other alkaline intrusions in Sutherland, Loch Ailsh and 
Loch Borralan, were found to differ in trace-element chemistry from 
each other and from the Loch Loyal syenites. Even so a general 
alkaline petrographic province is postulated for the N.W. Highlands 
which persisted from ear~ Caledonian times and included the 
metamorphosed syenite of Glen Dessarry, part of the Glenelg-Ratagain 
complex and scattered areas of soda-metasomatism. Compared with 
other rocks of the Scottish "Newer Igneous" suite Loyal syenites 
are marked~ enriched in Pb,Ba,Nb, and the rare-earth elements and 
very greatly dbficient in calcium. 
Anomalous radioactivity associated with the La.yal intrusions 
is due chiefly to the thorium content of allanite. 
\Ol1thin tho pogmatites of Sg~r Chaonasaid at the northern 
extremity of the Loyal range a zonation between galena and silicate 
minerals exists in which silver and copper form complex s~ph1des 
such as stromoyerite. 
The origin of the Loyal syenites is not thought to be connected 
with tho nypothesis of limestone assimilation for alkaline rock 
genesis as envisaged by Daly and Shand nor to tho specialised stable 
tectonic conditions considered important by Harker, but to anatexis 
at depth and subsequent extreme differentiation, connected with 
faulting, which resulted in an increased sodium content and a 
'reworking' of surrounding sediments and/or granitic rocks, with 
consequent enhancement of U,Th,Nb,RE's,Ba and Sr over that usual 
for granitic rocks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Location 
The Ben Loyal igneous complex lies approximately 10 km. to 
the south of Tongue village in Sutherland. Three separate syenites, 
Ben Loyal, Beinn Stumanadh and Cnoc nan Cuilean occupy areas of 
16.8 square km, 5 square km, and 2., square km, respectively; 
nordmarkite forming the bulk of the rocks. 
Each of the intrusions share characteristics although Cnoc 
nan Cuilean presents features not seen in the other two bodies 
namely development of a basic marginal zone and prominent contact 
phenomena. The syenites are emplaced within Moine granulites which 
are contact altered by the intrusions. In addition the strike of 
the Moine sediments is sharp~ deflected, sometimes at distances of 
up to three kilometres from the contact, to encircle the Loyal and 
Cuilean intrusions; unusually dips are inward towards the centre of 
the masses in both cases. On approaching the syenite contact the 
dip of the Moine metasediments increases from 20-30 degrees to about 
45-60 degrees. Loca~, and particularly surrounding the northern 
edge of Beinn Stumanadh the Moinian rocks are highly crumpled and in 
some cases gleitbrettor shear folds are developed. Normally however, 
contacts are not much disturbed. Several largelBnolithic rafts, one 
up to 500 m in length, occur more especially within the Ben Loyal 
mass and this together with the feldspar lamination in the outer 
parts must be explained in any theory of origin • 
• 
Mineralogically the syenites are composed of potash feldspar, 
albite and perthite mixtures, sodic pyroxene and/or sodic hornblende 
1 
quartz, sphene, allanite, zircon and iron oxides. The commonest 
feldspar is a beautifully perthitic cloudy anorthoclase in which the 
potash is less than the soda and is therefore antiperthitic. 
Supplementary to this antiperthite, albito crystals occur, and potash 
feldspar in sma~l shapeless grains is often cross-hatched and twinned 
on the Carlsbad law. Checker-type twinning is often seen in the 
independent albitos. A bluish-green hornblende replaces stout, 
subhedral, prismatic cr.ystals of pyroxene throughout most of the 
intrusions and only in Cnoc nan Cuilean is pyroxene the dominant 
constituent. Quartz is found on occasions marginal to the Loyal 
intrusion. Sphene oc'curs in all three bodies and allanite in zoned 
crystals is common. Many of the syenites peripheral to the Loyal 
mass have small miarolytic cavities filled with a canary yellow 
mineral which Von Knorring and Dearnley (1960) have considered to be 
a new hydrated species of monazite structure. The rocks can be 
assigned to a nordmarkitic suite. 
The mineralogy in the complex is diverse and Hoddle ear~ in tho 
1880's demonstrated its unusual nature; reflecting this, trace element 
content, and radioactivity show anomalous concentrations and values. 
Pegmatitic minerals from Sgor Chaonasaid at the northern end of the 
Loyal range are particular~ interesting. 
Historical review 
Since the preliminary survey of Sutherland by Cunningham (1841) 
several authors have made reference to tho Tongue district; howover, 
few of these papers have as their central thome the Loyal intrusions 
and with the exception of King (1942) and Parsons (1971 & lY72) most 
observers have mentioned the syenites only briefly. Robertson and 
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Quartz-nordmarkite showing yellow rare-
earth mineral in druses, Lettermore Quarry, Ben Loyal 
Parsons have in preparation a paper on the major chemist~ of the 
Loyal rocks which is to be published early in 1974. The following 
list is a chronological review of previous work relating to the Tongue 
area :-
1841 CUNNINGHAM, R. J.H. Geognostical account of the county of 
Sutherland. 
1~68 TArT, L., The shell mounds of Sutherland. 
1877 HEDDLE M.F. , Rare minerals in the north of Scotland. 
1879 ---. -------- Chapters on the mineralogy of Scotland . 
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--
1881 
1883 
1886 
1888 
-_ ... ------, 
----------, 
CADELL, H.M., 
GEIKIE, A., 
A geological and mineralogical map of Sutherland. 
On the geognosy and mineralogy of Sutherland. 
The geology and scener,y of Sutherland. 
Report on the recent work of the Geological Survey 
in the North-West Highlands of Scotland. 
1893 PEACH, B,N. & HORNE, J., Notes on a shell mound at Tongue 
Ferry Sutherland. 
1901 HEDDLE, M.F., The mineralogy of Scotland. 
1907 PEACH, B.N. et al., The geological structure of the North-
West Highlands of Scotland. 
1928 HACKIE, W., The heavier accessor,y minerals in the granites 
of Scotland. 
. 
1930 PEACH, B.N. & HORNE, J., Chapters on the geology of Scotland. 
1931 READ, H.H., The geology of Central Sutherland. 
1936 PHEMISTER, J., Scotland: The Northern Highlands. 
1942 CHENG, Y.C., A hornblendic complex, including.appinitic types, 
in the migmatite area of north Sutherland, Scotland. 
1942 KING, B.C., The Cnoc nan CUilean area of the Ben Loyal igneous 
. complex. 
1943 CHENG, Y.C., The migmatite area around Bettyh1ll, Sutherland. 
1952 WlLSON, G., A quartz vein system in the Moine Series near 
Me1ness A'Mhoine, North Sutherland, and its tectonic 
significance. 
1956 McINTYRE, n.B. et al., On the conglomerates of supposed old 
Red Sandstone age near Tongue Sutherland. 
1959 FERREIRA, R.E.C., Scottish mountain vegetation in relation to 
'geology. 
1960 BARBER, M.J., The petroldgy and structural petrology of tho 
Tongue district, North Sutherland. 
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1960 von KNORRING, O. & DEARNLEY, R., A note on a nordmarldto 
and an associated rare-earth minora1 from the 
Ben Loyal syenite complex, Sutherlandshire. 
1963 KING, C.A.M. & WHEELER, P.T •. The raised beaches of the north 
coast of Sutherland, Scotland. 
1965 BROWN, P.E. et a1., Potassium-argon ages of some Dalradian, 
Moine and related Scottish rocks. 
1968 BROWN, P.E. et a1., Isotopic ages of late Caledonian granitic 
intrusions in the British Isles. 
1970 BOWIE, S.H.U. et a1., Uranium reconnaissance in northern 
Scotland. 
1971 OA.LLAGHER, M. J. et a1., Nell evidence of uranium and other 
mineralisation in Scotland. 
1971 PARSONS, I. & BOYD, R., Distribution of potassium feldspar 
polymorphs in intrusive sequences. 
1972 PARSONS, I., Comparative petrology of the 1eucocratic syenites 
of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland. 
1973 LEAKE, R.C. & AUCOTT, J.W., Geochemical mapping and prospecting 
by use of rapid automatic X-ray fluorescence 
analysis of panned concentrates. 
1974 ROBERTSON, R.C.R. & PARSONS, I., The Loch Loya.!. syenites. 
The present study. 
This research was prompted by the radioactivity and occurrence 
of a rare-earth mineral reported by Von Knorring and Dearnley (1960) 
from Lettermore quarry in the marginal part of the Ben L9Yal syenite. 
Syenites, pegmatitos, and minerals found in the igneous complex 
have been collected and whole rock chemistry together with trace element 
5 
contents have been determined and compared with rocks from the two 
other alkaline intrusions in northern Scotland, Loch Borralan and 
Loch Ailsh. 
Several minerals have been separated from the syenites and analysed. 
A radiometric traverse has been undertaken and a revised outcrop 
pattern determined for the Beinn Stumanadh massif. A series of 
soil samples have been analysed by X-Ray spectrometr,y to determine 
the mobility of trace elements. Electron probe micro-analysis has 
revealed some details of pegmatite chemistr,y. A petrogenetic model 
is proposed to account for all the features displayed by the intrusions. 
6 
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CHAPTER TWO 
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE 
TONGUE DISTRICT OF SUTHERLAND 
Introduction 
The area bounded by Ben Hope in the West, Strathnaver to the East, 
and stretching from the Kyle of Tongue as far as Loch Naver in tho 
South is dominated by the syenite complex of Loch Loyal which reaches 
a height of 704 metres in An Calsteal. 
Two other features, the Kyle of Tongue and Loch Loyal arc important 
in the make-up of the scener,y. Loch Loyal divides tho syenite complex, 
Beinn Stumanadh to the East and Ben Loyal including Cnoc nan Cailean, 
in the West. 
The major topographical elements. 
Upland areas. 
--.. --~--------
Hoinian granulites, basal conglomcrotcs of the Old Red Sandstone 
and the igneous rocks of Loyal each generate different topographical 
features. The highest ground, held. by the syenites, rises in the 
pinnacled crags of Sgor Chaonasaid, SgOr a' Bhatain and Sgbr Ii Chleirich 
to the b70 m plateau of the Loyal range where Bainn Bheag and Carn an 
Tionail have minor felsenmeer development. The verticality of these 
crags is accentuated by a prominent jointing which produces flat 
precipitous faces rising for several tens of metres. Lower and more 
rounded expression of these syenites represented 1n the hills of Cnoc 
nan CUllean, Ben Hiel and Beinn Stumanadh reach heights of 520 m. 
Smooth slopes caused by the Hoine rocks are punctuated by occasional 
sheer cliffs such' as those at Creag an Dherue and Creag an Achaidh Mhoir. 
8 
Garbh C11noe and An GarDh-ehnoc to the west of Tongue village are minor 
manifestations of more resistant Moine rocks standing abovo the general 
topographic level. 
Rounded knolls lying astride the Lairg - Tongue road including 
Cnoe Craggie, Beinn Bhreac and Cnoc an Fhreiceadain represent 
outliers of basal conglomerate to the west of the main Old Red 
Sandstone outcrops of Caithness. 
Sgor Chaonasaid (708 m) and Sgor a Bhatain (704m),the 
Ben Loyal. range. The junctions between the Hoinian 
metasediments and the syenite is indicated by the 
broken line . 
9 
10 
The summit of Ben Loyal looking towards 
An Caisteal (764 m) showing a felsenmeer 
field in the middle background . 
LO'tvland areas 
Areas of low elevation to the north of Ben Loyal owe their 
character to the influence of lacial drift. Surrounding and 
parallel with the slopes of Sg r Chaonasaid are linear features 
representing the moraines of a local ice dispersal point probably 
centered on the Ben Loyal range . Tectonic control governs the 
north- east to south-west trend of several valleys and hollows in 
the neighbourhood of Ribigill farm. 
Prominent jointing at Sgor a l Chleirich 
Q!,~~~g~-
Consequent streams were supposed to have been initiated on a cover 
of Cenomanian rocks which formed a foundational high plateau surface, 
remnants of which exist in the isolated summits of Ben Hope and 
Ben Loyal. Deep incision of present day vaLleys has resulted from 
a rejuvenation brought about by emergence in response to isostatic 
readjustment following the melting of the Pleistocene ice~sheets . 
The simple consequent drainage has been radically transfigured by 
diversion and capture by subsequent streams aided by facility of 
erosion along belts of weakness , which in the Tongue district arc 
aligned north to south . Four rivers drain the area to find exit 
11 
- on the north coast. From west to east those are Kinloch River, 
Rhian Burn, River Borgia and the River Naver. Youthful, dendritic 
drainage is seen throughout the district, meanders being few and 
far between and restricted to 10\'1 peat covered drift areas notably 
at the mouth of Kinloch River and in AlIt Lon Malmsgaig. An 
exception to this usual dendritic drainage is the incipient development 
of a trellised pattorn by AUt Lon Malmsgaig along tho northern flanks 
of Sgor Chaonasaid. Here, facilitated by easo of erosion along the 
strike of less resistant hornblendic Hoinian metasediments, the 
stream has eroded back at right angles to the Rhian Burn and in so 
doing has captured rivulets draining Ooilla na Ouile which former~ 
discharged into the Kinloch River via Clach na htArmaichd. 
Structural control of drainage is best seen on and to the east 
of Beinn Stumanadh where the headwaters of Allt a'Phuill, AlIt Ach' 
nan Tot and streams issuing from Loch Meleag have prominent north-
north-west to south-south-east trends related to weaknesses croated 
by faulting in this direction. Streams between Loch Coulside and 
the River }Iudale have north-east to south-west oriented drainage 
coincident with a reversion of Moinian strike direction to its noru~l 
direction before being influenced by the Loyal intrusion. Streams 
flowing to the Rhian Burn have cut steep gullies through the lowland 
moraines. 
The Lochs 
Lakes, habitually a sign of youth or immaturity in a river system, 
are numerous. Three distinct types occur. . Large lochs occupying 
glacially scoured valleys including Loch Naver, Loch Loyal, Loch Craggie, 
Loch Meadie and LoCh an Dherue, typical~ have regular linear edges 
12 
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and depths of 30 to 60 metros. Calbhach Coire, Loch na Creigo 
Riabhaich and Loch Fhionnaich aro all excellent examples of ico-
generated corrie lochs. In lm·lland areas small irregular peat 
controlled lochs typified by Loch Eileanach, Loch a'Phriosain and 
Loch Syre, abound. 
A combination of structural and topographical controls is evident 
in the common north-south trend of lochs; this is especiallY the 
case to the south-west of Ben Loyal, where Loch Meadie and Loch an 
Dherue occupy a glaciallY scoured valley along the general Moinian 
structural trend. This trend is even more convincingly seen to tho 
south of Loch Haluim in Loch nan Ealachan and An Coal-loch, the latter 
following the 3trike between hornblende-schists and granulites of the 
Hoine Series,. Loch Fhionnaich is tectonically controllod lying 
parallel to a fault trending north-north-west to south-south-east. 
Wa terfal1s • 
Several waterfalls occur in the Tonguo district the largest haVing 
a fall of 12 metros, at map refe~ence NC 611472 on Allt T~rr a~_ 
Tairbh. Each may represent a knickpoint acting as a temporary 
base-level, to Which the cycle of erosion is working as a result of 
rejuvenation. A complex response to attainment of equilibrium is 
indicated by the variable altitudes at which these waterfalls arc 
found. 
13 
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CHAPl'ER TlffiEE 
CLD1ATE AND WEATHER OF THE TONGUE DISTRICT OF SUTHERLAND 
Discussion 
Weather varies according to latitude, longitude, nltitude, relief, 
position ~lative to the coast, direction and velocity of tho prevailing 
wind, the humidity and temperature of the air, and the temperature 
of land and. sea. It would therefore be wrong to assume that rainfall 
and temperature figures ;for Tongue village apply equally throughout 
the district. Obviously the summit of Ben Loyal will show much 
greater rainfall and wind speeds, temperature will be depressed and 
snow will lie longer. Additionally western facing slopes will be 
wetter than those in local rain-shadow areas facing east. The relative 
warmth of the western ocean influences the coastal areas immediately 
surrounding the Kyle of Tongue. Here, where the situation is also 
sheltered, exceptionally mild winters for the latitude are experienced, 
in maQY winters snow lying for less than five to ten mornings per year. 
The north-west corner of Scotland receives a much reduced rainfall in 
comparison with areas further south. In the Tongue district bet\voen 
40" and 60" of rain per annum fall which is considerably less than the 
80" to 120" occuring immediately to the west in the vicinity of Foinaven 
and. Arkle. Between 1947 and 1956 the mean annual number of wet dars 
(> 0.04") in the Tongue district was between 200 and 210; sunshine 
totals beb~een 4 and 4.5 hours per day during July, a low figure. 
The frequence of strong winds is high and 20-30 days per annum 
have gales, in consequence of which fog is recorded on fewer than 
five days annually. Thunderstorms are scarce, less than three a 
16 
-year being usual. 
Climatic tables. 
--~-~-----------
The following climatic figures for Tongue have been abstracted 
from Bartholomews' Atlas of Scotland (1912) j-
Station 45' O.D. Mean month~ Station 40' O.D. Mean monthlY 
and . armua1 rainfall 1866-1890 and annual temperature 1857-1880 
RAINFALL TEl1PERATURE • 
ins. mm. OF °c; 
3.80 965 January 37.7 3.2 
3.36 853 February 38.5 3.6 
2.92 742' March 39.7 4.3 
2.03 516 April 44.3 6.8 
1.70 432 May 49.0 9.4 
2.02 513 June 54.5 12.5 
2.55 648 July 56.0 13.3 
2.80 711 August 56.0 13·3 
3.54 899 September 52.6 11.4 
4.42 ll23 october 46.2 7.9 
4.17 1059 November 40.6 4.8 
4.40 ll18 December 38.4 3.6 
37.71 9579 TOTAL/YEARLY 46.1 7.8 
The driest month is May, the wettest Octob~r, the warmost July 
and August, the coldest January. Tho two most equable months are 
May and June. 
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CHAmR FOUR 
VEGETATION PATTERNS OF THE TONGUE DISTRICT. 
General observations 
As a rule the vegetation of the Tongue district reflects greater 
response to~evailing climatic conditions than to underlying geology. 
However in two important and contrasting respects the chemistr.y of tho 
syenite determines the type of plants found on the Loch Loyal complex. 
The low calcium content of the Loyal rocks is not conducive. to good 
soU formation and an acidophilous environment is usual. Below the 
prominent jointing of the Ben Loyal summits there are occasional 
water seepages which are distinctly calcareous and these flushes 
generate calcicolous plant communities. 
Vegetation in north Sutherland has sub-arctic affinities. Two 
climatic trends are at work governing plant distribution in these 
latitudes. 
a) Increase in oceanit,y from east to west. 
b) The gradual fall in temperature towards the north 
of the Highlands. 
The first of these trends reflects the fact that rainfall and 
atmospheric humidity are the primar.y agents controlling most vegetational 
changes. Several distinct noda have been recognised as either 
typically 'oceanic' or 'continental', for example a fine development 
of Luzula sylvatica (Great Woodrush) grassland at 550 metres on Ben 
Loyal is distinctly western and oceanic and is particularly charactor-
istic of hilltops about 460 m high along the Atlantic sea-board. 
Western noda have a more important low-level ombrogenous bog communities 
and an increasing number and extent of br.yophyto dominated communities. 
.~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Replacement of the eastern Cladineto-Callunetum by Rhacomitreto-
Callunetum in the west is a good example of this oceanity. The 
gradual fall in temperature towards the north is paralleled by tho 
increasing development of communities rich in calcifuge or indifferent 
montane plant species and by tho disappearance of those distinguished 
by the presence of thermophilous 'southern' species. However it is 
possible that while the greater abundance of some montane species 
such as Arctous alpina (Black Bearberr,y) and Betula nana (Dwarf birch) 
in the extreme Northern Highlands reflect the lower temperatures of tho 
region, the factors governing their distribution could be connected 
with past migration unrelated to a~ present condition. BroadlY four 
zones are discernible the Forest zone, Subalpine zone and the Low 
and Middle Alpine zones; within the Southern Highlands they occupy 
much higher altitudes than those obtaining 'in the Tongue area. 
Zone Southern Highlands Tongue district 
Middle Alpine 
lO65m 760m 
Low Alpine 
700m 275m 
Sub Alpine 
6lOm 90m 
Forest 
It must be noted that on the most exposed coasts of the north-
west mainland the forest and tall shrub zones vanish altogether .. dnd 
the principal vegetation at sea-.1.evel is dwarf shrub heath. In the 
Tongue district oak and pine, characteristic of the Southern Highlands 
have been replaced by birch forests such as Coilla na CUile and Coilla 
na Leitire Bige these being an expression of increasing exposure as 
much as of falling temperatures. 
In addition to the above two major factors it must be remembered 
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that local climatic conditions can produce distinct plant communities 
on the east and west slopes of a massif respectively. North and 
east facing slopes tend to be wetter in atmosphere and soil, and have 
longer snow-lie than western and southern facing slopes, the latter 
in particular profoundly affecting the pLant life displayed . 
Sron Ruadh, Beinn Stumanadh with downy birch forest in 
the foreground and sparse woodland of Coille na Leitire Bige 
surrounding the massif. 
One other major controlling factor in the va etation pattern is 
artificial grazing by sheep and Red deer. Close cropping by both 
animals has led to suppression of tree cover in particular birch 
forest. In areas which have not been grazed, such as the islands 
in Loch Syre, birch forest is well developed and some Juniperus 
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nana occurs. All the birch woods surrounding tho Loyal massif are 
in poor condition in that much rotting wood remains, the trees are 
gnarled and misformed, and new growth although prolific appears to 
have lew regenerative powers because of ovorgrazing by deer. Rowan 
(Sorbus aucupar1a) scattered within the birch forests appear to fare 
much better. 
It has long been established that hard acid igneous rocks with 
their attendant acidophilous soils hold the least number of plant 
species and that grasses and dwarf shrubs are the dominant flora. 
!~~_Pte~~~_~!_~~~_~~le~ 
Conditions prevailing on Ben Loyal have been critical~ examined 
by Ferreira (1958) from which some of the following information has 
been abstracted. 
Vegetation patterns on Loyal follow broadly altitudinal bands 
circumferential to the mountain. Often accentuated by solifluction, 
these zones encompass the Forest zone as far as the lowest horizons 
of the Middle Alpine zone at approximate~ 760m. Plateau communities 
occurring on the summit ridge are not well developed but conform to 
the Juncus trifidus (Scottish rush) -Salix herbacea (Least Willow) 
community, much of the flat ground being occupied by the rare plant 
Sibbaldia procurnbens (Least Cinquefoil). Along the northern and 
eastern parts of the plateau where snow patches lie longest, Nardus 
snow patch communities are developed. At lower levels along the 
ridges the Black Bearberry and Wild Azalea make a show, below which 
wind-eroded communities diminish and sedge and mosses make up the 
Carex bigelowii - Rhacomitrium lanuginosum nodum. Slope communities 
reflect the different climatic conditions experienced on each side 
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of the massif'. On tho west and south, which are influcnced strongly 
by the warming effect of south-wcsterly winds Calluna-Vaccinium (Ling-
Cowberry) and Calluna-Empetrum (Ling-Crowberry) communities predominatej 
in contrast along north and east facing slopes, where snow-lie is 
longer Vaccinium myrtillus (Bilberry) and Festuca vivipera (Viviparous 
fescue) with the mosses Rhytidiadolphus loreus and Hylocomium splendens 
are found. At the base of these slope communities the Forest zone 
is represented by the birch-rowan wood of Coille na Cuile. 
Superimposed on this generalised pattern are communities surround-
ing and immediately below springs issuing from joint planes. In 
general these ,springs generate acidophilous communities although 
Ferreira (opcit) has discovered several calcareous flushes notably 
in Coire Fhionnaich, Calbach Coire and one at Glas-choire Mhor, 
which have a different and richer flora. Mosses have a large develop-
ment in the non-calcareous springs and are usually associated with 
Blinks, Golden saxifrage, Thyme speedwell, Bog stitchwort, Common 
mouse-ear, white clover and Marsh willow-herb. Plants restricted 
to the calcareous flushes on Loyal include Upland scurv,y grass, Moss 
campion, Purple saxifrage, Mossy saxifrage, Alpine mouse-ear, Red 
fescue, Bluish-mountain meadow grass, Bladder fern, Lesser clubmoss, 
Yew-leaved fork moss and Ctenidium molluscum. Below these spring 
communities are bands of grassland containing Bent, Sweet vernal 
grass and Smooth-meadow grass. 
The dwarf birch, Betula nana has a prominent show on Bealach 
Clais nan Ceap. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX AND ITS ENVIRONHENT 
The Regional setting 
Introduction 
Separate structural elements stamp their character on the 
Northern Highlands of Scotland. From west to east these are the 
Foreland areas mainly composed of Lewisian rocks, with Torridonian 
sandstones and Cambrian limestones, separated by the Moine thrust 
from the Moinian fold belt which in turn is overlain unconformably 
by Middle Old Red Sandstone in west Caithness. 
The Lewisian Gneisses are predominantly orthogneisses lying 
to the west of the Moine thrust, they occur also as inliers within 
the fold belt for example the Borgie inlier. The Hoine Series 
consist mostly of siliceous and semipelitic schists and granulites 
although hornblende-schists and to a lesser extent mica-schists 
have considerable expression in the Tongue vicinity. Within the 
Moines a great diversity is exhibited, two of the important ingredionts 
being the injection complexes of Klibreck-Coire and Badenloch to the 
south and south-east respectively. Foliated granites for example in 
Strath Naver, Strath Halladale and the immense development straddling 
the Caithness/Sutherland border are also important rudiments. 
Unconformable to the Lewisian and Moine Series, Torridonian conglomerates 
and sandstones are seen to the west of the Moine thrust. In turn the 
Moine thrust zone centred on Loch Eriboll exhibits most of the Cambrian 
plus Lower Ordovician sediments, and has a particularlY good development 
of Basal Quartzite and Pipe-rock. The Moine thrust at its closest 
point lies on~ 10.5 Kilometres to the north-west of Tongue village. 
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Intrusive into the Moine metasediments are a series of igneous rocks 
whose chief components are:-
a) Foliated granites and pegmatites. 
b) Syeni tic rocks including Ben L9yal, Lock Borralan and Loch 
Ailsh together with associated Post-Cambrian intrusions 
of the Assynt district. 
c) Scyeli tes and allied ultrabasic rocks. 
d) The Reay diorite. 
e) A series of lamprophyric dykes 
f) The Rogart, Helmsdale, Migdale and Grudie granites. 
Unconformable to the above formations are Middle Old Red Sandstone 
conglomerates and sandstones which at Strathy Bay incorporate a fish 
bed within the Caithness Flagstones. 
The Moine Series. 
-~---------------
The Loyal syenites are emplaced in Moinian sediments which encircle 
the complex. Siliceous and semi-pelitic schists with granulites are 
the main constituents of the Moine Series in the north of Scotland. 
Pelitic schists are best developed in Badenloch Forest, in the Ben 
Klibreck injection complex and immediatelY south of Strath Oykell. 
Trending south-west from the ~le of Tongue are very prominent belts 
of hornblendic gneisses which have various~ been interpreted as 
Moinian or thrust masses of Lewisian age. Psammitic types var,y from 
quartzose schists to massive and flaggy grey quartz-feldspar-granulitos 
which carry biotite or muscovite or both. Quartz and feldspar do not 
segregate into folia as is common in gneisses and less micaceous 
varieties are therefore often massive. More micaceous members usuallY 
exhibit good plane-parallel schistosity owing to the distribution of 
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micas in parallel orientation. Orthoclase is typical although microcline 
can be important and oligoclase or albite is commonly present and may be 
as abundant as orthoclase. Granulites have granoblastic texture and 
the principal minerals are equigranular. Every gradation exists 
between mica-schists and siliceous granulites. Semipelitic schists 
general~ have a pronounced plane-parallel foliation and are dark or 
grey according to the proportion of biotite they contain. 
Pelitic schists have felts of muscovite and/or biotite forming 
the major part of the rock, schistosity is pronounced and they 
frequentlY contain garnets. These garnet cr,ystals may be idio-
blastic or xenoblastic and the large crystals form leyes l , usuallY 
with tails of quartz, round which the felts of mica sweep. 
Hornblendic gneisses are well shown in the Tongue district, 
coarse granular gneisses varying from oligoclase - gneiss to 
hornblende rich gneisses are abundant. Ribigill road quarry exhibits 
most, of the types to be seen including hornblende schists, massive 
hornblende rock and quartz-epidote-granulite bands within the striped 
gneiss. The group shows close petrographic similarities with 
orthogneisses of the Lewisian inliers in Ross-shire and Inverness-
shire and have therefore been described as 'rocks of Lewisian type'. 
Stratigraphy and structure. 
The stratigraphy and structure of the Moinian in Scotland have 
onlY be determined for local areas and no general succession has 
been attempted. In north Sutherland there is an apparent stea~ 
upward structural succession eastwards from the Moine thrust, and 
it has been suggested that the Scaraben quartzite, which outcrops 
on the CaithneSS/Sutherland border is the youngest member of a 
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south-easterly dipping series. Isoclinal folding on axial pIanos 
dipping east-south-east is however, so prevalent that even a regional 
succession of dips in this direction has no stratigraphical significance. 
The occurrence of the Lewisian gneisses ih the Borgie inlier appears 
to offer a key to the solution of the structure in this district, but 
the asymmetric distribution of pelitic schists and hornblendic gneisses 
east and west of this inlier presents difficulties. Isoclinal 
folding is present throughout. The strike of these folds is fairly 
constant over large areas and axial planes dip as a rule between east 
and south-east. Superimposed upon the major folds are subsidiary 
isoclines which are roughly parallel to the main structure, and in 
consequence the same band of schists may be repeated across the 
strike while a constant direction of dip is maintained. Pitch of 
the isoclines is frequent and causes interdigitating and lenticular 
outcrops. The isoclinal folds may be arranged en echelon with 
opposing pitch and the outcrops then show sharp bends or '5' shapes 
which are liable to sudden change of width •. 
Regional strike in Sutherland is north-north-east to south-
south-west but significant variations are stamped on this. 
(a) Adjacent to the Moine thrust plane the strike of the schists 1s 
controlled by the strike of the thrust plane and (b) west and south-
west of Lairg, an east-south-east strike is universal. This great 
anomaly is associated with the eastward bulge in the outcrop of the 
Moine thrust plane in Assynt, with pronounced south easterly 
deflection of strike in the schists approaching from the north, 
and with sudden mushrooming along a wost-north-west to east-south-
east zone on the south of this anomalous area, of a comparatively 
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narrow pelitic belt which has coursed northwards through Ross-shire. 
Other rocks. 
Ultrabasic rocks intrusive into normal }loine schists are seen 
in central Sutherland. Two forms occur, the commonest as small 
bosses the rest more rarely as sheets, each type is well seen 
immediate~ to the south-west of Ben Loyal at Loch an Dhoruo and 
on the banks of Loch Fhionnaich. Essentially they are serpentinites 
or serpentinites with epidiorites. 
Basic rocks occurring principally as sills have d1ared in the 
folding and have been altered to hornblende-schists, hornblende-
biotite schists and chlorite schists. They are common throughout 
the Moines and are well represented near Kinloch Lodge and at Ben 
Hope. Hetamorphosed minor acid intrusions in the- Moine Series are 
comparative~ rare. 
Injection complexes. 
Injection gneisses or migmatites on the border of Caithness and 
Sutherland have outcrops exceeding 1800 square kilometres. Similar 
gneisses have been recognised in central Ross-shire and these may 
be continuous with the great injection complex which extends through 
Inverness-shire and north-west Argyllsbire to tho Sound of Mull. 
The complex centred on Loch Coire extends north-south for at least 
40 km and reaches 30 km in width. It is divisible into three parts:-
(i) An outer "zone of veins" J in which acid ignoous. rocks 
occur common~ as sills. 
(ii) A "zone of injectionll , in which the schists are intermingled 
with a comparable volume of granitic material. 
(iii) Granite of the complex, occuring in small outcrops widely 
scattered throughout the zone of injection. 
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Compared with unaffected Moinian sediments schists in the zone of 
veins show enlargement of grai~intricato suturing of qunrtz and 
feldspar grains, increase in proportion of oligoclase, and reddening 
of biotite. Within the injection zone gneisses of three kinds are 
represented 
a) injection gneiss, in which igneous and schist components 
remain discrete though finely interbanded. 
b) permeation-gneiss where the discrimination of the igneous 
and schist members is not possible. 
c) augen-injection-gneiss which sh~ augen of feldspar and 
quartz set along the foliation of normal and permeated 
schists. 
Sillimanite is common in the injection and permeation gneisses formed 
from politic schists. Cheng (1943) has studied the migmatite area 
around Bettyhill in some detail; here granitic intrusions form sheets 
more clear~ separated from the schists whereas in the Strath Halladalo 
complex, permeation is correspondingly less extensive. These granites 
are main~ made up of a concordantly intrusive assemblage of foliated 
and unfoliatod sheets in part porphyritic, and with phenocr,ysts of 
feldspar in parallel alignment. They contain a variable, of ton high, 
proportion of oligoclase, myrmekite is common, and sillimanite 
widespread. Within the Loch Coire Injection complex bodies of 
homogeneous igneous rocks are of small size and consist of medium to 
coarse-grained biotite granite in which oligoclase may be dominant 
over orthoclase. The Strath Naver granite. is the largest mass within 
the outcrop comprising a strea~ biotite-granite which is locallY 
contorted, sheared and encloses masses of sheared hornblondic rock. 
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This granite cuts the injection-gneisses and therefore cannot be 
linked with tho source of their granitic component. All the 
injection complexes carr,r pegmatites. The most noticeable of the 
structural features in the complexes is the concordance of injected 
material with the foliation of the schists attesting that the magma 
was intruded at a time when the schists over large areas were under 
stress and probab~ at a high temperature. 
Aeolian sandstones, breccias and conglomerates were then laid 
dawn sub~er.UUly to form the Torridonian Sandstone which was later 
tilted and intenselY eroded in post-Torridonian times. In many 
places the sediments have been removod completely. Cambrian strata. 
were then deposited along a plane of marine denudation, thus basal 
Cambrian sediments transgress bed after bed of the Torridonian 
eventually coming to rest direct~ on the Lewisian gneiss. Cambrian 
and earlY Ordovician rocks crpp out in normal sequence along a narrow 
belt southwards from Loch Eriboll, dipping towards the east-south-
east at angles between five and twenty degrees. Cambrian strata 
are intricately involved in the thrusting centred on this belt. 
!h2_f~~~:~~2~!~~_~~~~~~~~~_~f_~~E~~! 
The suite of sills. 
The Torridonian and Cambrian sediments of Assynt are intruded 
by an extensive suite of sills of felsite, porphyrite and hornblende-
lamprophyre. Very often the intrusions lie within tho thrust zone 
and are often highly shoared. The Canisp porphyry however forms 
thicl' sheets in the Torridonian and dykes in the gneiss west of the 
thrust zone. In total' this suite extends approximately 30 k.m. from 
north to south and 20 kIn. from east to west. It has been suggested 
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that the original distribution was symmetrical about the Loch Borralan 
intrusion. Sabine (1953) has made an intensive study of the suite and 
he recognises six main classes viz:- grorudites, Canisp porphyr.y, 
hornblende-porphyrites, nordmarkite-porphyrites, vogesites and 
ledmorites, these being emplaced in Lewisian gneiss, Torridonian 
sandstones and Cambrian sediments. Some are found in the Moine 
Series and these have been affected by thrust movements. 
The larger alkalic masses. 
Two larger post-Cambrian alkalic masses are found in Assynt. 
Loch Borralan and Loch Ailsh cover areas of 25 square km and 13 square 
km respectively. No attempt will be made to describe these at this 
time as they will be examined in detail later, suffice it to record 
that quartz-syenite in the case of Borralan and perthosite-nordmarkito-
pulaskite at Loch Ailsh are the principal rock types at each locality. 
Both intrusions contact alter the Cambrian sediments into which they 
arc intruded; dolomitic limestones are converted to diopside-forsterite-
tremolite and brucite marbles, but only very limited formation of skarn 
rocks is seen with development of zoisite, idocrase and grossular g~rnet. 
The zone of thrusts. 
A.i'tecting Hoinian and especially Cambrian/Ordovician rocks are a 
series of major thrusts extending trom Sloat in Skye to ~lhitten Head 
in Sutherland a distance of 195 km. The zone of thrusts varies 
greatly in width being between 1.5 and 5 km throughout most of Sutherland 
but expands to 11m in Assynt. In this area, While the base ot the 
zone keeps to its typical north-north-east trend, the outcrop ot the 
highest thrust, tho Moine thrust-plane makes a wide semi-circular 
sweep to the east OWing to the denudation ot a contemporaneous complex 
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anticlinal fold. The principal fracture is the Moine thrust. 
Usually well defined, it is occasionally represented by a narrow 
zone of mylonised schists and Cambrian strata without an obvious 
plane of fracture. The thrust dips at low angles to the east-
south-east and is overlain by Moino Series, whilst beneath it is a 
zone of intensely disturbed Cambrian, Torridonian and Lawisian 
rocks divided into massive slices or nappes by a series of thrusts 
which displace these slices west-north-westwards relative to the 
underlying rocks. 
Within the thrust zone Lew1sian gneiss may lie on Torridonian 
Sandstone or Cambrian strata and Torridonian may rest on Cambrian. 
Inversions of normal order are usua~ due to thrusting of older 
series over the younger, but are occasionally due to isoclinal folds 
produced by rolling motion along the thrust plane, such folds having 
considerable variation in magnitude up to great inversions affecting 
a large portion of a nappe. The major thrus t planes are generally 
inclined at low angles but may be locally steep or folded. Minor 
thrust planes with steep hade are frequent; closely packed thrusts 
of this type constitute imbricate structure and result in apparent 
increase in thickness of the strata. 
In tho immediate vicinity of the thrusts the metamorphic effects 
of the displacement arc mainly retrograde in character. Tho dis-
placement wos~ards relative to formations beneath the thrust is 
ostimated to be in the region of 25 kilomotres. Great fractures such 
as the Hoino thrust must have been produced by intense compression in 
a west-north-west to east-south-east direction. The movements have 
been shown to be older than certain lamprophyric sheets of the Newer 
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Granite intrusive suite. Moreover, pebblos of rocks sheared by 
tho movements are found in Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerates. 
The thrusts are therefore of Caledonian age. 
Igneous rocks intruded after the regional and injection metamorph-
ism of the Moine Series are collectively known as the Newer Igneous 
Rocks, broad~ they fall into two main divisions, the earlier intrusions 
of pre-Middle Old Red Sandstone age, and the later comprising minor 
intrusions of wide~ differing ages. They may be divided for 
convenience into:-
(1) The syenites of Bon Loyal, Beinn Stumanadh and Cnoc nan 
CUilean. 
(ii) Minor intrusions of Ach'uaine HYbrid and Appinite suites. 
(iii) stocks and batholiths of granite, granodiorite and diorite. 
(iv) Permo-Carboniferous lampropnyres. 
The Loyal syenites. 
The principal part of this thesis will examine in detail geological 
elements of the Loyal intrusions, therefore a brief mention of tho 
salient points on~ follows. Tho intrusion is divisible into throe 
separate parts, the largest boing Ben Loyal, followed by Boinn 
Stumanadh and the southern-most and smallest that of Cnoc nan cuilean. 
Syenites are emplaced into siliceous and semi-politic Moine schists 
and granulites which they contact alter only to a limited extent. 
In general a quartzose, loucocratic, hornblende-pyroxene syenite 
describes the major rock typo, alteration is common and much of the 
rock is peppered with drusy cavities. From its petrographical 
similarity to the Loch Ailsh intrusion it has been suggested that 
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- they may be coeval; such assumptions and equations will be carefully 
tested later. Basic syenites of a ver,y variable composition occupy 
the marginal zone of the Cnoc nan Cuilean intrusion and a dyke phase 
is seen in the encircling granulites. 
Ach'uaine hybrid intrusions. 
Intrusions of Ach'uaine hybrid type have the form of small 
bosses, sills and dykes, tending to occur in groups. The best 
known of the ultrabasic members is scyelite a biotite-hornblende-
peridotite. The rocks are unfoliated, the onlY alteration being tho 
conversion of olivine and pyroxene to serpentine, tremolite, chlorite, 
magnetite and talc. Basic to acid members often occur together, the 
same exposure showing syenite or granite, basic and sometimes ultra-
basic rock. Alkali feldspar and quartz persist in the basic varieties, 
and perthitic feldspar and oligoclase occur in all relative proportions. 
Such intimate relationship of acid and basic magma poses intriguing 
petrolOgical concepts. The dark minerals are hornblende, biotite 
and pyroxene, With sphene and apatite often ver,y abundant. Ultra-
basic and basic members of the Ach'uaine or Appinite type are common~ 
enclosed for example in the Ratagain and Lairg granites; these may 
be regarded as ear~ phases of the intruSive period of the granites. 
The granitc-granodiorite-diorite suite. 
This suite in the Northern Highlands includes the following intrusions. 
Locality Outcrop km2 Rock types d~veloped 
Reay 
Helmsdale 
Lairg 
6.5 
98 
70 
Augite-biotite-diorite, augite-
granite. 
Adamellite 
Granodiorite and biotite-granite. 
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Locality 
Grudie 
Migdale 
Fearn 
Ratagain 
Cluanie 
Outcrop km2 
2.6 
23 
31 
13 
18 
Permo-Carboniferous Lamprophyres 
Rock Types developed 
Quartz-adamellite 
Adamellite 
Adamellite 
Granite, syenite, diorite, 
adamellite. 
Granodiorite, trondhjemite. 
Monchiquite dykes are widespread but not numerous in northern 
Caithness and Sutherland. Trending east to west or north-east to 
south-west they are exemplified by those outcropping in Achuvoldrach 
Burn in A'Mhoine on the western side of the Kyle of Tongue. 
The Old Red Sandstone. 
-~--------------------
McIntyre et all (1956) has cast doubt on the age of the Old Red 
Sandstone outliers of the Tongue district, hrniever the author believes 
them to be conglomerates of the Barren Red Series and Middle O.R.S. in 
age. The basal breccia is extremely well displayed on Beinn Bhreac 
and in total five separate outcrops are encountered topping the hills 
of Cnoc Craggie, Ben Tongue, Beinn Bhreac, Cnoc an Fhreiceadain and 
the islands of Eilean nan Ron and Eilean Iosal. The caithness 
Flagstones outcrop only to the east of Strathy Point where they include 
a fossil fish bed with Dipterus macropterus. 
Two periods of glacial histor,y can be recognised in the Northern 
Highlands. In the earlier epoch ice covered all the land and glacier 
movement was largely independent of topography. The latter stage in 
which the ice-sheet waned and finally disappeared is divisible into 
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- two stages. (i) the stage of confluent glaciers when ice-sheets 
radiating from many separate centres coalesced into great sheets which 
swept across lower ground and (ii) the stage of valley and corrie 
glaciers. In the Tongue district the earlier glaciation traversed 
south-east to north-west and the later stage south-south-west to 
north-north-east. Glacial deposition is dominant over erosion in 
the Tongue area. 
The immediate geological setting 
~_~~~~~_2!_~E~_~~::E!g~P~_~!_~~_!~~~~_~!~~~~~_ 
Barber (1900) in an unpublished thesis has outlined the general 
succession of the Moinian rocks in the Tongue district in which he 
follows the outcrops surveyed by the Geological Survey of Scotland 
between 1869 and 1872. He divides the rocks from east to west into 
the follOWing four divisions 
a) Eastern Hoine granulites. 
These are composed of grey flaggy psammitic and semi-pelitic 
gneisses or schists often of fine grain. Micaceous gneisses and 
schists are occasionally seen for exampl~ between Loch nam Breac 
Buidhe and Sgor Fhionnaich. Only in Allt Innis Ceann an Locha is 
there a small band of pelitic schist. These are the rocks into which 
the Loch Loyal syenites are emplaced, and they surround and dip inwards 
towards the Loyal and Cuilean intrusions on all sides. They are well 
exposed in a quarr.y below Cnoc Craggie on the Lnirg to Tongue road 
where pink gneissose bands at the southern end of the quarr,y are 
folded into an anticline which is separated by two slickensided 
planes from an extremely micaceous quartz-schist. On Creag nn 
Speireig,the beds strike parallel with the margin of the Ben L9,ral 
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syenite, and further folds arc generated. Striking west-north-west 
to east-south-east they are ver,y tight~ folded with high dips and 
development of mullion structures and quartz pencils along subsidiar,y 
axes of drag folds. Here the rocks are mainly biotite granulites 
interbanded with garnet biotite gneisses, biotite schists and quartz 
granulites, all permeated by dykes and sills of Loyal parentage and 
'glazed' by contact alteration. Above CUnside in Allt Chaonasaid 
the rocks are ver.y quartz rich and close to the contact the feldspar 
and quartz separate as bands up to 30mm thick. Away from tho 
aforementioned localities the Moine Series dip towards the syenite 
with little or no disturbance except introduction of pegmatitic or 
dyke phase material from the intrusion. At Allt Bealach Dubh a 
minor fault within these granulites is filled with a mixture of blue-
green chloritic gouge and a good deal of red feldspar. 
b) Hornblendic gneisses 
A series of hornblendic gneisses subdivided into an easter~ 
banded hornblende gneiss and a striped belt to the west follow the 
Eastern Moine granUlites. Both are in essence hornblende-biotite 
gneiss often with a good deal of epidote. Division into the two 
types rests on the increase in the proportion of hornblende schist 
bands in the Hoine gneisses. The rocks are well seen in the Ribigill 
road quarry, recentlY excavated as aggregate for the Tongue barrage, 
here a grey fine-grained biotitic granulite is overlain by a monomineralic 
hornblende rock, the whole extensively veined by pink feldspathic 
material carrying pyrite, beautifully radiating mats of actinolite, 
specularitic hematite and ver,y prominent epidote crystals some ot which 
have good crystal form and attain a length ot ten mm. Much of the 
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feldspathic material has penetrated the main body of the rock and 
has become intimately mixed with it. Within the striped facies a 
number of sheared orthopegmatites are found notably between the Loch 
an Hake 1· Bad Salach vicinity and the northern edge of An Garbh-chnoc. 
Both striped and banded gneisses dip east or south-east at about 30 
degrees; they do not occur next to the Loyal syenite although they 
approach closely in Coille na Cuile and Cnoc l~lmsgaig. The series 
are also we1l seen to the south of tho complex and cover much of the 
ground between Loch Loyal and Loch Naver, bosses of ultrabasic material 
are common here. 
c) The hornblende schist belt. 
The hornblende schist belt is mainly composed of one thick sheet 
of garnet1ferous hornblende-schist of very distinctive character. 
It extends from the Kyle of Tongue at Coill'Ardachaidh south-westwards 
through Kinloch Lodge, makes a prominent wester~ deflection of strike, 
and then trends due south along the western face of Ben Hope. A 
marked foliation is obvious and is due to the alignment of actinolitic 
needles which sweep around the garnet porphyroblasts forming consgicuous 
eyes. T.YPical~ garnets are up to five mm in diameter although ver,y 
occasionally they become the chief component of the rock and reach 
four times this size. At outcrop tho rocks are very distinctive with 
a black aligned matrix and, because of greater resistance to weathering, 
protruding red garnets. 
d) Western Moine granulites. 
In tho neighbourhood of Kinloch River the most westerly minor 
hornblende-schist band is underlain by striped hornblende gneisses 
and then by granulites and a marked pelitic band. 
The wwisian inlier of Borgie 
Northwards from the Stumanadh portion of tne intrusion the 
Lewisian inlier of Borgie Forest extends from the headwaters of Allt 
. . 
Ach nan Tot, a distance of twelve km to the coast at Lamigo Bay, it 
incorporates hornblende and biotitic ortho-gneisses into Which north-
-
west, south-east trending dioritic bodies and minor ultrabasic dykes 
have been intruded. The relationship of thi~ inlier to the Moine 
sediments is not clear~ seen, but tne inlier has been involved in 
the Caledonian fo~ding. 
The inject~on complex 
Three km to the east of Beinn Stumanadh the Moine granulites are 
affected by the northward extension of the Klibreck-Coire injection 
complex. Al1 divisions of the injection zone are ver.y well displayed 
over a short distance and five kilometre section east from Loch Bad na 
Gallaig passes from normal Hoino granulites through the outer 'zone 
of veins l on Long Hill, where granite sills are prominent, through 
the 'zone of injection' in which igneous and sedimentar,y portions arc 
approximatel1 equal, and into the Strath Navor granite which stretches 
north-south over a distance of eight Idlometres with narrow width. 
Old Red Sandstone outliers. 
On all the outliers the predominant rocks are chocolate coloured 
breccias and conglomerates in which large slabs of Moinian granulites 
are enclosed. The beds are particularly well shown on Beinn Bhreac 
and Cnoc Craggie. At Eilean Iosal and Eilean nan Ron at the entrance 
to the ~le of Tongue mylonitized rock is found in the conglomerates. 
McIntyre Gt al. Cop.cit) have thrown doubt on the age of these 
outcrops, however the author considers them to belong to the Barren 
Red Series of Hiddle Old Red Sandstone age. 
Basal breccia and conrlomerate from Beinn Bhreac, 
NC b05565, Middle Old Red Sandstone (hammer 1 foot 
long) 
Permo-Carboniferous Lamprophyres. 
Honchiquite dykes outcrop in several widely scattered places 
within the Tongue district . Four occurrences are known at two 
localities south, and two north of the Loyal intrusions. Tho 
southern occurrences are seen at NC 548421 in a stream draining 
to Allt Dionach- caraidh and immediately west of Loch Meadie at 
NC 500420 those in the north are centred on the Achuvoldrach 
Burn across the Tongue barrage and east of the village at Alltan 
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na Cre'ge . All trend cast-west or north-cast to outh-wOflL, that 
is parallel to tho dykes in Orkney. From stratir,raphic evidenc 
elsewhere in Scotland it seems probable that the dykes arc of Permian 
a e. 
Pleistocene and Holocene deposits. 
Glacial deposition is overwhelmingly dominant over erosion. 
Most of the lowland areas have obvious morainic debris which procillco'" 
linear smooth ridges circumferential to the Loyal complex. In 
addition to these, regular and parallel moraines concurrent to and 
west of the A836 Tongue to Lairg road, have steep gullies cut throup,h 
them by streams flowing to the Rhian Burn. 
These glacial deposits composed of local rocks, having a fairly 
high content of sand, and lvith their boulders unsorted give rise to 
the hummocky ground typically found at low elevation. 
Glacial and f1uvioglacia1 morainic debris near Loch 
Loyal at NC614503 
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-Raised beaches and their associated phenomena are wo1l shown 
along the eastern side of the Kyle of Tongue. Ard Thunga, tho 
spit projecting into the ~le delineates a sand/shinglo deposit nt 
a height of 13 feet O.D., just above the limit of modern storm 
waves. This depositional feature is correlated with erosional 
components such as the 17 foot rock platform cut at Portskerra 
in the Old Red Sandstone conglomerate, and with wave abraded skerries 
at Farr Bay and Glaisgeo to the east. At the mouth of the Kyle, 
Sleiteil demonstrates a rock platform at 25 feet O.D., while at 
Tongue Lodge a flat-topped bench probab~ represents a 45 foot O.D. 
erosional phase. The highest coastal constituents are those related 
to glacial outwash deposits; ranging in height from 50 foot to 80 
foot, these have substantial influence on the topography found at 
the mouths of the northward flowing streams. 
King and Wheeler (1963) have suggested that northward drainage 
between Tongue and Melvich 'where clear~ the route by which the 
glaciers and their melt-waters carried a very large amount of sand 
and gravel to the coast, much of this material being deposited in 
, 
the lower reaches of the valley where flow was restricted by proximity 
to sea-level. This would cause tho glaciers to float and the molt-
streams, to deposit their loads in deltaic formations'. Such deltaic 
deposits are well seen at the mouths of Strath Halladale, Strathnaver 
and the River Borgie. Sand dunes of recent origin between the Rivers 
Borgie and Naver have good representation to tho west of Bettyhill 
at Invernaver. 
Two periods of glacial Pistor,r can be recognised in the Northern 
Highlands. In the earlier period ice covered all the land and ice 
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movement was large~ independent of topography. The later stage 
in which the ice-sheet waned and finally disappeared is divisible 
into two stages. 
(i) The stage of confluent glaciers when ice-sheets radiating 
from many independent centres coalesced into great sheets 
which swept across the lower ground and 
(ii) The stage of valley and corrie glaciers. 
In the Tongue district the earlier glaciation swept south-east 
to north-west and the later stage south-south-west to north-north-
east. Evidence of transport is afforded by glacial striae 
occurring on outcrops notably east of Beinn Stumanadh such as on 
Meall a' Bhreac-leathaid and Meall an Spothaidh. In addition to 
raised beaches and glacial deposits previous~ mentioned, a shell 
mound has been described by Tait (1868) and Peach and Horne (1893), 
from the western shore of the Kyle of Tongue, standing on part of 
the 25 foot raised beach. Two rstone implements have been found 
there, together with fragments of ver,y coarse potter,r. Interesting~ 
the list of shells includes ostrea edulis (the Oyster) which is no 
longer found in the ~le. Anderson, in Tait (op. cit) thought that 
the deposit was of neolithic age. 
The structure of the igneous complex 
Some previous authors have commented upon the external relation-
ships of the Loyal syenites and the form of the intrusions themselves. 
All agree that they are forceful 'concordant intrusions and that the 
countr,y rocks into which they have been emplaced are much disturbed. 
As to the form of the bodies little agreement is evident. Phemister 
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-(1936) favoured a laccolithic form, whereas King (1942') points out 
'the precise fom of the intrusion is d1fficlllt'rto ascertain though 
it is clearly not laccolithic, as Phemister suggests'. Based on 
contact observations and tho universal dip inwards of the surrounding 
Moine metasediments King concludes that they may be irregular conos 
with their apices pointing dOWl'lWard togethor with marginal sheet-liko 
apophyses, thereby resembling the funnol-shaped bodies to which 
Salomen (1903) has given the name 'ethrno1ith'. He cites as like 
examples the Cortlandt complex, Peekskill, N.Y. and others mentioned 
by Schmitt (1933) from the south~western United States and northern 
}texico. Robertson and Parsons (1974) note sharp and vertical or 
outward dipping contacts on the north, north-west and western sides 
of Ben Loyal and contrast this with the south and south-west margins 
whero contacts are diffuse and shallow dipping. This shallow dip 
to the top of the syenite is confirmed by a proton magnetometer 
traverse which leads these writers to agree with Phemister that Ben 
Loyal had the form of a sheet or laccolith fed from a flank and that 
Cnoc nan Cul1ean tho form of a stock. All observers consider Beinn 
Stumanadh to be a series of sheet like bodies. 
Evidence bearing on the form of the intrusions. 
A multiplicity of criteria must bo considered in an evaluation 
of the types of intrusion displayed, but tho following observations 
offer constrictions to the formscontemplatod:-
1) With few exceptions, the dip of the granulites is townrds 
tho contact, and as tho intrusion is approached the dip 
increases from 20-30 degrees to about 45-60 degrees. 
2) At distances of three kilometres from the intrusion tho 
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- strike of the Moinian granulltes srTings from a normal north-
east to south-west trend to parallelism l-lith tho margin of 
tho syenites. 
3) Tho external shape (i.e. the plan) of the three intrusions 
differ, those of L~al and Cuilean are semi-circular, those 
of Stumanadh linear and sheet llke. 
u) Along the north, north-wast, and west sides of Ben La,yal 
contacts are seen to be~rp and vertical, predominant~ 
concordant but in detail conspicuouslY transgressive to the 
foliation of the Moine granulites. In contrast along the 
southern margins contacts aro diffuse and shallovl dipping: 
geophysical data are consistent with this gentle south-
easterlY dip. Evidence for outward dip of the s.yenites is 
provided in Allt at Chalbach Coire and in the gorge of Allt 
Fhionnaich. 
5) The Ben Loyal intrusion on the northern and western flanks 
has outer laminated syenites with structureless homogeneous 
syenites in the centre and to the east, 
6) A dyke phase related to the ~enites is apparent; rocks of 
Loyal parentage being close to the contacts along the northern 
edge and at greater distances, up to two kilometres, and 
possibly four kilometres away in Garvalt Hill to the south. 
7) Rafts of countr,y rock occur in all three of the intrusions, 
being especially noticeable in the Loyal mass. 
-, 
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Detail of the discordant contact between the syenite and 
Moinian metasediments along the northern slope of Sgor 
Chaonasaid. 
8) Sma~l schist xenoliths , often biotitic and of fine grain are 
frequent~ encountered on the northern edge of the Loyal mass . 
The syenites next to these xenoliths have no obvious composition-
al difference to uncontaminated rocks , althouf,h significant~ 
the yellow miaroLytic cavities transgress both syenite and basic 
xenoliths . Additionally, below the cliff face of Sgar Chaonasaid 
the mafic portion of the syenites are occasionally found in 
segregated bands up to 45 millimetres thick which cannot be 
feldspathised xenoliths. 
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Moinian xenoliths in the Ben Loyal syenite north 
of Loch na Creige Riabhaich . 
9) Thermal effects , principally the production of gneissic appear-
ance in the siliceous schists is manifes t notably north of Ben 
Riel at Creag na Speireig, within the stream section of AlIt 
Torr an Tairbh and in the immediate vicinity of Loch na Beiste. 
An extensive zone of hybridisation is found where the syenites 
abut against the feldspathised schists surrounding the Beinn 
Stumanadh body . 
10) Although broadly similar the three intrusions differ chemically 
from each other in detail . 
11) FoldinG is developed intermittently within adjacent Boine 
rocks , although undisturbed rna ins arc prevalent . 
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Folding within the Moine metasediments close to the syenite 
contact . Immedia~e~y east of Creag na Speireig . 
Gleitbretter shear-folds vTithin the Moine Series from the Northern 
margin of Beinn Stumanadh. 
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12) The rocks of the suite are grouped in the Ab-Or-An-Qtz system 
in such a way as to imply that magmatic fractionation has been 
the dominant factor in the generation of the syenites. 
13) A basic marginal zone to the Cnoc nan Cuilean intrusion has 
been postulated. 
14) The Cnoc nan CUilean intrusion is much more radioactive than the 
other two parts of the complex where high radiometric values 
obtain predominantly on the north-west flanks of Loyal and the 
northern edge of stumanadh. 
15) Aeromagnetic contours about the Loch Loyal complex suggest 
that the Cnoc nan CUilean mass may have a considerable sub-
surface extension to the east of its present outcrop. 
16) K. series of small radial and concentric faults are developed 
on the margins of the intrusions and within the surrounding 
Moine rocks. 
17) The whole complex is conspicuously jointed especially on east-
west, north-east to south-west, and north-west to south-east 
directions, the joints dipping towards the south usually at 
high angles. The western part of Ben Loyal is extensivel1 
jointed with cup and ball structure developed. 
The deduced form of the intrusions 
The author envisages the following sequence of events having taken 
place during the development of the complex. Over-saturated syenitic 
magma, generated at depth stoped upwards incorporating at a high 
structural level 'hornblendic rocks of Lewisian type', this consolidated 
as the least fractionated portion of the complex to form the stock of 
Cnoc nan Cui1ean. More fractionated and less contaminated magma from 
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-this 'magma-chamber' was injected north-west and north-east away from 
the Cuilean area and encountered resistant Eastern Moine granulites 
whose dip was steepened at contact and the strike of which bulged 
before the advancing bubble of magma. The concordancywith the 
encircling granulites is not seen to hold in detail along the northern 
edge of the complex and the magma loca1~ transgressed the confines 
of the Eastern Moine granulites, this could explain the apparent 
outward dip of the syenite in some of the northern stream sections. 
The inward dipping foliation of the marginal syenites in Ben Loyal 
is seen as flattening combined with lateral spread normal to the 
action of a:.magma pulse from the south-east, this would also account 
for finer grain size of the outer laminated syenites and the radial 
and circumferential faults marginal to the intrusion. 
If the large enclosed rafts of Moinian material are roof rocks 
to the, intrusion a picture emerges of Ben Loyal as an irregular flat 
blister, steep or 'overturned' along its northern edge and dipping 
gently towards the south-east. In like manner magma found its way 
along strike to form the partly concordant sheets of Beinn Stumanadh, 
tho uppermost of which reaches a thickness of over 400 m. The three 
intrusions are therefore pictured as:-
i Ben Loyal ---- A partly concordant diapir at least 640 m 
thick. 
ii Beinn Stumanadh -- Partly concordant sill-like, sheet 
intrusions. 
ii1 Cnoc nan CUilean -- A stock at least 300 m in depth. 
The outcrop pattern of the complex 
The one inch geological survey sheet 108 Altnaharra mapped in 
1872-73 shows the Cnoc nan Cuilean mass joined to that of the Loyal 
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mass although the ground between them is obscured by morainic debris. 
King (1942) maps a strip of Moine schist between the bodies and Phemister 
in a discussion of this paper agrees that the original continuity of 
the two intrusions portrayed on the 1" sheet was based on flimsy 
evidence. Robertson and Parsons in a proton magnetometer traverse 
between AUt Torr an Tairbh and Allt an tagh-airel provide affirmation 
that the boundar,y of the Loyal syenite as contemplated by King lies 
600 m too far south; however scrutiny of the relevant stream sections 
by the author indicates the junctionw be sinuous and intermediate 
between the conbacts of these previous writers. The outcrop of Cnoc 
nan CUilean departs from that of King in two important respects, a 
southward bulge to Meall Eudainn was not substantiated and the northern 
boundary is mapped to the south of AUt Torr an Tairbh, Hoiman rocks 
having been found within the stream bed. A much squatter elliptical 
shape is therefore envisaged in contrast to the circular shape con-
temp1ated by King. 
By far the greatest modification of outcrop pattern is suggested 
for the Beinn Stumanadh mass. Broadly three main divisions are 
represented:-
i the Achnanclach sill, with its extension the cracknie mass. 
ii the 8ron Ruadh - Tarmachan sheet. 
iii the main body of Coir I Achaidh nan Sac. 
Difficulty in the precise location of contacts is experienced 
because of rheomorphic effects in the surrounding feldspathic 
granulites. Outcrops have also been modified by faulting trending 
north-west to south-east and within Al1t Ach nan Clach a broader 
outcrop of Hoinian sediments almost reaches the elbow in the stream 
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at Coire Hor. At the summit of Beinn Stumanadh altered Moinian rocks 
are intricatelr invaded by felsitic dykes and the Sron Ruadh - Tarmachan 
portion of the sheet is separated by an important fault stretching from 
Coiro na Caileig through the upper reaches of Allt Ach'nan Clach in a 
straight line just south of the triangulation point of Stumanadh to 
peter out towards Stionach Coire. Evidence from the AUt nan Tarmachan 
area re1n.ting to the Cracknie part of' the intrusion shows that the 
displacement on the Coldbackie fault is less than that indicated on the 
I" geological map shee t lJ..4. 
Int2!~~_:~~~!~~~~!E~_~!_~~_!~~~~~~~~! 
structures of' the fluid phase. 
Three main types of structure are encountered, laminatod flow 
structures, banding due to crystal segregation, and rheomorphic effects 
caused by transfusion of' encircling sediments. 
Platy f'low structures are seen in both Cnoc nan CUilean and Ben 
Loyal but only in the latter is it developed to any marked degree. 
In the same way as the dip of the foliation of the surrounding Eastern 
Moine granulites is toward the intrusion so the lamination found along 
the northern and western margins, is towards the centre of' the complex. 
Substantial variation in the amount of dip exists, although thirty 
degrees can be taken as represontative. Lamination occurs becauso 
of' an alignment of amphibole and pyroxene crystals, together with 
feldspar pheno-crysts and is perceptible at soma places more evidently 
than others because of changes in the proportions of the light and 
mafic minerals within tho syenite. Disposition of tho amphiboles 
along the c crystallographic axis in conjunction with feldspar 
alignment f'orms a rectilinear structure parallel to the dip directions 
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of these platy flow structures. Origin of this flow alignment is 
seen as flattening combined with spread normal to the pressure of 
magma injected from the south-east, squeezing the magma against and 
into the Eastern Hoine granulites. 
Along the northern cliffs some of the fallen syenite blocks 
have mafic rich layers within the normal syenite; the author, because -1 
of the continuity, significant textural, and morphological details 
adjudges these to be connected to internal differentiation processes 
rather than ingestion of extraneous xenolithic material. Small 
Moinian xenoliths are found especially marginal to the Loyal mass, 
lensoid in shape, they roughly parallel the igneous platy foliation 
although in some cases a disharmony is seen in detail. Junctions 
between the biotitic xenoliths and the syenite are usually sharp and 
no evidence of assimilation is available. All data sustain the 
concept of incorporation of Moinian metasediments rather than the 
sediments governing the igneous foliation by a process akin to 
granitization. Yellow drusy cavities also follow the lineation of 
the feldspars and xenoliths and cut both. Significantly amphibole 
is much more common in the peripheral parts of the Loyal mass which 
indicates that different physical conditions prevailed there. At 
some localities, notably within Allt Torr an Tairbh and on Beinn 
Stumanadh it is arduous, because of the similarity in texture and 
rock composition, to trace the contact between syenite and Moinian 
rocks and it seems that locally the sediments became mobile. 
Feldspathic material is here seen to impregnate and penotrate the 
more basic granUlites and where a grading contact occurs parts of 
the leucocratic bands of the granulites assume a syenitic aspect. 
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Detached blocks of basic granulites are seen to be embodded in 
syenitic material . 
Intrusion of feldspathic material of syenitic parentage into 
hornblendic Moinian country- rock surrounding Cnoc nan Cuilean . 
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Brecciation and incorporation of Moinian country- rock by 
syenitic magma , Allt Torr an Tairbh, Cnoc nan Cuilean. 
Structures of the plastic phase. 
As magma nucleates the crystal mesh and residual liquid become 
capable of sustaining shear, fracture structures arc then able to 
form. Four kinds of structure typify this plastic phase faulting , 
jointin cleavage, and minor igneous phenomena . 
Re ionally three types af ' faultlng can b. distin uished . thrusting 
connected with the Hoine thrust belt, normal faulting. and crush- zonGs 
within the t40ine Series. The zone of thrusts has been described 
earlier . Two crush- zones , one cutting the l!oine thrust and trending 
~SE through Ben Hutig and the other, eight km east of Tongue, 
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-affecting the Borgie inlier, lying east-west. aro at least in part 
wrench-faults. Normal faulting is seen in the important post-Middlo 
Old Red Sandstone Coldbackie fault which extends 10., kilometres 
from Tongue Bay to Beinn Stumo.nadh; it downthrot-ls to the north-east 
to fashion the Old Red Sandstone outlier of Cnoc nan Fhreiceadain and 
displaces the Cracknie portion of the Stumanadh intrusion relative to 
the Achnanclach sill. 
Auden (1954) has stressed that the north-west to south-east 
direction of the regional faulting is related to lines of weakness 
that have existed in the area since Archaean times and he suggests 
that since ma~ of the fractures cut Caledonian granites they probably 
originated shortly after the Caledonian oroge~ simultaneously with 
the formation of the Great Glen Fault. Ma~ of the streams and lochs 
east of Loch Loyal are aligned along this NW-SE direction and probably 
follon faults within the basement unseen at surface. Excepting the 
Coldbackie Fault, Loyal syenites are faulted to a limited extent; 
minor radial and circumferential faults peripheral to the syenites 
are frequent and larger faults within the igneous bodies are postulated 
from their morphological details. Ono of the radial faults in AlIt 
Bealaich Dubh is seen to dip towards the syenite and contains a few 
centimetres of blue-green chloritic gouge togethor with a good deal 
of red feldspar implying that the faults formed during tho intrusive 
poriod. That many amall pieces of syenite have chloritic material 
along flat faces indicates that radial fAulting was widespread but 
displacement relatively slight. Connected with these radial fractures 
are circumferential faults coincident with the Noine strike direction 
along which syenitic sills have been intruded. 
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-Larger faults are stamped on the primitive NW-SE trend of tne 
basement. Within the Loyal mass NNW-SSE faults through Loch Fhionnaich, 
and a In'I-SE fault through Bealach Clais nan Ceap occur, a north-south 
fault cuts Meall Eudainn in the Cnoc nan Cuilean intrusion nnd the 
Stumanadh mass is cut by N.W.-S.E. faults parallel to tho Coldbackie 
fault. These modir,y the outcrop pattern of the syenite on the 
Stumanadh summit. According to Chllaghcr (1971) minor faults at 
the north-east comer of Loch Loyal, belCM Sron Ruadh hold barite 
and celestite and have high radioactivity. 
Because of lack of evidence to the contrar,y (such as slicken-
sides) the obvious cracks in the syenite are referred to as joints. 
Six joint directions have been recognised of which ono master set is 
extremely strong and persistent, east-west at Lettermore to t-JSW-ENE 
at Sgor Fhionnaich. This principal direction gives rise to the 
vertical smooth faces so often displayed in the Loyal range. 
Joints were measured by the author at Lettermore quarr,r and a plot 
of poles led to the recognition of six joint directions, four of 
which are roadily identified in the field. Master joints, and the 
majority of the others, dip steeply tOW'ards the soutl1l:at anglos of 
approximatelY 770 • Jointing is closoly spaced and pervades the 
whole intrusion, it is usually simple although departures from 
linearity occur and at Sgor a' Chleirich curved joints are well 
developed and alongside the western edge of Loch Fhionnaich cup and 
ball jointing is seen. 
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Curved joints in the cliffs of Sgor ~ Chleirich 
Cup and ball jointing 'tfCst of Loch Fhionnaich. 
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TABLE 1 
Joint directions in the Lettermore quarr,y. 
Strike 
1. 820 
2. 100 
3. 430 
4. .3110 
5. .3180 
6. 3040 
Dip 
110 
420 
650 
510 
400_600 
130 
Dipping tcnvards 
1720 
1600 
1210 
410 
2280 
340 
Magnitude 
major 
recognisable in the 
field 
not recognisable in 
the field 
Interestingly the major joint directions nre in a complimentar,r 
direction to the faulting which suggests that the young pattern may 
follow much older lines connected with the rhomboidal fracture 
pattern mentioned as typical of the North West Highlands by Auden 
(op.cit.)i in any case the major joints in the complex, although 
much more prominont, are in the same direction as the jointing in 
the neighbouring Moine rocks. 
Two contrasting joint features are demonstrated by the Loyal 
mass, a minor radiating set of tension cracks (especially well seen 
between Ben Hiel and Creag Dhubh) formed as a result of doming of 
tho mass under continued upward pressure of magma from below, and 
the major cross-joints (Q~joints) normal to the lamination in the 
outer parts of the Loyal syenito. No obvious S-joints at right 
angles to this major set are seen, and sheeting is not Observed. 
Closely spaced, less prominent, shallow, southward dipping joints 
are possibly correlated with Cloos's Lager~lufte (~joints) although 
as a rule Loyal joints do not fall into such clear cut categories. 
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Occasionally the jointing becomes very close-spaced and divides 
the syenite into thin lontic1es and flaggy slabs, it can then be 
referred to as fr~cture cleavage. An example of this is visible 
in a small gorge cut by the stream draining southwards from Loch 
no Creige Riabhaich; here the cleavage dips north-westwards, at 
other localities however the dip shows no preferred direction. 
Intrusion of the main syenite into the Eastern Moine granul1tes 
caused distension of the foliation planes in the schists and formation 
of radial cracks in addition to distortion of the principal strike 
direction. These lines of weakness were then filled by a suite of 
minor igneous phases. Radial cracks fashioned pathways along which 
dykes were emplaced and distension of the schist foliation planes 
led to localization of a sill suite. Pegmatitic and apl1tic liquids 
were also able to nose into these susceptible zones. Along the 
northern edge of the Loyal mass several sills dip concordantly or 
slightly transgressively, toward the main syenite. Here, as 
compared with southern areas, these subsidiary igneous phases aro 
not located far from the intrusion. In the south however the dyke 
phase tends to be located near to the main contact of the syenite 
whereas sills are encountered up to two kilometres from the margin 
of the Cuilean and Loyal masses. Pegmatites and aplites in the 
syenite have a distinct linear element but are apt to be highly 
irregular when emplaced in the surrounding Hoine sediments • 
Internal contacts within the intrusions. 
In hand specimen rocks from the throe intrusions vary in colour. 
King (1942) has pOinted out mafic margins to the normal Cnoc nan 
Cuilean syenites although the author believes that he has overemphasized 
their regularity in disposition. Gallagher et ale (op. cit) has 
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tentatively sub-divided the complex into three main litholo 'os 
pink, grey and mafic syenites , He com a s the outer laminated 
Loyal syenites with those of Beinn Stumanadh and plots a y 
syenite occupying the central part of the Loyal rang . The maf'c 
syenite comprises Cnoc nan Cuilean. RobertGon and Parsons (1971+) 
. 
in contrast compare Stumanadh rocks with core rocks from Ben Loyal . 
They map laminated subsolvus , two feldspar syenites external to 
core syenites , which are hypersolvus one-feldspar rocks in the 
Loyal mass . 
Highly irregular pegmatite penetrating Moinian metasediments, 
Sg r Chaonasaid, Ben Loyal . 
The author finds that the three intrusions are best regarded 
as separate masses . Within the Cnoc nan Cuilean mass variable 
.. 
basic syenites arc found throughout most of the complex although 
leucocrntic material is more common towardo the centre of the intrusion. 
Gallaghers' division of Ben Loyal into pink outer and grey inner parts 
was not substantiated and tho pink colour was found to be correlated 
on~ with the degree of alteration, and the distribution of tho pink 
and loucocratic types to vary in an unsystematic manner. A finer 
grain size, together with amphibole instead of pyroxene in the outer 
parts of the mass is discernible and the author follows Robertson and 
Parsons in his subdivision of the Loyal mass into outer laminated and 
inner homogeneous syenites. Beinn Stumana.dh is a uniform bodydlrk 
brown or pink as compared to the Loyal rocks, lamination is absent 
here and the only variation in the mass is the enrichment of carbonates 
in the Achnanclach sill. Overall little internal variation is evident 
within the intrusions • 
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- CHAPTER SIX 
THE PETROGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY OF THE COMPLElC 
Constituont minerals and modal composition. 
Loyal syenites-are composed principal~ of feldspars, both 
monoclinic and triclinic K-feldspar polymorphs exist together and 
with albite, bulk 85-90% of the total mineralogical content, the 
rest is made up of about 10% of amphibole and/or pyroxene along 
with the accessories sphene, apatite, allanite, iron ores, and 
quartz in small quantities. Often the mafic minerals cluster 
together to form looselY held aggregates or clots. Robertson and 
Parsons (op.cit.) have determined the modal composition of the two 
varieties of Loyal syenite which are presented below. 
Tije modal analysis of the Ben Loyal syenites (vol %) 
Core Laminated 
Quartz 8.5 10.2 
Alkali feldspar (including perthitic) 80.8 5,.1 
albite 
Separate plagioclase 4.0 23.8 
Pyroxene 4.3 5.6 
Amphiboles 0.0 3.7 
Accessories 2.4 1.6 
100.0 100.0 
These figures are in agreement with the mode quoted for Lettormore 
quarr,y b.Y Von Knorring and Dearnley (1960), thus:-
Mode of Lettermore syenite in (wt %) Quartz 12.0, Orthoclase 29.4, 
Albite 47.4, Hornblende 9.2, Magnetite 1.0, Sphane~.O, and 
Apatite a trace. The author has examined eighty thin sections 
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-from the complex and finds no significant departure from these 
figures. The mineralogy of the three parts of the complex will 
be examined in turn. 
~~_~~~~!~gl_!~_!~~_~l~~~~~! 
The Ben Loyal syenites. 
LoyaJ. syenites can be divided petrographically into laminated 
and core syenites. Laminated rocks contain two distinct', types of 
feldspar, potash feldspar and abundant discrete crystals of plagioclase. 
Amphibole iS,common, and quartz with patchy extinction is coarser in 
these rocks than in the core syenites; bright green pyroxene occurs , 
and biotite, infrequent and usually close to the Hoine contact is 
pale brown, flattened, and frequently altered to chlorite. Accessory 
minerals include sphene, apatite, allanite and iron ores principally 
magnetite. 
Potash feldspar occurs as large anhedral crystals with patchy 
and irregular perthitic albite and as erratically twinned micro-
clines without obvious perthite. Albitic plagioclase is muc~ 
coarser although variable in grain size, large crystals usually show 
fine albite twins while smaller grains have broader twin lamellae. 
Extinction angle measurements have indicated a composition of Ab94 for 
the aJ.bi to. Small twinned microclines and albite are clear, perth! tic 
alkali feldspars cloudy. Cross-hatched twinning is occasiona~ 
obvious. Euhedral zircons are a very minor accessory and have 
pleochroic haloes when embedded in biotite and hornblende; sphene 
usual~ sagenitic or diamond-shaped is sometimes regrown around 
magnetite, and very thin veins of small rounded quartz crystals 
occasionally penetrate the syenite. These veins, often only 0.1 rom 
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thick, have very straight margins, only rarely will a feldspar 
crystal break this linearity indicating a later crysta~lization 
sequence for some of the felsic minerals. 
Core syenites of Ben Loyal are one- feldspar rocks essentially 
composed of a single pcrthitic feldspar plus a very minor phase 
of small, interstitial, separate grains of albite. 
Lamina ted tllO-1'eldspar nordmarki te thin- section No . 25596 
Lettermore quarry, Ben Loyal . 
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One- feldspar core- syenite, t hin- section No . ~ 6 07 (1780Ld, 
Northern s~ope of Creag Riabhaich, Ben Loyal. 
Nordmarklte , Lettermore quarry, ordinary lipht 
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ordmarkite, 1ettermore quar~, crossed nicols, 
thin-section o. ~~596 
Quartz, in rounded grains is present between the perthitic and 
alkali feldspars . Generally the perthites have comparatively 
regular tuin lamellae, and zuning is encountered . Interst~t~al 
albite ana quartz, in narrow zont!s , setJarate much coarser subidiomorphic 
alkali feldstJar . 
The Heinn ~tumanadh syenite . 
Beinn Stumanadh hybrid rocks at the contact with the Moine 
Series are also two-feldspar assemblages with the coarse non-pertnitic 
microcline coexisting with large finely twinned plagiocLase; on the 
other hand in the interior of the mass the rocks resemble in part 
those of the Loya~ core and a~bite occurs between perthitic alka~i 
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-feldspars. Of the three intrusions Stumanadh is the riChest in 
microcline. Osci~lator.y zoning is seen in some of the feldspars, 
and both pyroxene and amphibole are found together in these syenites. 
Often carbonate veins extensively replace the mafic minerals in the 
syenite and late stage deuteric alteration helps hematite pick out 
the cleavage directions of the feldspars. Cross-hatched feldspar 
exists and epidote is present in the carbonate veins. 
clouded and clear feldspars are found together. 
The Cnoc nan Cuilean mass. 
In general 
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Cnoc nan Cuilean is a one-feldspar type rock which is more basic -4 
and potassic than the other parts of the complex. It contains only 
sodic pyroxene with but slight traces of amphibole. The inner 
lighter parts (less contaminated?) to the intrusion usuallY have 
sutured grain boundaries between the single perthitic feldspars, 
basic types on the other hand often are of finer grain and possess 
two feldspars. Parsons and Boyd (1971) have shown that the K-feldspar 
of Cnoc nan Cuilean is mostly monoclinic. Within the feldspars 
beautiful perthitic intergrowths are frequent, pyroxene is often 
idiomorphic, frequently cracked and sometimes zoned, pale-green to 
bright grass-green from the centre of the cr,rstals outwards. 
Actinolitic hornblende is a widespead secondar,r mineral and hastingsite, 
sphene, apatite and allanite make up the remaining accessor,y minerals. 
• 
~1icrocline in syenite , slide No . 27609 (19604), 
Allt na Leitire Bigc , Beinn Stumanadh . 
Carbonate within Hematite- stained syenite , Slide 
No . 27607 (19404) 
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Grain size. 
All the rocks from the three intrusions are phanerocrystalline. 
A measurement of the dimensions of constituent minerals within each 
of the masses has been undertaken and shows that if one regards 5 mm 
as the lower limit of coarse-grained rocks the Loyal syenites all 
fal1 within the medium grain size range, that is between 1.0 and 5 mm. 
Alkali feldspars from the laminated Loyal rocks have sizes between 
1.0 and 3.Omm with an average of 2.Omm, together with 1.Omm long 
plagioclases. Cr.ystals from the core syenites, composed essentially 
of alkali feldspar, have lengths of 2.0 - 8.Omm and are thus coarser 
than the laminated varieties. The mafic minura1s chiefly hornblende 
and pyroxene increase in size from 1.0 - 2.0mm in the laminated syenites 
to 2.0 - 5.Omm in core rocks. Sphene at 0.5 - 0.75mm and magnetite 
at O. 2mm remain approximately cons tant in the two types. Cnoc nan 
Cuilean shows the greatest variation in grain size with plates of 
feldspar up to 5.Omm in length although 0.5 - 2.0 is more usual; 
large sphenes up to 1.Omm and pyroxene crystals of 1.5mm are typical. 
An average two mm grain size for the whole complex is normal which 
places the rocks firmly in the medium-grain size. 
Grain shape. 
Hypidiomorphic (i. e. subhedral or hypau tomorphic) crys tal form 
is almost universal throughout the Loyal syenites. Columnar or 
lath-like shapes with modified margins are frequent and arc found 
together with losser amounts of idiom orphic and allotriomorphic 
material. 
Within the core syenites of Ben Loyal hypidiomorphic perthite 
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feldspars usually have good shape although their margins are irregular 
and sometimes sutured; laminated rocks have anhedral feldspars with 
simple unsutured margins. Both hornblende and pyroxene arc hypidiomorphic 
to allotriomorphic and although in ma~ instances their crystals aro 
ragged, an approximate prismatic habit prevails. Crystals displaying 
idiomorphic outlines include apatite (very occasional~), zircon, 
allanite and sphene, the latter particular~ showing rhombic cross-
sections, often twinned, and then displaying arrow-shaped form. Atypically 
apatite, which is sometimes abundant, forms large allotriomorphic crystals 
clouded with smudgy inclusions. The feldspar/quartz matrix between the 
potash feldspars in the one feldspar rocks, and in veinlets cutting 
others, are composed of equigranular aggregates. 
Degree of crystallinity. 
The rocks are holocr.ystalline (eucr,ystallin~). 
Fabric and contact relationships of the mineral grains. 
Variations on a hypidiomorphic-granular texture are uncommon and 
this feature indicates that crystals have interfered with each others 
shape during growth. Within the laminated syenites of Loyal a modifiod 
equigranular texture of two feldspars with common triple-point junctions 
and unsutured margins occurs, whereas in the core rocks coarser, cross-
hatched and twinned perthites enclose smaller, sutured, albitic, 
plagioclase. Sutured granular margins are very common within the Cnoc 
nan Cuilean syenite and also prevail in the Stumanadh body. A 
saccharoidal mosaic of grains is apparent in some of the aplitic veins. 
Porp~ritic textures within the rocks of the complex are rarely 
seen, occaSionally however large phenocrysts are scattered sparse~ 
amongst the more normal syenite, but at no time does this approach 
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26388 Perthitic intergrowth, ' lumosG variety ' . Clear 
strings of alblte penetrating orthoclase feldspar, near 
the summit of Beinn Stumanadh. 
27580 (17104) . String perthites, Beinn Bhoag, the Loyal Ran o . 
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a true porphyritic typo. 
Intergrowth textures, principallY perthitic and poikilitic, 
aro important elements within the Loyal rocks, while other symplectic 
features such as myrmekitic and graphic intergrowths arc of but 
subsidia:r:y importance. Corona structures seen within the Loch AUsh 
alkaline suite have not been observed. 
Perthitic intergrowths are beautifully displayed in the Loyal 
complex, all four facies of which exhibit the phenomenon, string 
perthites espec1al~ are developed to perfection within the Cuilean 
mass. Many different types of intergrowth are shown, in the string 
perthites, fino tapering strings of clear albite are enclosed in 
cloudy potash feldspar. With increase in size of the perthite lamellae 
the sodic portion becomes dominant and can then be referred to as 
antiperthite. Often the banded intergrowths are approXimate~ at 
right angles to the c crystallographic axis. The albitic lamellae 
within the K-feldspar, (which often reach 5 rom in size) tend to occur 
towa~s tho centro of th~ cr,ystals and stop before reaching the 
cr,ystal margins; however varieties in which the stringe do reach the 
cr.ystal edges are found in association with this more normal condition. 
A typo referred to by King (op. cit.) as a 'plumose' variety is an 
extension of this and here the margins of the cr,ystal are dominantlY 
albi to from which narrowing tongues cut carlsbad twinning an:l extend 
towards the interior. Sometimes albitic strings follow the polysynthetic 
twinning of microcl1ne cr,ystals. Thickening of tho strings leads to 
rod-microperthite. (strict~ all the perth1tes here described, pegmatitic 
fractions excluded, should be referred to as micro-perthito as tho 
lamellae are discernible only under the microscope). 
A coarse patch perthite, in which twinned albite patches are 
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in optical continuity are enclosed in cloudy K-feldspar, is seen 
notably in the Cnoc nan Cuilean complex. An opposite to this 
also occurs in which fuzzy patches of K-feldspar are held in albitic 
plagioclase forming minor antiperthite. 
Oscillator,r compositional zoning within the potash feldspars is 
cut by distinct string perthites accentuated by hematite stains and 
the perthites transgress further potash feldspar rimming and in optical 
continuity with, the inner grains. Zone perthite is also developed 
and cuts Carlsbad twinning and is in turn cut by string perthite at 
right angles to this direction. 
carlsbad twinning of potash feldspar, the polysynthetic bNinning 
of microcline, and albite twinning are commonly encountered, and Where 
K-feldspar is subordinate discontinuities in the albite twinning 
produces an effect not dissimiliar to 'chequer-albite'. The cross-
hatched twinning of microcline has its most perfect development in 
the Beinn Stumanadh massif and this is taken to indicate approach to 
maximum triclinity correlated with the increase in differentiation of 
this body compared with the other two intrusions. 
Interstitial to these perthltes, albite, quartz and microcline 
in discrete rounded grains are found. 
All these features exhibited by the perthites are in agreement 
with the criteria of Alling (1938) for the recognition of exsolutlon 
perthites, in that they are coarser towards the centre of tho host 
feldspar grain, approximately uniform throughout the different parts 
of the grain and concentrated by the structure of the host feldspar. 
Additionally several of Alling's criteria for replacement are present, 
especial~ the tendency for the perthite lamellae to be located at 
------------- .----
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the cr,ysta1 boundaries and to taper inwards towards tho contro of 
tho host. The author prefers that exsolution is tho principal 
factor involved and envisages a magma composed of a homogeneous 
disordered mixture of soda/potaoh feldspar which cooled and cr,ystallised 
as single feldspar rocks and formed hypersolvus core syenites. The 
plagioclase component of these feldspars is held only in the perthite 
lamellae. As these cr,ystals continued to cool and on roaching tho 
solvus at approximate~ 6600 0, exso1ution began and a separate two 
feldspar assemblage resulted. As Bowen and Tuttle (1958) have 
pointed out survival of perthite suggests that either extreme~ rapid 
cooling or abscence of volatile fluxes such as water vapour has been 
the case, since laborator,y experiments show that unmixing of sodium 
feldspars takes place in a few days if water vapour is present to 
flux the reaction, tho latter seems more likely. Additional investigations 
indicate that most amphiboles may well be unstable in the presence of a 
moderate or high H2O vapour pressure. Most perthite-quartz granites 
carry amphibole as the principal dark mineral, indicating that the lack 
of extensive unmixing of the alkali feldspars in these rocks may well 
be a result of the low water content of the magma. In contrast the 
two feldspar outer 1aminated syenites, which also hold minor biotite, were 
potentially richer than core rocks in water, which could explain tho 
preponderance of amphibole over pyroxene in these rocks as well as the 
expected concentration of pegmatitic veins encountered there. 
Significantly in these pegmatitic facies hornblende is not found, 
indicating an excess of water was available during the last parts of 
the crystallisation process. Intuitively one would expect that tho 
outer laminated two feldspar rocks would be of coarser grain size since 
they cr,ystallised at a lower temperature in the presence of a higher 
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percentage of water vapour and over a longer period of time than is 
the case for one-feldspar core rocks. However the contrar,y case 
exists and the core rocks are the coarsest of the two variants. 
This anomal1 might be explained by the chilling effect of the surround-
ing Eastern Moine granulites. The fact that the two-feldspar syenites 
~ave no great metasomatic/alteration effect on the surrounding 
sediments, coupled with a preponderance of amphibole suggests to the 
author that onl1 a slight concentration of water over that in the 
core syenites occurred, and he concures with a proposal mooted by 
Tuttle (1952) that the unmixing of the two feldspars is best regarded 
as an extension of ar.dultimate development along the divergent paths 
of the perthite exsolution. Orville (1963) has shown that alkali 
redistribution occurs through a vapour phase in response to temperature-
gradients, these must have been lowest and more volatile-rich at the 
margins of the wya1 mass. A plot of the Loyal syenites shows that 
s, the Rittmann Index decreases as the silica content increases, which 
according to Rittmann (1960) indicates a type of gas transfer operative 
in the rock magma. Perthites are developed in the pegmatites of Sgor 
Chaonasaid which suggests that they have sharper tolerance of aqueous 
conditions than hornblendesj in any case the pegmatites appear 
therefore to have been unusually 'dry'. Stability field relationships 
of pargasite determined by Boyd (1956) and on ferropargasites by 
Gilbert (1966), close to the composition of the Loyal amphibole indicate 
an upper stability range for this mineral of approximately 8200 C at 
500 bars vapour pressure, and 925°C at 1000 bars, extrapolation to 
250 bars vapour pressure suggests an upper stability range in the 
order of 660°C, above which break-down to diopsidic pyroxene, olivine, 
nepheline, anorthite, spinel and water occurs. Plotting this line of 
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stability on the probable minimum percentage water solubility in 
granitic liquids given by Brown (1970) intimates that the Loyal 
syenites had in the order of 3.5% H2O vapour in the magma, which accords 
well with the data of Ernst (1962) which demonstrate that reibeckit1c 
amphiboles are unstable at temperatures in excess of 61000 and greater 
than 4% water content, above which they break down to acmite, that is 
a pyroxene. Loyal rocks then probabl1 lie close to the upper limit of 
stability of the amphibole and the presence of pyroxene in the core 
rocks shows that higher temperatures prevailed there. That amphibo1e/ 
pyroxene and amph11bo1e along exist elsewhere in the same intrusion 
shows that the conditions straddled the amphibole stability field 
indicating a temperature of formation close to 6600 0 at 250 bars 
pressure and with about 4% of water vapour in the magma. The core rocks 
holding pyroxene might therefore be expected to have had an initially 
higher concentration of water in the magma close to but greater than 
4%, but as the temperature fell below the solws where two feldspar 
syenites cr,ystallize, and coincidentally amphiboles become stable, 
water became incorporated in the amphibole structure and thus acted 
as a kind of buffer to the increased tendency of enrichment in vapour 
phase as the magma fUrther cooled. Mention has been made above of the 
intermediate nature of the late stage pegmatitic veins in which perthites 
are developed but hornblendes suppressed. 
The significance therefore of tho perthites of the LO,yal mass 1s 
the limit which they impose on the temperatura of formation of the 
intruSions, and on the depth at which they must have been emplaced, 
which can only have been shallow. Allowing for the uncertainty in the 
values of the stability fields mentioned above, and in conjunction with 
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the concept of earth depth zonation proposed by Buddington (1959) 
in which Loyal could be classified as a lower Epizone or a higher 
Mesozonc pluton, it is apparent that emplacement of the complQx 
was between one kilometre and 6.5 kilometres, with a depth of ~o 
kilometres to five kilometres most likely. The theory accords well 
with Read's (1957) Granite Series, that is a late stage intrusive 
mechanically emplaced at a comparatively shallow depth. 
~ekitic intergrowths have only be on detected in one of the 
thin rock sections (26388) from Beinn Stumanadh and is uncommon there. 
Poikilitic textures in which the feldspars are totally enclosed 
within large crystals of the same material occur often, but the 
texture is never dominated by this particular feature. 
The colour and colour index of the syenites. 
Assuming those limits proposed by Shand (1947), all except the 
most mafic portions of the Cnoc nan Cuilean massif can be considered 
as leucocratic. From point-counting methods on thin sections tho 
colour index of Loyal rocks has beon determined as 9, leucocratic -5 
to Shand but mesotypic to Johannsen (1931-1938). 
Further indices, all calculated from analyses of thirty typical 
syenites within the complex show that this C.I. is slight~ l~ but 
of the right magnitude. Thornton and Tuttle (1960) mnke use of a 
parameter they call the differentiation index, which is quite analogous 
to colour index but depends on the sum of normative Or + Ab + Q. The 
value of the D.I. for Loyal syenites was determined as 87.9. Two other 
ratios FeO and K20 + Na20 , respectively M, the Mafic 
FeO + Rgo K20 + Na20 + CaO 
Index and F, the Felsic Index were calculated as 85.9 and 81.6. 
Consideration of all these four parameters indicates a colour index of 
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12 for Loyal rocko. 
Of the three variants in tho complex Onoc nan Ouilean is by 
far the most mafic and therefore darkest in colour, Loyal rocks are 
generally white whereas Beinn Stumanadh are dark brown or pinkish. 
Varieties within the syenite 
!I?~.!-!~_Y~.!~~_ 
Two separate types of aplites are encountered in the area 
under conSideration, regular pink, parallel-sided manifestationo 
in the Onoc nan cUilean mass, and those along the northern flank 
of Sgor Chaonasaid where they are intimate~ mixed with pegmatitic 
material. Both aplites have a marked lack of mafic material and 
are virtually leucocratic feldspar/quartz/magnetite rocks, the 
latter mineral on oxidation imparting the pink colour typical of 
these rocks. The pink colour is uniformly distributed in the 
Chilean apl1tes, but often gives a spotted appearance or foll~lS 
cracks and bands, betl'l'Oen pegmatite in the Loyal types. 'Ofton 
veins range in thickness between 25mm and 75mm, although within the 
Cuilean mass small dykes from l5mm to 3UOmm are not uncommon; 
frequently bifurcating, they are more resiotant than tho enclosing 
syenites and thus stand out on weathered surfaces. Contacto with the 
enclosing syenites are sharp and no chilled margins occur, commonly the 
aplites are intruded into the syeniteo but occasionally are, together 
with pegmatiteo, found in- tho Moine country-rocks. Quartz veins at a 
greater distance away from the igneous contact may represent tho last 
stage in aplitic dirferentiation. The contrast in the textural 
relationship between host syenite and aplite is very striking, grain 
size, 2.Omm in the syenite, averages leso than O.lmm in the aplite, 
rounded shapes with sutured margins prevail and it 10 apparent that 
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the grains have interfered with each others growth, an allotriomorphic 
saccharoidal texture has thus resulted . Mafic minerals in the aplite 
ceins are minute , and almost always much altered, small ra ged remnants 
of hornblende/pyroxene and very fine sphene and zircon, as well as spar e 
biotite flakes with chloritic alterations a encountered. Magnet·te 
the most abundant mafic constituent acts as a nucleus for sphene c~s~ls. 
Perthites are much less abundant than in the surrounding yenites. 
Interstitial cross- hatched microcline is present in subsidia~ amounts 
but the chief feldspars are clear albitic plagioclase and cloudy potash 
feldspar in an approximate ratio of 60 :40 . Oscillatory zoning is a 
very marked feature of the albitic plagioclases (it is also present in 
some perthitic K- feldspars) and suggests that the mineral constituents 
were in a process of reaction with the liquid fraction of the melt at 
the time of their consolidation. 
Pink ap~itic vein cutting the Cnoc nan Cuilean syenite 
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The apJ.1tes are probably related to the prinnry joint system in 
the complex although fie1dor.idence on this point is not docisive; 
Cnoc nan Cui1ean aplites appear to be related to flat-lying joints 
while those of Chaonasaid to radial fractures. 
Close association of pegmatite and aplite is extremelY striking. 
A series of experiments by Jahns and Burnham (1957,1969) intended to 
duplicate the natural conditions of pegmatite formation, showed that 
a fine grained sugary aggregate of quartz and feldspar, i.e. aplite, 
separates above the "second-boiling point" of the magma. Crystallization 
causes increasing concentration of water in the remaining liquid and 
eventually conditions for "second boiling II are reached and a water-rich 
phase separates. This water rich phase provides space for large 
crystals to grow but coupled with this the high H20 content also 
inhibits nucleation thereby developing only a few cr.ystals, the 
lowered viscosity provides for more rapid movement of ions and hence 
for fonnation of pegmatite. Ii' attainment of the "second boiling 
point" is pictured as occurring irregularly during cooling for example 
by slight variations in either temperature or pressure an adequate 
explanation of the zonation and close association of pegmatite and 
aplite at Loyal results. 
Two aplitic phases were demonstrated by King (op. ait.) in the 
Cuilean intrusion, the author considers that the first of his types, 
irregular aplitic voins are in fact only fine grained syenitic material 
invnding xenolithic matter; his second type pink, are numerous and 
transgress all other structures. A rami.!'ying network of voinlets 
earlier to this main ap1itic phaso 1s intricatelY enmeshed within tho 
mafic syen! tes • 
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Both massivo boulder and vein-like pogmatitic material are found 
below the cliffs of Sgor Chaonasaid on the northern slopes of the 
Loyal range. One of the veins has been studied in detail and can be 
taken as typical. The vein is 65mm wide and prominently zoned from 
margin to centre in the follmring manner:-
a) A fine-grained quartz/m1croperthite mixture just 4mm thick. 
b) Reaching 20mm from the edge, large toothed perthites up to 
25mm in length, but normally approximate~ lOmm, together 
with subordinate quartz crystals in rudimentaty graphic 
intergrowths. Both feldspar and especially quartz ctystals 
arc aligned at right angles to the vein margins. 
c) Very fine white/pink apl1tic material to which magnetite is 
restricted. 
d) The coro consisting of coarse perthite/quartz aggregates with 
large irregular II sub-roundedll quartz crystals. 
The junction with tho host syenite is very sharp and clear and no 
contamination between them is seen. Pegmatites arc noticeab~ 
much more leucocratic, and quartz more obvious, than in the surround-
ing syenites. In the larger boulder pegmatites perthitic intergrowths 
haVQ no preferred orientation and the feldspars are sub-rounded and 
equidimensional at about 25mm; aplitic material hore binds together 
the large feldspars in a manner analogous to the cement in a sandstone. 
Outside the syenite proper some pegmatites cut Moinian meta-
sediments where they aro characteristically very irregular, have a 
chilled finer grain at their margins, and sometimes incorporate 
---83 'I' 
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Pegmatite , Sgor Chaonasaid, Ben 1oya~ showing anastomosing 
cracks centred on Allanite. 
Pegmatite , Coille na Guile, Sror Ghaonasaid (27575 , 167~!) 
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X-Ray photograph of a pegmatite vein from Sgor a Chaonasaid, 
Ben Loyal, showing the association of coarse perthitic 
feldspars and fine - grained aplitic material. 
cy to the above X-Ray photograph; shmving the restriction of 
the iron- orcs to the central part of the vein. 
8 
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metamorphic material. In both boulder and vein types fine-grained 
aplitic matter is intimately associated with pegmatite. stereoscopic 
radiography, by a modification of the method suggested by Hamblin & 
Salotti (1964), has confirmed the persistance of these zones three 
dimentionally and shmls that magnetite is markedly restricted to tho 
aplitic portions of the vein. 
Like the aplites, pegmatitos are essentially perthite/quartz/ 
magnetite rocks together with subsidiar,y quantities of rarer minerals, 
conspicuous amongst which are allanite and sphene, and equally 
conspicuous by their absence micas, hornblende and tourmaline. The 
principal feldspar in the pegmatites is microcline-perthite, (the 
perthite strings are visible even to the naked eye), the feldspar is 
patchily green and different parts of a single ~r,ystal exhibit both 
green and white portions; a distinct pale green amazonite does occur. 
Closely associated with the perthites are "steppedll quartz cr,ystals, 
(i.e. with horizontally striated prism faces) which on occasion are 
large and range up to 400mm in size. Poorly terminated quartz 
cr,ystals up to 70mm are found in the boulder pegmatites where they 
are often associated with pink aplitic patches. Allanite, the most 
abundant of the accessories, is frequently idiomorphic, often zoned 
and almost universally surrounded by brown anastomosing cracks 
radiating into adjacent feldspars. Occasional small miarolytic 
cavities hold good cr,ystals of clear quartz together with montmorillonitic 
material. 
Cnoc nan Cuiloan has pegmatites in veins and also as irregular 
segregations within the syenites, the latter being commonly found 
with basic xenoliths. Additionally the pegmatites contain large 
crystals of pyroxene and actinolite, which either parallel the 
margins or are held in a haphazard and irregular faahion within the 
veins. Cuiloan pegmatites are cut by later pink aplitic veins. 
Hicrogranite CJyke from Allt Innis Ceann an Locha shOwing sutured 
margins of the feldspars and quartz. Slide No . 27590 (18104). 
Minor intrusives. 
-----------------
Three types of minor intrusives are found surrounding the 
igneous complex, dykes, sills and vein-like material . All the 
rocks are pinkish in colour, of much finer grain size (the largest 
grains only reach lmm in len th and the matrix is usually about 
O. lmm), and more leucocratic (with a colour index of : 5) than the 
normal syenite of the complexes. The rocks are very quartzose, 
have high combined alkalies, very low lime content and are less 
sodic than typical Loyal syenites. Essentially they are mixtures 
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of K-feldspar, sodic plagioclase and quartz; sericitization is 
often prominent and picks out the feldspar cleavap,es . Small, 
rounded, sutured grains are the rule although some of the feldspars 
approach hypidiomorphic shape . Porphyritic textures are not found. 
Magnetite is the commonest of the mafic minerals and alteration of 
this has imparted the pink colour typical of these rocks. Biotite 
and epidote are also present and chloritic gouge is found in fractures 
cutting the sills and dykes . Tlrree of the dykes have distinctive 
characteristics, that found in the Tarmachan stream section has 
micrographic texture and quartz strings cutting the more normal rocks, 
dykes from the summit of Beinn Stumanadh have large ragged lmm brown-
green biotite flakes which appear to have replaced earlier mafic 
minerals, and south of Cnoc nan Cuilean in AlIt Innis Ceann an Locha 
the only dyke rock in which perthitic feldspar occurs was located. 
11icrogranitic vein cutting Moinian metasediments, AlIt Ach 
nan Clach . Specimen No , 27615 (20004, 20104) 
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Contact between microgranite dyke and Moinian sediments. 
Summit of Beinn Stumanadh. 
Microgranite sill . Eastern part of Creag Dhubh, 
Beinn stumanadh . 
• 
Intrusions dilate the wnlls of the Hoine granulites and aro 
therefore forcefullY emplaced, although no obvious mineral orientation 
is observed in the rocks. Minor igneous intrusives of this typo range 
in size from veins 45-6Omm wide to dykes and sills up to 10 metres or 
more. Contacts with the Hoine Series are invariably very sharp but 
sometimes pink feldspathic material has impregnated, for a short 
distance only, into the surrounding sediments. In a vein from AlIt 
Ach nan Clach, the igneous fraction was found to be more siliceous -6 
and potassic than the enclosing Moine granulites which are richer in 
Ti02, A~03' iron-oxides, MgO, CaO and Na20. 
In the classification of igneous rocks proposed by Shand (1947) 
the minor intrusives fall within the XOp B (5) division and can thus 
best be described as 1eucocratic over-saturated peraluminous sodi-
potassic microgranites. 
As in the other parts of the complex the mafic portions of 
the Cuilean body are compos~d of two principal felsic minerals, 
io. K-feldspar and albitic plagioclase together with sodic pyroxene. 
As a rule K-fel~spar predominates over the other two constituents and 
cr,ystals of interstitial albite are wedged between the granular mosaic 
of cloudy microcline crystals. Grain size is extremely variable and 
inhomogeneous over short distances, feldspars up to 10mm do occur 
but are usua~ much finer. Green sodic-pyroxene crystals occasionally 
reach 4.0 to 6.Omm in length (0.15 - 0.20 mm is more typical) and 
poikilitically enclose feldspars, iron-ores, sphene and apatite. 
With increase in the proportion of the pyroxene King (op.cit) has 
suggested that loca~ the normal syenite may grade into albite-
"T 
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shonkinites and eventually could be termed pyroxonites. How vor 
the increased basicity is correlated wit,h the proximity to in or orated 
xenoliths and is not continuous over la e areas in fact the moet 
noticeable feature is the hetero eneity of these mafic port'ons. It 
seems to the author therefore unjustified that separate names bo 
applied to what are in essence contaminated varieties of the same 
rock type . 
Green pyroxenes in the mafic parts of the Cnoc nan 
Cuilean syenite . 
~~~r9~1~~9_~~Y;~~~~ 
Conspicuously within the outer laminated syenites there exist, 
miarolitic cavities up to lOmm in length filled lvith a powdery 
canar,y- yellow mineral . They are usually irre ular in hape and 
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angular projections into the voids are common; occasionallY they 
are oriented parallel with the amphibole lineation and as pointed 
out previously, they transgress basic schist xenoliths. Sometimes 
the druses are sub-circular with diameters of 4mm although moro of ton 
an elliptical shape is apparent. Hornblende when in contact with the 
wgs is always altered either to a green actinolite or a dark chocolato 
soft variety. Few good cr,ystal shapes, usual~ obvious in such 
situations aro found and only detached apatite cr,ystals within the 
yellow mineral have angular terminations. In addition to apatite 
the minerals typical of the syenites are found together with zeolitic 
and montmorillonitic material. Two zeolites have been found in the 
cavities, hannotome En (A~Si6016). ~~O and stilbite (oa,Na2~) 
(~Si10l8)' ~O. A greenish-yellov curdy mineral of the mont-
morillonite group has been determined as nontronite and this is 
sometimes admixed with the yellov rare-earth mineral, the presence 
of which was indicated by Von Knorring and Dearnlcy (op. cit). 
Apatite is ubiquitous in its association with this rare-earth 
mineral and this has led to the pnysical difficulty in obtaining 
specimens of sufficient purity for analysis. From laboriously 
hand picked and magnetic separated material, tested by U.V. 
spectrographic, XRF, and wet chemical methods it has become clear that -7 
Von Knorring and Dearnloy1s conclusions are substantially correct and 
La,Fe,Ce,Ca,Mg hydrated phospho-silicate best describes this mineral. 
Traces of Ba,Sr,Ti,Pb, Mn,Zr,Bo,V,Ga and Na occur and in addition tho 
folloving elements were found during an XRF scan·U,Y,Zn,Sm,Cu,Th,Ni,K,Ag,Nd. 
X-ray Diffraction scans of this mineral have shown the following 
lines. 
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SIEMENS X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER SCAN OF THE 'YELLOW HINERAL 
FROI.f LETTERMORE QUARRY, BEn roYAL. 
Radiation Fe KG, calibrated against LiF. 
d.i Order of intensity 
5.22 
1 
---
3.104 
4.70 
2 
---
2.875 
4.60 
3 --- 4.53 
4.53 
4.20 
4.20 
5 --- 3.317 
3.551 
4.70 
3.510 
;.~ ASTM Card for Monazite 11-556 
3.104 d 3.09 2.87 3.30 5.20 
2.875 1111 100 70 50 13 
2.523 (Ce,La,Y,Th) P04 
2.234 ASTM card for Steenstrupine 14-211 
2.220 
d 3.09 2.87 4.20 5.20 
2.152 I/I~ 100 100 70 30 
1.877 (La,Ca,Na)3(Al,Fe,Mn)3(Si,P)3(O,OH,F)12 ? 
1.742 
Such an X-ray pattern is not dissimi~r to steenstrupine and is 
substantiallY the same as monazite (Ce,Ln,Th) P04 and the mineral 
must therefore be isostructural with the latter, as well as with 
Huttonite ThSi04• Pabst and Hutton (1951) have shoun that the 
phosphates of La, Ce, Pr and Nd are isostructural with monazite and 
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.... huttonite, and in addition Bowie and Horne (1953) have shown that 
the mineral cheralite together with the synthetic compound 
CaTh(P04)2 also have monazite structure. One significant fact is 
the absence of thorium in the make-up of the Loyal mineral and in 
this respect it is worth noting that Gordon (1939) reports a thorium 
free monazite from Bolivia, and Rose et.al. (1958) found less than 
0.1% Th in monazite from Magnet Cove Arkansas. Monazite from other 
alkaline areas have been shown to have only low thorium contents and 
this may be a general trend in this type of rock (Jaffe 1955). Both 
heated and untreated specimens gave the same X-~ pattern. The 
specific gravity of the mineral at 2.90 is low and this must be 
correlated with the number of OH ions incorporated in the structure. -8 
The cerium-earths predominate within the mineral, lanthanum and cerium 
being major components and both samarium and neodymium were evident 
from XRF analysis. Exceptionally the lanthanum appears to exceed 
the cerium content. Thorium and uranium although detected were 
located only in slight traces. In contraot Oftedal and Saebo (1965) 
have shown that the boundar,y of the nordmarkite in the Grorud district 
of Norway has cavities in which rarer minerals, including sphene, 
zircon, allanite, helvine, m1larite, fluorite, hematite, phenacite, 
bertrandite, ancylite, wulfenite and pyrosmaltite are concentrated, 
are enriched in yttrium and ytterbium and scandium is presentj that 
is a similar paragenesis is here enriched in the yttrium rare-earths. 
Interesting~ the barium zeolite harmotome is presont at both localities, 
although obvious ber,yllium mineralisation is conspicuously absent at 
Loyal. 
The origin of the miarolytic cavities is probably connected with 
')! 
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pegmatite formation and the most like~ cause of the phonomonon io 
the late emission of small quantities of gao pockets towards tho 
close of crystallisation. 
Alteration processes within the Syenite. 
g~~~~~~~!2~J_~h~_~l!~~~~~:~~Eh~~~!~_~~~~!~!~~! 
Contemplation of Bowen's discontinuous reaction series for 
minerals crystallizing from a magma suggests that there is an inherent 
tendency for pyroxene totransform to amphibole with increasing 
differentiation. In the Loyal complex several instances can be 
cited in which amphibole appears secondary to initial pyroxene, although 
the overwhelming evidence points to primary cr,ysta!lization of 
amphibole. In the Cnoc nan chlilean body highly pleochroic hastingsitic -9 
amphibole occurs as irregular patches in the pyroxene crystals or 
independentlY, and surrounding feldspars are then clouded and 
sericitised. On occasion ragged outgrowths of pale actinolite 
associate with the green pyroxene. Within the Beinn Stumanadh 
mass however although amphibole and pyroxene coexist they are mostly 
separatb and very rarely shOW' replacive relationships, again at 
Loyal within the laminated rocks amphibole, near to ferro-edenite, is -9 
the chief component and replacive relationships are not seen. What 
is observed at Loyal can therefore be expressed as two different 
phenomena, the first magmatic, and tho second probably related to 
late stage hydrothermal alteration. Eskola (19lh) has proposed 
a mechanism whereby hypersthene and diopside are transformed to n 
llfore stable actinolite structure and Boyd (1954,1956) has studied the 
stability field of tremolites and pargasitos which confirm the expected 
pyroxene-amphibole transition and an extrapolation of his graphs to 
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Loyal parameters indicates that at 660°C (the perthite solvus) 
this stability curve is intersected, that is the amphiboles of the 
laminated syenites are probably primary precipitates . That tho 
secondary amphiboles , uralites, in the Cuilean mass are surrounded 
by clouded and sericitised feldspars shows that their enesis must 
be closely tied with this synantectic process . Other deuteric 
alterations , such as tourmalinisation , kaolinisation and greisening 
prominent in some granitic provinces are not seen in the Loyal rocks 
supporting the evidence of a ' dry ' melt referred to in a previous 
section . Pale green biotite cuts both amphibole and pyroxene within 
the Cnoc nan Cuilean body. 
Biotite cutting green pyroxene , Cnoc nan Cuilean . A 
pleochroic halo surrounds zircon within the biotite . 
Slide No . 27596 (18704) OL . 
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Amazonitization. 
----------------
The occurrence of amazonit9 is unusual. Excepting the Loyal 
minora1, the author has been unable to find mention in the literature 
of ether localities from Britain. Its presence at Loyal was first 
brought to light by Heddle (1879) 'Who showed its occurrence in 
pegmatitic veins in the cliffs of Sgor Chaonasaid. The material is 
scarce and is found onlY in pegmatitic veins and patches where it is 
associated with uncoloured microcl1ne microperthites. In comparison 
wi th mos t other amazoni tes the Loyal mineral is very palo green, the 
colour is patchily distributed and often colourless microcline grades 
imperceptibily into the amazonite; not infrequently the green 
colouration picks its way between the strings of the perthite. 
Several explanations as to the origin of the green colouration in 
amazonites have been put forward for example:-
a) the incorporation of chromophoro elements including -
(i) traces of copper (Breithaupt 1847, Des Cloiszeaux, 
Koksharov) 
(ii) traces of ferrous iron (Eliseev 1949, Bassett 1956) 
(iii) traces of manganese (Przibram) 
b) the amount of rubidium in the feldspar (Kapustin 1939 and 
Zavaritsk,y 1943) 
c) traces of organic matter (Lobedev and Matveyev) 
d) incorporation of 'large' rubidium ions, with coincident defects 
in the structure (Goldschmidt 1933) 
e) the thallium content of the feldspars (Goldschmidt 1954) 
r) the effect of radioactivity on thallium ions. 
g) release of free rubidium ions by irradiation (Ahrens & Machatschki) 
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h) the substitution of fluorine for oxygen in microcline,(O£tedal 
1957) 
i) physical differences such as lattice defects or strain (Taylor 
at al 1960) 
j) formation of Z-type colour-centres by a replacement of potassium 
ions by lead (Zhirov and Shistov 1965) 
Essential to a correct assessment of the above is the known trace 
element mineralogy and its association. Often amazonite associntes 
with the minerals of the elements Be,Li,Sn,Nb,Ta and the rare-earths, 
of these the first three are noticeably absent or present in onlY .,0 
ver.y small traces at Loyal. In other localities throughout the world 
amazonitic feldspar is characterised by high contents of Rb,Cs,Pb, and 
TI. and lithium is sometimes concentrated thus:-
The rarer Group I elements in Amazonites (in p.p.m) 
". L~O Rb20 CsO 
Varutrask nd 33,000 6,000 
lImen Mtns. nd 31,200 nd 
Ute, Sweden 4,700 25,400 2,400 
Madagascar 250 10,20U nd 
Kenigshain, Silesia nd 8,700 nd 
Hiask, Urals, USt)R 5 6, BOO 120 
Pike's Peak, USA nd 5,000 30 
Zdan Mtn, Czechoslovakia nd 2,300 50 
Work at Pike's Peak USA on co-existing amazonite, reddish feldspar 
and graphic feldspar indicate a ten times concentration of rubidium 
in the amazonite, but, as Goldschmidt (1954) pointed out tho Zdan 
amazonite is rubidium poor and some non-amazonitic feldspar for 
• 
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example those at Varutrask have very high concentrations of rubidium. 
The high lithium content of tho Uta amazonito is duo to included 
blebs of petalite Li (AlSi4010) and the cesium in like manner is 
probablY related to polluc1te. Additionally the Group III elements 
gallium, at Pike's Peak, and thallium up to 1UO ppm in Madagascan 
amazonite appear to be concentrated in varying amounts. Noves et. 0.1. 
(1911) have indicated no strontium and in only ono caso appreciable 
barium in amazonites from Mozambique, however tho author using U.V. 
spectrographic and XRF techniques for the Chaonasaid amazonito finds 
K,Na,Al, and Si as majors, Sr~Rb,Pb and Ba as minor constituents 
and with traces of Fe,Cu,Zn and Ca. Much of tho strontium, perhaps 
40 - 80%, may be radiogenic derived from the decay of Rb~~~ sr~~ + e • 
Coexisting white feldspars had only K,Na,Al and Si as major elemonts 
and traces only of rubidium and lead. Cesium and lithium are absent 
in the Loyal amazonibe where they have been preferentially incorporated 
in subsidiar,y biotite, interestingly this minor biotite contains trace 
amounts of Be and Sn as well as Rb, just the elements with which amazonito 
is normally found. Taylor et 0.1 (op. cit) likewise report no Li,Sn,Be 
or F in amazonites from Southern Norway. 
From the trace elements contents therefore it is apparent that 
the majority of amazonites are enriched in rubidium, cosium, thal1iu~ 
lead and possibly lithium relative to colourless feldspars, but as 
Goldschmidt has pointed out, rubidium-rich colourless feldspars are 
found which suggests that Rb cannot be the clement responsible for 
the green colour. An equivalent argument can be presented for both 
lithium and cesium. Oftedals' (op. cit) observation on fluorine -
oxygen replacement is not substantiated by experiment and this then 
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leaves only two mechanisms to account for the green phenomenon. The 
incorporation of other trace elements within the feldspar structure or 
cr,ystal defects of various kinds; which ever process is preferred, 
account must be taken of the patch1 nature of tho colouration at Loyal. 
That traces of Fe,Cu and Zn have been found in the Chaonasaid amazonito 
may be significant since the great majority of coloured inorganic 
materials contain transition metals. For minerals to appear green 
(4912-5750 R) they must absorb radiation in the violet and orange-rod 
region of the visible spectrum, and absorption has a high probability 
whenever an ion has a partiallY filled d or f electron shell. Of all 
the ions possiblY present onlY Cu2+ Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions have unfilled d 
shells, respectivelY 3d9, 3d6 and 3d5 all the rest have filled p and 
d orbitals or unfilled r orbitals. These three ions have the following 
configurations:-
~2+ 3d9 (D 0 (j] (Q) ([) 
Fe
2
+ 3d
6 ([J) CO CD CO CD 
Fo3+ 3dS CO CO CD ([) ([) 
The interaction of these ions when pLaced in an electrostatic field on 
anions within the feldspar structure disturbs the energy of tne various 
d levels and these are tnon split into two sub-loWls, two of tho d 
orbitals in unfaveured positions relative to thO other three. 'rhus 
for tho Fo2+ ion:-
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High energy 
/ 
field 
• 
free ion \ v ([) (f) Low energy 
weak field 
the difference in energy of these upper and lower levels is commonly 
similar to the energy of a photon or radiation in the visible region 
of the spectrum, and this energy may be absorbed and cause tho electron 
to jump from one level to another, this excitation of tho d electrons 
removes the essential degeneracy of the five d levelo and causeS the 
colour of transition - metal complexes. The position of the absorption 
band(s) shown by these transition metal ions depends on the distanco 
of the negative charges from the central cation and on tho eloctronoga-
tivity of the surrounding groups. As the Si - Al - 0 bonds have 
considerable covalency (approximately 50% ionic) splitting is 
increased and more energy is required to excite electrons. Thus 
tho absorption bands move to shorter wavelengths, which could explain 
the green in the amazonite. The position of tho absorption bands 
depends on the nature of the species producing the negative field in 
this case oxygens tetrahedra~ co-ordinated to metal ions, and 
therefore the colour is not at all characteristic of a given ion. 
Of the three ions, ferric ions show very little interaction with 
visible light since the 3d electrons are unpaired. Electrons 
therefore can only occupy the same orbital if the spins arc opposed, 
and excitation can only occur if the spin orientation changes. This 
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transition is said to be spin forbidden, Fe3+ does shOW' such spin 
forbidden transitions but the process is unfavourable ao the electrons 
are reluctant to change spin, and the absorption bands are of feeble 
intensity. If we are looki?g to Fe3+ for the colour in amazonite lle 
must look to electron delocalization phenomena or simple photochemical 
2+ 
reduction processes. A similar argument could be ranged for Hn 
whose electronic configuration is the same as that of Fe3+. Deer, 
Howie and Zussman (1966) pointing to the replacement of divalent 
Mg,Sr,Mn and Fe for Ca in the alkali feldspars, are of the opinion 
that Fe2+ is present only as impurities and not incorporated structurally. 
Divalent copper seems the only possibility remaining if metal d electron 
transitions are r~sponsible for amazonite colour. Most other 
amazonites have copper values not normally exceeding 4 ppm so that 
this seems unlikely. 
It has long been known that the green colour of amazonite is 
destroyed on heating, and experiments by Oftedal (op. cit) confirmed 
o 0 by the author show that the, colour is lost between 270 C and 300 C 
which demonstrates that the green colouration was formed at about 
2500 C. Conversely if the colourless feldspar is then irradiated 
under X-rays the colour is restored. Analogous changos can be 
produced in the laborator.y on simplo salts such as KCl or CaF2, 
where heating again causes bleaching and irradiation revives the 
blue colour; the changes hore are connected with detects in tho 
structure of the ions, either one in which an ion migrates to an 
interstitial site leaving a vacant hole (a Frenkel defect) or the 
ion is absent altogether (a Schottky defect) as these are irradiated 
the free electrons fill the holes in the ionic structure and give 
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-ris~JF, or colour centres, a similar process could eXplain the colour 
of amazonite. Howevor, as the number of Frenkel and Schottky dofects 
increases exponential~ with increase in temperature the number nover 
becomes large as this would load to melting and since the green colour 
of amazonite forms at temperatures close to 2500 0 it is to be expected 
that these defects will be few in number. 
The two other common defects in crystals, mosaic and stacking 
dislocations, are unlikely to cause colour defects. At short 
wavelengths a further process, charge transfer or photochemical 
oxidation reduction may take place. For example the intense colours 
shown by metallic oxides and sulphides are in part due to such changes, 
thus for ferric oxide:-
Fe3+ + 02- + photon ) 
All inorganic materials have these spectra but only those with 
easily reduced cations or oxidised anions will produce this absorption 
in the visible region. Fe3+ substituting for Al3+ in the silica 
tetrahedra of the Loyal amazonito could account for the green colour, 
2+ the same restrictions as mentioned previously must apply to Fe • 
Zhirov and Stishov (1965) have outlined an explanation in which 
Pb leads to a structural distortion of the feldspar lattice whore one 
ion of lead substitutes two of potassium. The author considers this 
to bo the most likely of all explanations, although thoir concopt of 
activo nnd inactive lead is somewhat vague. These authors envisage 
activo and inactive load tied in different structural positions thus:-
2K+ ~ Pb2+ active load , 
K+Si4+ :... Pb2+A13+ inaotivo lead 
" this latter coupled substitution having no colour effect. 
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The process by which this amazonitization takes place is obscure 
although Zavaritskiy (1943) demonstrated that the depth of colour is 
related to metasomatism and that amazonitization io a later process 
than albitization. 
The amazonites of Sgor Chaonasaid are closely associated with 
allanites rich in thorium, and galena is found within the containing 
pegmatites, no adjacency between either mineral and amazonite is 
apparent although their close proximity suggests that both F type 
colour centres and 'active' lead replacement distortions predominate. 
Amazonitization is seen principally as a replacement process, related 
to albitization, later than this and is a type of lead motasomatism 
thus :-
2KAlSi 0 + Pb 2+ 3 8 
The high contents of strontium and barium in the Loyal amazonite 
indicates less fractionation than is apparent elsewhere and this 
would accord well with the very pale, patchy green colour of tho 
amazonite and indeed with the marked absence of Be,Li and Sn in tho 
pogmatites. 
~~~2~~!~!~!~~_!~~_~~!~!!~!~!~!~~ 
These two minerals are uncommon within tho Loyal syenite although 
groen epidote has been separated from the beach concentrate at Loch 
Fhionnaich. 
Thin sections of the syenites show that epidote is concentrated 
at three Sites, along with amphibolos and pyroxenes, where Moinian 
rocks lmve been incorporated as xenoliths or in close prOXimity to 
the contact, and where alteration of the feldspars is obvioUS. 
Chlorite is frequent only in joint planes along the northern edge of 
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the complex. Such a paragenesis, excluding those of obvious Moino 
parentage, indicates response to a late stage deuteric process in which 
mafic minerals have been altered to epidote. Evidence for this 
amphibole - epidote transition is furnished in the almost perfect 
match in the elements determined for each of the minerals by U.V. 
spectrographic method. The expected pseudomorphing of the mafic 
minerals by penninitic chlorite is unseen and corroded hornblende 
remnants are typicalj this could mean that the chlorite has migrated 
away into joint cracks, an observation confirmed in the joint faces 
of Sgdr Chaonasaid. 
Unrelated to this epidotization is the formation of the cerium-
rich epidote, allanite which is common in parts of the intruSion, is 
several centimetres long in some pegmatites and is a primar,r cr,rstallate. 
Carbonate formation. 
The occurrence of strontianite within the Loch Loyal syenites is 
unusual. As Harmo and Siivola (1966) have shown only exceptionally 
do barium and strontium form independent minerals in igneous rocks. 
Gallagher et al (1971) have pointed out the barite and celestite in 
carbonate rich syenite associated with faulting at the north-east 
corner of Loch Loyal. Barite occurs also with faulting in the Moino 
rocks along the northern flanks of the Loyal massif. Late stage 
carbonate is widespread and occurs within the syenite and in the 
associated pegmatites, it may be found infilling boundarios between 
the cr,ystals, occupying oval cavities within the syenite or in 
distinct bladed forms up to lOmm in length. The oval cavities have 
very fine acicular white or cream crystals radiating to tho void 
centres. Carbonate replacement is particularly important at Srdn 
Ruadh within the Beinn Stumanadh mass where strontianite is seen to 
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pseudomorph mafic material . Hematite is an invariabJe accomplice 
and frequently, former subhedral hornblendic crystals have their 
outline margined by this reddish mineral. The whole of the pseudomorph 
is never fully occupied by a single carbonate grain but is filled Hi th 
interlocking small anhedral cr,ystals. A full sequence from unaltered 
mafics to full pseudomorphism is evidence and in longitudinal prismatic 
sections the carbonate preferentially picks out the clc~vage first and 
is then found , with chloritic material in close attendance, together 
with ubiquitous iron- ores . Besides these carbonated pseudomorphs a 
second generation of carbonate is typical in very, very thin veins 
which transgress perthite lamellae, and pseudomorphs but picks out 
zone lamellae . So three modes of occurrence , interstitial, pseudomorphic 
and cross- cutting veinlets are observed broadly related but complex in 
detail. 
Strontianite together with epidote in syenite from Sron Ruadh, 
Beinn Stumanadh . Slide No . 27602(19204) , Ordinary light. 
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Heddle (1883) first shorrod the presence of strontinnite in the 
Chaonasaid cliffs, as well as in the Ben Bhreck boulder which he 
considered of Loyal parentage, he gave the following analysis for 
the Bhreck strontianite:-
5rO 58.846 
CaO 8.529 
CO2 32.305 
Material:' separated by the author from the Sgor Chaonasaid pegmatitos, 
and examined by U. v. spectrography showed the following elements:-
Major Sr, Ca, Ba, 
Minor Pb, Fe, Mg 
Traces Mn, Na, Cu, Al, 5i, Bi, Cr, Ti, Ag, V, La 
The carbonates of Ca, Ba, Sr and Pb are known to form an isostructural 
group and Faivre (1944) in experimental stUdies of the 5rC03 - caco3 
system demonstrated that orthorhombic carbonates of Ca and Sr are 
isomorphous and form a continuous series of solid solutions. Analogous 
results were obtained for the 5rc03 - Bae03 system. Vlasov (1966) 
indicates that in rare cases strontianite can contain lead. In 
comparison with other strontianites that at Loyal shows a ma.rked 
enrichment in both barium and lead, .an~copper, bismuth and silver 
are unusual traces. Many strontium minerals carr,y rare-earth elements 
mostly of the cerium group in all probability theso replace calcium and 
not strontium, since in these minerals calcium occupies a specifio 
cY,1stallochemical position. That rare earth elements are low in Loyal 
strontianite suggests that the calcium is replacing part of tho strontium 
and docs not occupy a specifio cr,ystallochemical site or hav~ a high 
tenor. What could be concentrated because of its stability in the 
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divalent state compared with other trivalent rare-earths is element 
63, europium and its chemical properties are much closer to those of 
strontium and lead than the other rare earths. The spectrum of Eu 
is in a portion where it could have been missed due to interference. 
Heltz and Holland (1965) found that the solubility of strontinnite 
decreased with increasing temperature and that its precipitation is only 
m 2+)rl 2+ likely when the ratio of Sr I Ca reaches a high valuo. In tho para-
genesis under investigation, this seems to produce fel-l problems as tho 
syenite is markedl1 deficient in calcium. 
It has long been kn~ that strontium is concentrated in syenites and 
nePheline syenites and Goldschmidt (1954) considers it a residual derived 
from fractional crystallization. The increased tenor of Dtrontium 
in alkaline rocks can be attributed directly to their more differentiated 
nature and the none availability of calcium in the magma. That 
strontianite has not been described more frequentl1 from syenitic rocks 
is surprising. They have been recorded in association with carbonatitcs 
from Malawi and Larsen and Pardee (1929) mention an occurrence in tho 
alkaline rocks of Libby, Montana U.S.A.; the strontianite within the 
Strontian granito, discovered by Walker in 1764 and described by Hope 
(1798), occurs together with lead mineralisation. Strontium carbonate 
in these cases is regarded as a product of late stage hydrothermal 
mineralisation, however those related to carbonatites and some of 
those at Loyal must haw been prirlUlry' precipitates at a low temperature; 
whether they were initiall1"'~'elestite and then reverted to strontianite 
is not clear. 
Where strontianites are found together with lead mineralisation, 
the usual case, one would expect Pb to be incorporated in the structure, 
this is not borne out by a search of tho literature and its occurrence 
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as a minor constituent at Loyal is therefore unusual. Copper, 
bismuth and silver as traces might be expected because of their 
geochemical coherence with lead although Goldschmidt (op. cit) shows 
the grorudite (a rock closely similar to Loyal syenites) in the Oslo 
province to be somewhat enriched in silver, a point which will be 
taken up later when discussing trace elements content of the Chaonasaid 
galenas. 
Red-ochre veins 
Transgressive to the syenites especial~ those of Beinn Stumanadh, 
and usually less than lOmm thick are anastamosing veins of ochreous 
hematite. These veins punch straight through the syenite matrix 
totally disregarding grain boudaries and the contact between the two 
is invariably sharp, although occasionally delimited by very fine 
strained quartz vein1ets. Outer parts to the veins have darker brown 
compact hematite whilst at the centre of the veins porous light br~ 
material admixed with syenitic fragments is found. Within the compact 
outer zone aligned 'shards' of quartz and minor feldspar are embedded 
in rust brown hematite, generally the crystals are below 0.2mm, 
numerous, and invariably broken. Sub-angular to sub-rounded quartz 
is found sparnely distributed throughout the porous hema.tito. 
In places, vein material, gives way to a hematitic breccia in 
which large syenitic pieces are held in a groundmass of hema tito; tho 
pieces are again 'shard-like' and reach up to 20mm or moro in length. 
This breccia is seen to perfoction in cliffs above Allt nan Tarmachan 
at tho junction between the syenites and t<loine sediments. Where the 
veins impinge on pegmatitic wins they cut them and thoratore 
have a later paragenesis. 
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Red ochre vein, showing quartz and feldspar ' shards ' in 
the compact outer zone . Slide No . 27605, Sron Ruadh, Beinn 
Stumanadh . 
Hematite- syenite breccia shmving feldspar fragments embedded in 
hematite . Cliffs above AlIt nan Tarmachan , Beinn Stumanadh XN . 
Slide No . 2762). 
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-Hematite is often seen to pick out foldspar c1oavages. Magnetito 
occurs in the syenites close by the veins and the weathering of this 
mineral has imparted the reddish colour typical of much of the Boinn 
Stumanadh complex (cf. Sran Ruadh - rod nose). The hematito itself 
is a red-earthy' variety of ochre (redd1e) which has titanium and 
traces of vanadium in its make-up. It is well known that ferric 
minerals typit,y late stage magmatic processes and the occurrence of 
magnetite and hematite in close proximity at Loyal shows tho increased 
differentiation under which the veins were formed. Goldschmidt (1954) 
has pointed out that hematite dust or crystals within potash feldsp3r 
may be due only to its formation from initially 'dissolved' ferric 
iron within the feldspar lattice. The normal crysta1late from 
acidic rocks is magnetite Fe304 and the ferric form indicates response 
to hydrothermal activity. 
Zeolite occurrences. 
In almost all cases zeolites aro located within miarolytic cnvitios 
togetoor l-11th a canary yellow rare earth mineral and buff-pink 
montmorillonite. No extensive zeolitisation occurs at Loya.l. Two 
platy, sti1bite and heulandite, nnd one equant zoolite harmotome, 
have been found in such circumstances. 
Stilbite 
Heulandlte 
Harmotomo 
All three of these are typically late otage low tcmporotuI'O minerals 
of hy'drothermal origin; interostingly natrolite, the harbinger of 
alkaline conditions, located in borolanite from Cnoc na Sroine, was 
not seon in Loyal rocks and analcite is conspicuously absent. 
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Harmotome is also recorded from nordmarkite druses in the Grorud district 
of Nort-Tay (Oftedal and Saebo op . cit) . 
Cross- cutting the feldspar grains , and closely associated with 
hematitic alteration are a small number of very thin voinlets filled 
with a sutured mosaic of minute quartz grains . 
Quartz voinlets cutting all other min~rals . AlIt an 
Lagp.- Aird, Ben Loyal. Slide No . 27595 (18604) . 
A comparison of Loch Loyal syenites tfith other localit.ies . 
'fhe C. I . ? ~V . norm 
-----------------
When the syenite from Lettermore quarry is fitted into the 
system proposed by Cross , Iddings , Pirsson and \~shington (1902) 
the following indices obtain 1.5.1.3 that is the Loyal rock is 
- -------.~-----
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porsalano, perfelic, peralkalic and sodi-potassic with nordmarkooo 
and phlegrose affinities. A comparison with 'superior' analysis 
quotod by Washington (1917) indicates close correspondence with the 
nordrnarkites described by Daly (1903) from Hount Ascutney, Vormont 
U.S.A. and a syenite porpnyr,y from Huesco Tanks, El Paso Co. Texas 
examined by Richardson (1909). About a dozen of Washington's 
analyses of 1.5.1.3 type rocks shaw features closely matching those 
of Loyal, all except one of which, a granite porphyIj", are described 
as nordmarkites, pulaskites, quartz-syenites and syenites. Two 
are trachytes showing the volcanic equivalence of these rocks. 
Johannsen's classification. 
--------------------------~ 
In contrast to the C.I.P.rl. system outlined above the method 
employed by Johannsen (op. cit) is strictlY mineralOgical, quantitative 
and modal. Tho percentage of quarfeloids is 89.1% and therefore 
Loyal rocks are in Class 2 (although not far removed from Class 1). 
In the plagioclase fraction the albite content lies between Ab90 and 
AblOO which gives Order 1 and 11.4% Qtz places it within families 
5, 6, rz or 8 (although again not greatly above the 9, 10, 11 or 12 
families at 5%). The ratio of tho alkali feldspar to plagioclaso 
shows that it occupies Family 6. Summarily then it is designated 
216P in the classification of Johannsen which would place it in his 
sodac!ase-granites, however the arbitrar,r nature of the rock divisions 
means that parts of the Loyal complex transgress those fixed boundarios 
and rocks lying in families l16P alaskito, 1l10P louco-sodaclaso 
syenite and 119P nordmarkite aro to bo expected locally. Significantly 
a perthosite from Sail an Ruathair, Loch Ailsh describod by Phomistcr 
(1926) was designated lllOP but the difficulty in assosoing tho plagioclase 
content of perthitos suggest that this and other perthites ought 
------------------------------------------------------- r. 
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in fact to belong to the 119P nordmarkito typo. 
It is apparent than that the Loyal rocks are intermediate 
between nordmarkites and sodaclase granites and if 5~ quartz is taken 
as the limit of syenitic rock3, as it is,%Ohannsen then Loyal rocks 
are granites. Most other authors have allowed a greater latitude 
in the free quartz content of syenites and 10% is a figure moro often 
suggested. 
Shand's classification 
------~---------------
Lettermore rock is best described by the parameters XSp,B(12) in 
the classification proposed by Shand (op. cit); that is a slightly 
over-saturated peraluminous soda-potash lauco-syonito. 
The following Uiggli values obtain for the rock from Lettormoro 
Quarry:-
al • 40.60 mg • 0.63 
:f'm • 12.95 qz • +19.58 
c • 5.56 sit • 262.70 
alk 
-
40.89 ti • 2.57 
si 
- 275.20 P • 0.26 
k • 0.39 h • 7.34 
Since tho Quartz Number, qz, is an expression of saturation 
with respect to Si02 a positive valuo in this parameter indicates 
that free quartz is to be expected. Similarly tho degree of 
silication, as conceived by Rittmann (1933) S1° equal to s1 
·81 - qz 
is greater than one and thorefore Loyal is oversaturated with respect 
to silica. The quantity of alkali feldspars present, 2alk, is equal 
to 81.78, which is divided between sodium feldspar Ab, (1 - k ) 2alk, 
, 
equal to 49.89 and potassium feldspar Ki, k2alk equal to 31.89. A 
measure of the alumina over tho alkalies is a determination of the 
anorthite content in tho case of Lettermoro T • (al-alk) • .0.29 
showing that anorthite is absent. At Loyal c > Cal - alk) which shows 
that after the formation of alkali feldspars, some calcium 'Will remain 
which cannot be combined with alumina and must therefore be incorporated 
in the dark constituents. This part of tho calcium io known ao c' 
which totals +5.85 in Lettermore. Subtraction of (alk - al) shows 
..0 .. 29, viz. the alkali is in very slight excoss which ouggosts that 
alkali hornblendos can bo expected to occur. Alkali foldspar ratios 
indicate 61% sodium feldspar and 39% potassium feldspar. Burri (1959) 
has shown that very calcium poor or calcium free alkaline rocks can 
be adequately representated on an alk, aI, fm triangle within an al -
fro - c - alk tetrahedron and when Loyal rock is fitted into such a 
triangle it plots very close to leucocratic alkali syenites doscribed 
by Iacroix (1916) from Alter Pedroso in Portugal. tl1ggl1 (1936) used 
tho values si,. aI, fm, c, alk, k and mg in the formation of 'magma 
types' in order to characterize the rock chemistr,r, he stressed howover 
that those types refor exclusively to tho chemical relations and 
therefore do not represent any form rock claos1fication. In the 
sense intended "magma typo' is merely an abbroviated dosignation for 
rock chemistr,r and actual mineral composition is not taken into 
account. Three principal divisions are usod basod on tho ratio of 
al:fro, al:alk and tho c value, as compared to the averago composition 
of the upper lithosphere thus:-
--------------------------------- ---
Average igneous 
rock 
Loya.l 
correlation 
si 
200 
275 
+ 
al 
30 
41 
+ 
£m 
32 
13 
-
e alk k 
18 20 0.35 
5.5 41 0.39 
-
+ • 
mg 
0.50 
0.63 
• 
Magma types, such as La,ya1, for which a1 is positive and fm negative 
are termed salie magmas; also al alk and it io therofore relatively 
alkali-rich and with values of 5.5 Loyal is a e-poor magma. 
In a comparison with tabulated magma types of the sodie series, 
a ver,y close approach to the nordmarkitic type of alkali-granitic 
magma was evinced thus:-
si 
La,yal 275 
a4 Nordmarkitie 280 
el Bostonitic 230 
e2 Pulaskitie 210 
gl si-Sodic 
syenitic 300 
al i'm 
41 13 
41 15 
46 12.5 
40 18 
35 28 
Type a • alkali-granitic magma type 
Type e • subplagiofoyaitic II II 
Type g • sodie-syenite 
" 
II 
c alk k mg 
5.5 41 0.4 0.6 
5 39 0.3 0.15 
2 39.5 0.3 0.3 
10 32 0.3 0.3 
5 32 0.25 0.2 
From these calculated Niggl! NUQboro the foll~ing information hao 
been gained. 
a) Free quartz is present. 
b) The ratio of sodium feldspar to potassium feldspar is approximately 
3:2. 
c) Alkalis are in very slight excess (or approximately equal to al) 
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and theroforo alkali pyroxenes and lor llr:'lpbibolos can bo expected. 
d) It is of a Galic (sub-fomic) magma typo. 
0) It is a typo rol:ltively rich in alkali components. 
f) It is a c-poor magma typo. 
With the reservations noted previously on the use of retios, and 
"magma types ll not being strictly of a classif'icatory nature it soems 
that the Lettermora rock is best described as a quartz-nordmarkite. 
h-~~~~~g~!_~~~E!!~~~E_~!_~2~!_!2E~~_~S~!E~~_~E~_!!2:~g~_E2~F2E!~!~E! 
A table is presented overleaf in which lottermore rock is compared 
with the average chemical composition of igneous rocks as reported by 
Nockolds (1954). It is apparent that the average alkali-syonito and 
especially tho average alkali-trachyte approximates very closely to 
the Iettermore rock. In regard to the oxides, quartz-diorites, 
granodiorites and alkali granites aro moro siliceous, the latter 
especially so. Alumina. is much morc abundant in the average nepheline 
syenites and only in alkali-trachyte and nepheline syenite do similar 
CaO percentages obtain. Only the trachyte and alkali-syenite approximate 
to Lottermoro in N~O content, the nepheline syonito had significantlY 
higher and tho rest significantly lower percentages. All the alkali-
rich rocks have similar pow.sh contents. From this ruperficial 
comparison it then seems that Loyal rocks are closo to both the 
average alkali syenite and the average a1ka.ll-trochyto, ospec~ll.y 
the latter. 
A comparison with rocks of similar chemical composition worldldde, 
in Table again shows tho c1oso affinitios with quartz-syenites, 
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nordmarkites and trachytes; pulsaskitic types are silica deficient 
in comparison. Ma~ of the rocks within the table show ver,y c1000 
similarities with the Lottermoro rock and analysos VIII and XV aro 
almost identical. 
!_2S~~~!~~;Y~~~_~2!!~~~_r~~!~g~E~2_~~Y!~~21 
Within the Northern Highlands of Scotland besides the Loch Loyal 
syenites four other alkaline complexes are known namely Loch Allsh, 
Loch Borralan the Glemelg-Ratagain complex and the metamorphosed 
syenite of Glen Dessarr,y together with the minor intrusions described 
by Sabine Cop. cit.). AdditionallY in recent yearo thoir have come 
to light areas in which soda-metasomatism has played an important 
role. These include Cluanie (Leedal 19,2), Ve Skorrics (\-lalker 1932), 
Derry Lodge and Glen Lui (HcLnchlan 1951), the Inverness-Foyers area 
(Deans, Garson & Coats 1971), and Loch Hourn and Glen Cannich (Tanner 
& Tobisch 1972). 
Dewey (1969) in his appraisal of tho Appalachian/Caledonian 
orogen shows a close alignment of tho Hoino thrust with tho Luko 
Ann fault and the Logans thrust in North America and it IIl3y be 
significant that in a similar tectonic sotting alkaline magmatism 
is widespread. Varying degrees of alkalinity in rocks from Uewfound-
land down as far as New York Stato (the Novang11an petrographic 
province of Pirsson and vlashington) in evidenced, and tho l-tontoregian 
provinco of C3nado. (chemically very cl030 to Loyal oyenites) is tied 
intimately to the St. Lnwrenco Rift system. In oupport of tho 
tectonic setting influencing the alkaline magmatism it might bo noted 
that all the plutonico of the North West lIighlands 11e closo to tho 
Hoine thrust, and as IUl1l (1969) has demonstrated, a marked parallolism 
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with the Caledonian structures exists in tho ~riations in normativo 
albite and orthoclase, quartz and Na20/R20. 
~_~~~~~£!~~~_~!~~_2~!~~~~!~~_~~!~!_!~~2~~~_~~~~! 
A cursory glance at the following table reveals obvious differencos 
between Loyal rocks and more "norma111 Newor Igneous Rocks. In 
particular NerTer Igneous Rocks are relatively enriched in Si02, FeO, 
and CaD and correspondingly poorer in A1203, Na20 and ~O. The 
aegirine granite of Rockall (Sabine 1960) is of Tertiar.y age and 1s 
added to the table only for comparative purposes. Although the 
syenitic plutons differ chemically fran the North l-lest Highlands 
newer Igneous Rocks, these latter are more sodic whon compared with 
the Grampian Granites. It appears that an alkaline petrographic 
province existed over the north-west portion of Scotland during 
CaledOnian times. 
vfuether one regards the reconstruction of Scotland in O.R.S. 
times, as similar to that envisaged by Garson and Plant (1972) or 
by the simple displacement along tho Great Glen Fault by Kenno~ 
(1948) it becomes clear that if tho ratio of tho alkalies Il~O:~O 
arc plotted on the outline of Scotland, ratios greater than unity 
are found only along ahd north west of tho Great Glen Fault. Third 
order trend surfaces determined by Hall (op. cit.) show high normative 
albite trending through Jura, Kintyre, the Ross o~ Hull, Strontian 
and on through northern Scotland. LOll nonnative Or follows the 
same path. These observations are indicative of higher temperatures 
prevailing in the central portion of the orogon and broadly mirror 
the Barrovian metamorphic zones (Barrow 1893) and tho contral 
geochronological zone of Uatson (1964). Hanifestations of alkaline 
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type magmatism, following this alignment, occur from Konta11on 
nortrnvards to tho Shetland islands, although on~ north of Glen 
Dessarr,r are alkaline igneous rocks common. Nicholls (1950) considers 
the Glene1g-Rntagain complex to be a hybridization between petrographic 
provinces, the North-West Highlands Alkaline Province and a South West 
Highlands calc-alkaline type. The southern extension of the alkaline 
portion of this mixed assemblage is seen in tho local development of 
alkali syenites in the appinite - lamprophyra suites in Moidart and 
further south in the kentallenite-aplite suite, which is also distinctly 
alkaline. 
A summary of all available evidence. 
I.ettermoro rock closely approximates to trachytes, quartz-syenites 
and nordmarkites and is best described as a 1eucocratic, soda-potash 
quartz-nordmarkite. 
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CRAnER SEVEN 
THE AGE OF THE LOCH LOYAL SYENITES 
Radiometric ages 
In recent years a number of potassium-argon age determinations 
have been made using the isotope dilution method on rocks from tho 
Tongue area; a summary of these is presented at the end of the 
chapter. 
These age determinations bear witness to three main events. 
An earlier metamorphic event in Lewisian (Pre-Cambrian) times account-
ing for the ages in excess of 700my from the Borgie Inlier; the main 
Hoinian metamorphic episode at about 422 my, that is within Silurian 
times, with its attendant overprinting of ages on Borgie rocks, and 
the emplacement of the Loch Loyal syenites about 400my ~go, that is 
within the early part of the Devonian System. 
The picture accords well with that detennined for Hoinian tectonic 
history throughout the Northern Highlands, in which four phases of 
activity are envisaged. 
Phase Folding 
I (Fl) 
II (F2) 
TIl (F3) 
Tectonic interleaving of Moine and Lowisian 
formations. 
Folding involving the interleaved Lowisian rocks, 
coincident with a metamorphic maximum and 
migmatite development in some areas at about 
50Omy. 
• F3 deformation in the Moines. The accompanying 
metamorphism, weak on the western margin of tho 
Moine Nappe, increasing eastwards with the develop-
ment of migmatites. The closing of the Moine 
mineral systems w.r.t. Ar at about 422my. 
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Phase Folding 
IV (F4) 
Earliest granitic magmatism (eg Rogart 4l5my). 
Conjugate folding, thrusting and local retro-
gressive metamorphism associated uith the 
movement of the Hoine Thrust. The main 
Caledonian magmatism with tho emplacement of 
post orogenic granites into and through 
migmatites at about 402 ! llmy, in some cases 
at least, synchronous with thrust movements. 
(Bailey & McCallien 1934) 
Middle Old Red Sandstone sedimentation. 
Later minor intrusives of porphyrite, basic 
andesite and lamprophyres. 
In summary the Loch Loyal syenites were emplaced about 400my ago, 
the earliest part of the Devonian system, into Moinian rocks which had 
become closed systems some 20my earlier. 
§~!~~!g~~~~_2!!~2~~2_~~~~2!~!~g_~E2_!~_~f_~~2_~l~~_~l2~!~2~! 
Stratigraphic criteria offer little evidence in tho assignment 
of an age to the Loyal rocks. CeiIde (1888) in his examination of 
the breccias on Cnoc Craggie reveals that tlupwards of 40% of the 
pebbles in the conglomerates are composed of the syenite of Ben Loyal". 
McIntyre et al (op. cit.) however failed to confirm such a finding and 
the author has searched blocks of the O.R.S. breccia at Graggie quarr,r 
and Beinn Bhreac and finds no rocks of Loyal parentage there. 
The syenites are clearly intrusive into the Ho'ine metasediments 
and therefore later, but the age relative to the Loch Allsh and Loch 
Borralan intrusions further west is at present guesswork, although 
radiometrically they are contemporaneous within the limits of experimental 
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error. If they are of tho samo age, as has been suggested by Read 
(1931) then tho Lqyal nordmarkite must be older than the thrust 
movements, or very close to it in age since unsheared alkali-syenite 
is seen to cut sheared borolanite in the Loch Borralan mass. The 
few stratigraphical constraints placed on the age of the Loyal sy~nites 
therefore support the radiometric ages, ie as late Silurian or ear~ 
Lower Dovonian. 
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A Summary of tho potassium/argon ages of rocks from the Tongmdistrict. 
Locality Grid Ref. Rock type Mineral l1ethod Ref. Age + Error 
No. in my. 
Allt an samipe1itic 
LeacAch', 521374 schist biotite lD (3) 416 
An Dubh semipe1itic 
Loch 522597 schist biotite lD (3) 428 
Kyle of pelitic 
Tongue 553531 schist biotite lD (3) 431 
Tongue 605595 pelitic schist biotite lD (2) 420 ±19 
Craggie muscovite 
quarry 610527 schist muscovite lD (2) 396 f18 
II 11 TV (2 ) 415 ±19 
semipelitic 
398 migmatite lD (3) 
Round Hill, 
Loch Naver 622394 It biotite lD (3 ) 400 
It lD (3 ) 401 
Grumbeg, 
Loch Naver 627386 It biotite lD (3) 415 
4 m1s. N.E. semipe1itic muscovite + 
of Tongue 641608 schist biotite lD (2) 419± 19 
Bettyhill 709605 semipe li tic 
schist biotite lD (3) 410 
Bettyhill 711621 biotite-
muscovite 
schist biotite lD (1) 390 
-Ben Loyal Loyal 
nordmarkite hornblende lD (2) 378 ± 17 
Lettermore 
quarry 612498 II pyrex 1D (4) 404 :10 
It It lD (4) 402~ 9 
biotite- hb + little 
hornblende biotite 
schist lD (2) 437 ± 23 
Borgie biotite-
Inlier schist lD (2) 407 ± 18 
Crocach 
quarry 640596 II biotite TV (2) 422 ± 19 
It TV (2) 423 ± 19 
basic sill hb 1D (2 ) 370 .t 17 
Borgia large 
Inlier 640585 ill~basic hb lD (2) 745~ 62 
body contain-
ing hb lD (2) 676 ± 57 
KEY 
I.D. lit Isotope dilution 
T.V. lit Total volume 
(1) a Gi1etti at al 1961 
(2) III Hiller & Brown 1965 
(3) lit Brown et al 1965 
(4) eo Brown, Hiller & Gral3ty 1968 
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CRAnER EIGHT 
RADIOACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOYAL SYENITES. 
Radiometric traverses in the Loch Loyal massif. 
Radiometric traverses covering the Loch Loyal complex were under-
taken by the author using a scintillation ratemoter, type NE 14eA, 
manufactured by Elliott Process Instruments Ltd. The rotemeter is 
sensitive only to gamma radiation between 0 and 3000 micro-rontgens 
per hour (ur/hr). Unlike a geiger counter, wherein the counts 
due to cosmic rays give an irreducible minimum reading oquivalont 
to about 6ur/hr, there is no significant packground uith this instrument. 
Full scale deflection on tho most sensitive range (xl) is due to about 
130 counts per second, of which approximate~ only one count por second 
would be due to the affects of cosmic radiation; it is therefore possible 
• 
to detect very lOW' values of radioactivity. 
Values prevailing in the Moine sediments away and close to tho 
intrusion were measured in order to determine a regional background for 
the Tongue district. In few cases did this background exceed 12ur/hr 
and in many instances was between 5 and lOur/hrj in particular extremely 
lOW' values obtained over areas underlain by thick glacial drift. 
Unfortunately because of the great topographical variation within the 
Loyal range, it proved impossible to work to a grid system, even so 
severol areas of anomalous radioactivity uere delimited. 
In general Moinian country rocks had < lOur/hr and Loyal syenites 
>2~/hr. Measurements approximating to 30ur/hr are not uncommon 
in granitic terraines but readings in excess of this point to abnormal 
radioactivity. Four main radioactive anomalies were located:-
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i. The west and north-west flank of Ben Loyal including the Loch 
Fhionnaich area. 
ii. In the vicinity of Lettermore quarr,y. 
iii. Along the eastern half of the Cnoc nan CUllean intrusion. 
iVa The northern edge of the Stumanadh mass from Sr~n Ruadh as far 
as Cracknie. 
A broad~ similar condition was found by Bal1 & Plant in Gallagher 
(op. cit.). The Cnoc nan Cuilean mass was by far the most radioactive 
of the three bodies. High counts were obtained in the AlIt Liath stream 
section within the basic syenites of Cuilean where values of 60ur/hr 
obtained. Below the cliffs of Sr~n Ruadh, together with carbonate 
mineralisation, readings in excess of 120ur/hr were located in altered 
pink syenite. This rock was subsequent~ crushed, ground to a fine 
powder in an agate mortar and leached with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid and hydrogen peroxide, filtered and evaporated to dr,yness. Both 
treated and untreated material were then tested by XRF analysis. A 
concentration of Th,Zh,Pb,and U was obtained in the leached material, 
and the amount of thorium very great~ exceeded the other elements. 
In the untreated specimen thorium was again seen to have the highest 
tenor. 
A consideration of trace element chemistry in the Loyal rocks 
suggests that the following natural radioactive isotopes possib~ 
occur there - ~o, Rb87, La138, ce142, Nd144, Sm147, Nd150, TaIBO, Bi209, 
Th232, u234, u235, and u238• However since many of these have lmi 
crustal abundance and occur on~ in minute quantities in the Loyal syenite 
it is evident that Th232 is the chief radioactive element involved. 
~8 U must be of secondar.y importance and the rare-earths do contribute 
to the picture. Potassium because of its voluminous occurrence in 
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potash feldspars must contribute some considerable part to tho overall 
radioactivity and Rb87 because of its concentration in amazon1te should 
impart an increase to pegmatite radioactivity. Sinoo radium is one of 
the chief gamma emitters in natural radioactivity it is clear that tho 
thorium (4n) series is tho chief decay pattern; the uranium (4n + 2) 
series is of lesser importance. 
The principal decay series producing anomalous radioactivity within 
the Loyal mass are therefore:-
a) Th232 h.l. Fb208 + 6 He4 + energy (4n series) 90 ~ 82 2 
13,90Omy 
-129 
b) U238 h.l. Pb206 8 He4 + energy (4n + 2 series) 92 ~ + 82 2 4,498my 
c) p particle h.l. Ar40 1l,8Somy 18 
~O/ 
19 "-
ca40 ~ capture h.l. 
i,47om;- 20 
d) 3fb87 h.l. 
87 ,.. 
38Sr + e SO,OOomY 
~O and Rb87 are confined to the feldspars~ whilst the bulk of the 
thorium resides in allanite (orthite) with smaller amounts located in 
thorite and thorianite. Uranium is found in the yellow monazite type 
mineral of Von Knorring and Dearnley, in the biobotanttllato. mineral 
polycrase and with montmorillonite. Rare-earth elements occur in tho 
yellow mineral of ~ttermore, in allanite, apatite and sphene. 
!~~~!e9~~g~E~_~!_~E~_~~~~~!m~!~_~~~~~!~t~2~ 
A cut block of drusy nordmarkite from Lettermoro quarr,r was placed 
on a non-Gcreen modical X-ray fiJm (Kodak Kodi 
f3 and (( radiations (Bowie 1951) for a period of 
x) Dcn"'itiv to 0( 
nix ks and ShOH cl .:t 
faint but distinct outline of the syenite block together with 10 al 
"hot-spots" unrelated to the drusy cavities. The author is familiar 
with like conditions lihere sub-commercial grade uraninite wa" tested in 
'lhich excellnt detail takes just three hours to develop and such a 
long exposure for so faint an outline indicates the rather 101 tenor 
of radioactivity within the main syenite. 
utoradiograph 0 nordmarkite from Lettermorc quarry 
(expo ure time 45 days) . 
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CHAPrER NINE 
A CHEHICAL AND TRACE ELEMENT COHPARISON OF THE LOYAL ROCKS 
Tables of major element chemistr,y, normative mineralogy, trace ·,2 
element content and various ratios applicablo to the Loyal rocks are 
presented at the end of this chapter. A detailed comparative study 
has been undertaken of the following relationships:-
a) Moinian metasediments have been compared with the syenites. 
b) Differences between the three syenites in the complex have 
been examined. 
c) Pegmatitic veins and basic segregations have been compared 
with the typical Loyal nordmarkite. 
d) A comparison has been made with the other alkaline intrusions 
in northern Scotland. 
Each of the three intrusions in turn were compared with tho surround-
ing Moinian countr,y rocks and the following relationships demonstrated. 
Moinian sediments are always enriched, relative to the syenites in Si02, 
FeO, MgO, CaO (except CU1lean), trace amounts of Cr 4 Co, Ni, Sc and 
possibly Zn and, reflecting the concentration of Sr, Pb, K, and La in 
the syenites, the ratios Rb:Sr, Rb:Pb, Rb:K and Ce:La are again higher 
for the Moine Series. Conversely syenites have obvious enrichment in 
Na20, K20, A~03' Sr, lfu, Zr, Ba, La, Ce, Rb, Y, Fb, P, F, and the 
raro-oarth olements. The ratios Ba:Pb and Ba:ca, higher in tho syenites, 
show the concentrqtion of barium in these rocks, similarly high Zr:Y 
ratios are indicative of magmatic processes prevailing thero. 
Such concentrations conform well to kn~n geochemical patterns and 
the ferromagnesian rich Moine metasediments might be expected to have 
.Quartz-feldspar-epidote-mica schist. 110inian metasediment, 
Chalbhach-coire, Ben Loyal (27567) 
Coarse syenite with brieht green amphibo.ies, Carn an Tionail, 
Ben Loyal (27582, 173u4 XN). 
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complementar,y high Cr, Co, Ni, and Sc. L~{ewise several of the elements 
concentrated within the syenites are known to associate with leucocratic 
feldspar rich assemblages. 
The following factors emerged in a comparison between all three 
components of the complex. 
1. The Cnoc nan CU1lean intrusion compared with the other tuo bodies 
is:-
a) richer in Ti02 a) deficient in silica 
b) 11 
" A~03 b) " 11 Na 0 2-
c) 11 " ~O c) 11 11 Ni 
d) 11 11 MgO d) II 11 Pb 
e) " II cao e) 11 " La & total REls 
£) " II' FeO f) has a low Rb:K ratio. 
g) 11 " Sr 
h) most melanocratic 
i) has the highest specific gravity. 
j) II 11 11 Ba:Pb ratio 
k) 11 11 
" Rb:Pb ratio 
1) K20 exceeds Na20 
m) has high normative Or 
2. The Ben Loyal intrusion compared with the other tt-TO bodies is:-
a) richer in Na20 a) deficient in cao 
b) 11 " Fe 0 b) II 
" ~O 2 3 
c) 11 " Cr c) " ilEa 
d) II 11 Ni d) II 11 Sr 
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d) richer in Co a) deficient in Rb 
f) probably richor in Y 
g) tI tI" Ce 
h) Na20 exceeds ~O 
i) Is often ac normative 
3. The Beinn Stumanadh intrusion compared with the other two bodies is:-
a) richer in CO2 a) probably deficient in MgO 
b) II II Rb 
c) II II MnO 
d) II II total rare-earth elements 
e) probably richer in Zr 
f) II II II Nb 
g) most leucocratic 
h) has the highest Ba:Ga ratio 
i) II II 11 Ba:Sr ratio 
j) II" II K:Ca ratio 
k) " II II Rb :Sr ratio 
1) Is usually c normative 
In summary, Cnoc nan Cuilean is most potassic, calcic, aluminous 
and richer in ferromagnesian minerals than the other two intrusions. 
It is more heterogeneous and melanocratic and this is tho causa of tho 
higher specific gravity found there. It is rich in strontium but 
deficient in silica, soda, nickel, lead and rare-earth elements. 
Potash exceeds soda in the body. As mentioned previously it is 
radiometricallY the most active and from limitations imposed by its 
mineralogy, the least fractionated of the three intrusions. 
Ben Loyal is the richest of tho three in soda and this is reflected 
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in the occurrence of acmite in tho norm. Increased Fo203 togother with 
Cr, Ni, and Co, roflect the concentration of thoDe olements in the 
amphibole typical of this intrusion. yttrium and cerium are also 
concentrated here. Loyal is the least calcic and potassic of tho 
intrusions; barium and strontium are also lowest, and low rubidium 
mirrors the low potassium content of these rockD. 
The most 1eucocratic of the intrusions, Beinn Stumanadh is onrichod 
in barium, rubidium, carbonates and total rare-earth element content as 
well as tho ratios reflecting this concentration viz. Ba:Sr, Ba:Ca, 
Rb:Sr. High potash content is revealed by the greatest K:Ca ratios, 
and only Stumanadh is conspicuous~ c normative. 
Chemical differences therefore support the hypothesiS mooted 
earlier that Ben Loyal, Beinn Stumanadh and Cnoc nan CUilean are 
separate, distinct intrusions. 
~~P!-~~~~~~-F~~~~~~~_~~~~:~~_~!~~_~h~_~~~~_~~~~!~~2! 
Pegmatites and other vein material arc much richer in silica than 
the Loyal syenites and comp1ementar,y to this are poorer in alumina (i.o. 
they have less feldspar in their make-up). The pegmatites arc deficient 
in the other principal oxides viz, Ti02, Fe203, FeO, MnO, Na20 and 
possibly ~O in comparison with the Loyal syenite. Only Pb, Rb and 
possibly Cr and Co are concentrated~ in the pegmatites and those others 
Ni, Zn, Sr, Nb, I, Zr, Ea., La, and Co are enriched in tho normal syenite 
(from electron-probe data the pegmatites are also richer in Cu, Ag, Th 
and S). The veins and pegmatites are axtreme~ leucocratic, lower in 
total alkalis and much lower in total rare-earth elements than the 
parent rock. In contrast basic segregations present the mirror image 
to pegmatite and vein chemistr,y and are enriched in Ti02, Fe203, FoO, 
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MnO, CaO, P20S' and F all of which can be traced to the known minoralogy. 
A very marked concontration of the following trace elements was found in 
the mafic portions - Zn, Nb, Y, Zr, Ba, Sc, La, Co, and Sn again only 
Pb and Rb (and possibly Sr) were concentrated in tho main syenite. 
In an earlier section it l-ms noted that the mafic constituents in tho 
rock form clots, and tho trace-element chemistry is consistent with 
amphibole/sphene aggregates. Barium concentration is less easy to 
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account for. Increase in the mafic components in these basic segregations 
is attended by increase in me!anocratic character and higher specific 
gravity. Total alkalis in these segregations are much Imler than in 
the Loyal parent rock and the ratios Na:Ca and K:Ca very much higher in 
Loyal reflect this, together with the large calcium content of the basic 
segregati~ns. This Cao content is contained exclusivelY in the sphene .,3 
and amphibole and does not reside in the feldspars. 
Reflecting the very leucocratic and quart~-rich nature of tho 
minor igneous suite of Loch Loyal, sills and dykes show a deficiency 
in Ti02, A~03' Fo203, FeO, }lnO and CaO. Total alkalis are again 
1m-TOr than the parent rock whereas silica and possiblY HgO arc enriched 
in the dyke and sill phases. With the exception of Pb which was 
apprOximately equal, all other trace-elements wore enriched in the Loyal 
syenite (Cr, Co and Sn were indeterminate). The vory high ratio of 
Ua:Ca in those sills and dykes shovlS their extreme calcium impoverishment. 
A comparison of the two extremes, basic segregations and pogmatites 
and veins shows a very strong concentration of Ni, Zn, Sr, Nb, Y, Zr, 
Ba, Sc, La, Co, and Sn in the mafic portions, rubidium and lead in the 
pegmatites, and more unusually, although not strongly, a definite 
concentration of chromium and cobalt in the latter. 
!_9~~E~r!~~~_~~~_~~~~~_~!~~!!~~_~92~_!~_~~~~!e~~! 
Rocks collected by the author from two other alkaline intrusions 
in Assynt, Loch Borralnn and Loch Ailsh wore analysed and compared with 
tho Loch Loyal body. The silica contents in each case were found to 
be approximately the same, Loyal was poorest of._'the three in A~03 and 
Na20 and richest of all in MnO, MgO, CaO, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ca, La, and 
probably Po. The Cnoc na Sroine syenite from Loch Borralan is the 
most potassic and also the richest in barium, although less than Beinn 
Stumanadh and Cnoc nan CU1lean because Loyal is the poorer of the 
three parts in this element. It is obvious therefore that Loyal is 
less ali(aline than the ONo other intrusions, but is richer in rare-earth 
elements, Pb and Rb, the latter is of especial interest since Borralan 
is richest of tho three in potassium, two elements of close geochemical 
coherence. Trace element parameters support the theory put forward by 
Parsons (1972) that the three alkaline intrusions are separate in time 
and c~ot have been derived from a single magmn. 
Two other rock types from the Borralan intrusion, borolanite and 
ledmorite, together with a syenitic rock from Allt Cnoc Fhionn in the 
Glenelg-Ratagain complex and another of the IINower Granite" suite,. tho 
Cluanie grani to were ana.lysed~ In each case tho Borralan rocks showed 
the sqrne geochemical pattern and vrere enriched in Cr, Co~ Zn', Sr, Rb, Y, 
and Sc and Loyal was richer in Ba, Fb, Ni, and the rare-earths La and 
Ce. Rb hero is then in its reversed role to thn. t in the syeni tos 
where Loyal has the greater Rb content, this may be explained by tho 
very high (8%) content of potash in these two rocks. The rest of 
the trace elements are consistent with tho mafic SUb-silicic nature of 
these rocks. 
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Loch Ailsh syenite (27632,2160h) 
Loch Borralan syenite , Cnoc na Sroine (27640 , 224U4) 
Tho Olenelg-Ratagain syenite was found to be lower in silica, 
potash and BaD than the Loyal body and higher in those oxides associated 
with the ferromagnesian minerals. Tho rare-earth elements, Ba, Fb, Nb, 
and Y were again found to be concentrated in the Loyal nordmarkite. 
Cluanie granite had the lowest content of trace elements of all the rocks 
tested. This granite is soda-rich with the development of trondhjemites, 
and is potash poor (2.5%) and Leedal (op.cit.) has shawn that metasomatic 
activity has played an important role in its generation. It was found 
to be fundamentally different to the other alkaline intrusions examined 
above. 
A sub-silicic, potash rich syenite from ~~dagascar was analysed and 
when compared with the trace-element pattern at Loyal, a considerablo 
enrichment in Rb, Zn, Y, Nb, Cr, and Ni was found in the former, Loyal 
however was much the richer in strontium and lead. 
Loyal rocks are much more sodic and very greatly deficient in 
calcium compared with other Caledonian granites. Additional~ they 
are far removed fram the Caledonian parent magma envisaged by Nockolds 
and Allen (1953). However several of the trace elements are marked~ 
enriched When contrasted with the values given by Nockolds & Mitchell 
(1948). Ph, Ba, La, Ce, Y, Zr and Nb are higher at Loyal whereas Cr, 
lli, and Rb are lower; Co, Sr, and Sc have approximately the same 
amounts. Interestingly when the rubidium content of Loyal rocks is 
plotted on a log graph against % potassium it falls within the zone 
of rubidium depletion as contemplated by Taylor (1965). 
4 
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Compared with other Scottish alkaline rocks, thoso of Loch Loyal 
are:-
i. Relative~ poor in Na20. 
ii. Relatively enriched in GaO. 
iii. Rich in Fb. 
iv. Rich in Rb. 
v. Rich in Ba. 
vi. Rich in Sr (although only where mineralised). 
vii. Rich in Nb. 
viii. Rich in rare-earth elements. 
In the Loch Loyal complex:-
~. Ben Loyal is the most sodic. 
x. Lanthanum is concentrated relative to cerium in the Loyal body. 
xi. Cnoc nan cUilean is the most potassic. 
xii. Cnoc nan Cuilean is the most calcic. 
xiii. Cnoc nan Cuilean is richest in ferromagnesian minerals. 
xiv. Beinn Stumanadh is richest in total rare-earth elements. 
xv. Beinn Stumanadh is richest incarbonates. 
xvi. Boinn Stumanadh is richest in Rb. 
!!~~~-~~~~~~~_~E:~9~~~~_~_~~~_~~~_~~~~:~~~~~! 
Lead 
In the study by Nockolds and Hitchell (op. cit.) the trace elament 
content of lead in most of the Caledonian Igneous suite remained below 
tho level of analytical sensitivity. Within the Loch Loyal rocks both 
Ben Loyal and Beinn Stumanadh rocks carry graater than 60ppm Pbj Cnoc 
nan Chilean has lower amounts with 35ppm. Lead, having an ionic radius 
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.. of 1.2aR, occurs in silicate structures mainlY as tho Pb2+ ion 
displaying diadochic substitution with K+ (1.33A). According to 
the rules proposed by Goldschmidt (1937) divalent lead, becauso of its 
high charge should be relativelY concentrated during magmatic 
cr,ystallisation in the ear~ formed potash min~rals. But entr,y of 
lead into orthoclase (i.e. into amazonite in the Chaonasaid cliffs) 
causes an increase in covalon~ of the metal-oxygen bonds and this 
has the effect of weakening them considerablY. Such replacemont is 
finite and therefore most of tho lead remains in the magmatic fluid 
and is concentrated in the late stage pegmatitic Jiquors uhero it is 
precipitated as the sulphide galena; a situation found in tho 
pegmatites along the northern slopes of Ben Loyal. 
Barium and strontium. 
2+ + 0 Usually Ba (1.34A) is captured by K (1.33a) in igneous 
processes. At Loyal, although this must have boen important, such 
very high concentrations as occur (> 400Oppm) indicate additional 
lou-temperature hydrothermal activity to have taken place. Huch the 
same explanation can account for the occurrence or strontianite 
although on~ during the ver,y late stages of magmatic activity does 
tho amount exceed that found in other Caledonian ignoous rocks. 
Tin 
Tin is concentrated only in tho basic sogregations or the Loyal 
nordmarkito, and onlY then by about 5ppm, where it is held exclusiv~ly 
in the mineral sphene. Here Sn2+ (O.93A) is camouflagod by Ca2+ (O.99A). 
Tin remains belOW' the detection limit in tho more "normal" syenites. 
Rare-earth elements. 
Throughout the Caledonian plutonic suite Nockolds and l1itchell 
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(op. cit.) noted a deficiency in yttrium and lanthanum. At Loyal 
however these elements together with other rare-earth elements are 
markedly concentrated. 
The following rare-earths indicated by asterisk have beon found 
in the Loyal rocks:-
Element Atomic No. Symbol Ionic radius Valency at Loyal 
~ 13· Scandium 0.81 Sc3+ .... 21 Sc 
...,1! y 0.92 y3+ • ~ &i yttrium 39 
Lan thanurn 57 La 1.14 La3+ • 
Cerium 58 Ce 1.07 003+ .... 
0.94 Ce4+ 
Praseodymium 59 Pr 1.81 ~+ ... 
1.06 Pr4+ 
~ Neodymium 60 Nd 1.04 Nd3+ ... 
J.t Promethium 61 Pm not known in natura cd 
aJ 
] Samarium 62 Sm 1.00 S~+ • 
J.t Sm2+ Q) 
u 
Europium 63 Eu 0.98 Eu3+ 
Eu2+ ? 
Gadolinium 64 ad 0.97 003+ ... 
Terbium 65 Tb 0.93 Tb3+ 
0.81 Tb4+ 
Dysprosium 66 Dy 0.92 D73+ ? 
O'l 
.s::: Holmium 67 Ho 0.91 Ho3+ 1! 
cd 
Q) 
Erbium 68 Er 0.89 E~+ ~ Thulium 69 Tnt 0.87 T~+ ..., 
..., 
1>-1 ytterbium 70 Yb 0,86 Yb3+ 
Yb2+ ... 
Lutetium 71 Lu 0.85 Lu3+ 
From this list it is apparent that lantlmnum and all the cerium 
earths have been found in the Loyal rocks, the yttrium earth3 Gd, Yb, 
possibly Dy, Y and Sc have been located but with the exception of 
yttrium only in very small amounts. 
Relative abundances follow the Oddo-Harld.ns rule quite uell, that 
is even atomic number elements are far mora abundant than those elements 
on either side of it in the periodic table. However the La:Ce :ratio 
as mentioned pravious~, shows lanthanum concentrated relative to cerium. 
The rare-earth elements are distributed both in early cr,ystallised 
miner~ls and more especially in the late-stage yellow phosphosilicate 
found in the drusy cavities at Lettermore quarry. Sphene, allanite and 
polycrase are the other chief c~ntainers of the raro-earth3. 
Ionic radii of tho trivalent rare-earth ions var,y betueen 1.l4R 
for La3+ and o.8Si.for Lu3+ and consequently it can be expected that 
a diadochy exists with Ca2+ (O.99i), and that they can be concentrated 
in earlier calcium minerals such as sphene. However they are also 
concentrated in residual fractions of a cr,ystallising magma and the 
diadochy with divalent calcium must therefore be tempered by the greater 
electronegativities of the rare-earths. Because of their resemblance 
2+ 2+ 2+ to the alkaline-earth metals, Eu , Sm and Yb may be expected to 
substitute for calcium in sphene leaving the other rare earths to 
. 
concentrate in late stage liquors. Why lanthanum is concentrated 
relative to cerium is di£ficult to uhderstand but Ce4+ is known to be 
stable compared with the trivalent rare-earth elements. These may then 
migrate to be redeposited as the lanthanum enriched yellow mineral: in 
the drusy cavities from the outer parts of tho Loyal mass. In support 
of this contention some highly oxidised pegmatites related to alkaline 
rocks are known which have cerium in the quadrivalont state and tho 
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orange colour in the thorite group of minerals (known from tho Loyal 
syenites) may be due to the presence of the ceric ion. 
Niobium and the rolo of complex formation in its concentration. __________________ , ______________ w ___ •• ___ ~ ____ ~.-~ ___ • ___ ·~ __ _ 
In the Loyal nordmarkites niobium is found chiefl1 in sphono and 
is therefore enriched in the basic segregations. One important 
exception to this is seen ,in~ a brown resinuous metamict minoral 
separated from the pegmatites, after heating, showed the d spacings 
characteristic of polycrase, a niobotantalate. Powder diffraction 
showed 2.948, 1.809 & 1.544 as the strongest lines, very close to 
the 2.95, 1.81 & 1.54 for polycrase quoted by Faria (1964). He is 
of theppinion that polycrase is a titanium-rich variety of euxenito, 
itself a member of the euxenite-aeschynite series with end-members 
euxenite YNbTi06 and aeschynite CeNbTi06• Usual~ polycrase is 
enriched in the yttrium earths which would explain the occurrence of 
gadolinium, dysprosium and ytterbium (all evon no. elements) in some 
of tho XRF scans. Polycrase nonnally has greater than 10% Nb20S' 
Ti02., (U03), and yttrium-earths and less than 5% Ta20S' Th02 cerium-
earths, (Fe203), (MhO), CaO, zr02 and PbO. (brackets' indicating that 
the oxidation state is unknown). Intoresting~ tho other Group V 
elements antimony (Sb) and bismuth (Bi) found with galena in the 
Chaonasaid pegmatites are close to Nb5+ and TaS+ goochomically nnd 
radius ratios for the quinquivalent ions are all similar. Bismuth 
however is normally trivalent under natural conditions. Niobium and 
tantalum (0.69A & 0.68A) in the sphene substitute for Ti4+ (0.64A) 
and sphenes with 1-2% Nb~05 are known where tho niobium occurs as 
either NaSiNbOS or CaA:1Nb0S' The fact that Ub20S is enriched in 
titanium minerals of pegmatitos, the revornal of normal ionic trend, 
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supports the contention that Ti3+, Nb5+ and Ta5+ are not present as 
free ions in late stage processes but act as complex ions such as 
(Ti06)8- and (Nb06)7- by polymerisation through oxygen bridges. In 
such cases the complex titanium anions would have a lower (negative) 
charge than the anions containing Nb and Ta and the apparent reversal 
of the cr,ystallisation sequences could be explained. 
Within a magma ions occupy two fundamentally different structural 
positions. On the one hand are ions possessing high ionic potentials 
of which 5i4+ is typical, these form the centres of oxygen tetrahedra 
and are the so called "network fonners". The other type includes 
ions of low ionic potential such as Na +, which do not enter the network 
but exist in the holes between the tetrahedra. - these are the IInetwork 
modifiers ll • 
Network formers include nearly all cations with charges greater 
than three and also some of the smaller trivalent ions. At Loyal 
these include 5i4+, Al3+, Ti4+, p5+, Nb5+, and d++. Network 
modifiers are composed of univalent, divalent and some of the larger 
trivalent ions, all are characterised by low ionic potentials and at 
+ + + 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ Loyal comprise Na , K , Rb ,en , 5r , Ba , Pb and the tri valen t 
rare-earth elements. Intermediate between these fonners and modifiero 
are c02+, Ni2+, zn2+, Mg2+, cu2+, Fe3+, V3+, c~+ and 5c3+. In most 
magmas these elements are forced to occur as network modifiers but 
in pegmatitic and alkaline rock types, some occur as network formers. 
The structure of most minerals cr,ystal1ising from a magma is based on 
and 5i04
4
- te trahedron linked in various ways and this imposes only two 
possible roles for a trace-element complex, it may either replace 5i04 
tetrahedra in silicate minerals or be precipitated as separate phases. 
From geometrical restrictions it is clear that for a complex to substitute 
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for Si04, it must be tetrahedrally coordinated and of the 1104 type of 
structure - no other structures would be accepted. Thus in the caso 
2-of Loyal rocks C03 would be expected to concentrate and later to 
crys tallise as primalj'" carbonate, a feature known to oc cur in the 
Bainn Stumana.dh body. 
The larger the charge on the central cation, the sma!ler will be 
the tendency for M04 complexes to replace Si04 tetrahedra in silicates. 
Increasing the charge on M involves a reduction in the net charge on 
the complex which reduces its ionic bonding onergy with respect to 
Siot- and makes it less like~ to replace Siot-· Consequent~ PeG-' 
_1- 3- 2-Nb~ , Ta04 ' and 504 are expected to be concentrated relative to 
Siat- at Loyal. From geometrical considerations the larger the size 
of the central cation the less likelyhood is there that M04 groups 
will replace Si04, accordingly Ti~- and zr~- are concentrated. 
If the rules proposed by Rosenbusch (1882) are applied to a 
cooling granitic magma the accessory minerals must be amongst the first 
to cr,ystallise out. It is well known however that the common access-
ories mica, apatite, sphene, monazite etc. carry tho bulk of the rarer 
trace-elements, and for the elements to be precipitated in pegmatites 
it is essential that they aro not precipitated early during tho 
crystallisation sequence. Most nepheline-syenites crysta!lise contrary 
to the Rosenbusch rule, a sequence termed agpaitic by Fersman (1929). 
This author considered this exception due to complex formation. 
Fersman thinks it is a prerequisite that an excess of total alkalis 
over alumina be present for complex formation and consequent agpaitic 
cr,ystallisation to occur. However work at Loyal is in agreement 
with the ideas of Ringwood (1955) that the ratio of (Na + K) 
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to A1 is not the critical factor involved, and complox formation 
does taka place when (Na + K) ( Al. 
Thorium. 
Although Th4+ (l.02i) is found in sphen~ it does not replace ca2+ 
(O.99i) readilY in silicate minerals because of the difficulties in 
altering electrostatic neutrality and the relativoly large size of its 
ion ~ickmann 1943). It tends then to accumulate in residuals and at 
Loyal is concentrated in pegmatitic allanites where it replacos cerium. 
ID~_~D~W~lgYD_b~b~Y~~~r_gr.~br.QwiYW_~D~_Di~~~~~ 
C~+ and Ni3+ are concontrated in the Bon Loyal mass when they 
might have boen expected in the more mafic Cnoc nan CUilean intrusion 
and normally the geochemical tendency of chromium and nickel is to 
enter ear~ ferromagnesian minerals. OccasionallY these olements havo 
been concentrated in late stage residual phases, for example in tho 
granophyre of the Skaergaard intrusion, Greenland described by Wager & 
Deer (1939) and this concentration in tho more 1eucocratic intrusion of 
Loyal shows that Cr & Ni probably behaved as network formers, ontering 
N04 complexes, rather than the usual network modifying role replacing 
Fe2+ and Fe3+. This suggests that some volatiles were available 
during the late stage evolution of the Loyal melt. 
Twenty eight azonal soil and poat samples from each of tho three 
intrusions, Ben Loyal, Cnoc nan CUi1ean and Beinn Stumanadh were 
co11octed, dried, crushed and ignited. The ash was than analysed for 
the following trace-elements Nb, Sr, Y, Rb, Zr, Co, Cu, Cr, Ni, Zn 
and Pb, by X-ray fluoresence spectrography to determine if the humic 
part of the soils had concentrated aQY of tho olomonts. Most soils 
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were mixtures of syenitic debris and rudimentary peat soil; four 
of them were almost pure Sphagnum and HYPnum peats. No suggestion 
is implied in the study that the soils are residual and in any case 
peats have on~ been devoloped from 7000 BC, and more rapidly from 
the close of the Atlantic Period at about 4000 BC to the presont day. 
Sample 904, the richest of all in peat, shows a marked concentration 
of cobalt, copper, nickel, zinc, probably leae,'and possibly chromium and 
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a depletion in Nb, Sr, and Rb relative to those samples which have syenitic 
fragments in their make-up. Soil samples reflect the high strontium 
content of the CUilean intrusion; and Beinn Stumanadh soils are probably 
richest in cobalt. 
vlhen compared with trace-element contents of the underlying syenites 
the soils arc:-
a. strongly enriched in Y, Cr, Ni, and Zn. 
b. enriched in Cu, Pb, and Co. 
c. equal in Zr content. 
d. sligh tly deple ted in Sr, and Rb. 
e. strongly depleted in Nb. 
Two factors, the geochemical coherence of the enriched 'elements 
with iron and their take-up in peat litter account for the observed 
concentration. All the onriched elements havo been noted by ceveral 
authors previously as having increased tonor in forest litter, humus 
and coal ashes, espec1a~ is this true of nickel. 
Zinc concentration is related to amphibole and pyroxene crystals 
remaining after solution of feldspars. (in this connection humic 
acids are known to be strong solvents). Another indication in the 
Loyal area that zinc is enriched in the vegetable matter cpncerns the 
preponderance of arboriferous fungi in Ooi11e on Cuile. The metabolism 
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or many rungi is dependent on tho availability of zinc and tho almost 
universal occurrence of these fungi on the trunks of downr birch 
suggests that this tree m~ selectively concentrate tho element. 
Lead is known to be fixed in the rhizoids or mosses. 
SOIL SAMPLES TRACE ELEHENT CONTENTS IN PHI. 
-15 
Sample No. Nb Sr Y Rb Zr Co Cu Cr Ni Zn Pb 
Loyal 
104 13 1418 
-
127 328 17 (102) 52 26 43 18 
204 7 933 72 251 18 (137) 64 37 45 69 
304 18 1490 
-
--98 453 13 ( 97) 42 27 45 13 
404 22 l1i39 
-
126 499 15 ( 98) 38 26 55 
-
504 12 1644 77 434 15 (109) 92 53 51 -
704 24 1415 
-
127 453 14 (103) 39 27 63 76 
804 4 :-640 84 217 17 ( 10) 101 39 37 01 
904 0 '591 
-
23 65 256 (661) 83. 75 574 399 
1004 9 950 43 304 58 (llO) 78 27 331 -
1204 15 1490 
-
120 365 44 (134) 45 29 73 -
1504 22 1586 54 127 458 14 (101) 39 25 64 -
1604 12 1465 37 94 272 22 ( 98) 55 25 40 
1704 11 1576 47 79 374 25 ( 99) 64 41 55 
1804 ,5 1530 36 150 567 12 (105) 47 21 25 
Cnoc nan 
Cuiloan 
604 18 1741 
-
134 422 12 ( 98) 47 25 45 
2104 13 3541 45 96 193 17 
-
45 32 51 50 
2704 17 2868 44 93 342 31 
-
36 51 48 
• 
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Sample No. Nb Sr Y Rb Zr Co Cu Cr Hi Zn '!b 
Beinn 
Stumanadh 
1104 11 892 - 81 400 30 (137) 100 36 27 -
1304 17 788 50 176 425 22 (102) 63 30 23 
1404 6 669 69 o 198 69 (129) 88 33 39 -
1904 20 1375 58: 138 452 19 - 54 28 33 94 
2004 3 886 67 28 243 44 75 64 169 61 
2204 11 2327 50 123 401 34 - 55 21 29 59 
2304 1 695 30 65 401 28 101 49 32 49 
2404 19 1595 68 101 464 25 43 32 15 136 
2504 4 450 37 78 292 28 - 18 43 35 
2604 9 663 29 11 288 25 - 56 35 50 
2804 15 954 45 74 526 32 53 117 -
Peat samples 
904 0 591 23 65 256 (661) 83 75 574 399 
1004 9 950 - 43 304 58 (110) 78 27 337 -
1204 15 1490 - 120 365 44 (134) 45 29 73 
1404 6 669 69 0 198 69 (129) 88 33 39 -
Copper values are bracketed since 100 ppm representod n background 
count for this element. 
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Lettermore 
lIormarkite 
5iOZ 64.94 
Ti02 0.81 
A1Z03 16.25 
Fe203 1.68 
FeO 1.00 
MnO 0.06 
MgO 1.03 
Cao 1.56 
Na 0 Z 6.08 
K20 5.88 
H2P 0.52 
P205 0.26 
LETTERHORE lIORDMARKITE COHPARID ~'iITH AVERAGE IGNEOUS ROOfS AS DETEmIINED 
BY NOCKOIDS 
Alkali Grano- Quartz- Alkali- A1kall. Nepheline Andesite 
Granite Diorite Diorite Trachyte Syenite Syenite 
73.86 66.88 66.15 61.95 61.86 55.38 54.20 
0.20 0.57 0.62 0.73 0.58 0.66 1.31 
13.75 15.66 15.56 18.03 16.91 21.30 17.17 
0.78 1.33 1.36 2.33 2.32 2.42 3.48 
1.13 2.59 3.42 1.51 2.63 2.00 5.49 
0.05 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.19 0.15 
0.26 1.57 1.94 0.63 0.96 0.57 4.36 
0.72 3.56 4.65 1.89 2.54 1.98 7.9Z 
3.51 3.84 3.90 6.55 5.46 8.84 3.67 
5.13 3.07 1.42 5.53 5.91 5.34 1.11 
0.47 0.65 0.69 0.54 0.53 0.96 0.86 
0.14. O'~21 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.28 
Basalt 
(Tholeite) 
50.83 
2.03 
14.07 
2.88 
9.06 
0.18 
6.34 
10.42 
2.23 
0.82 
0.91 
0.23 
Lettermore 
Uordmarkite 
64.94 
0.81 
16.25 
1.68 
1.00 
0.06 
1.03 
1.56 
6.08 
5.88 
0.52 
0.26 
-
"" 
..., 
LETTERHORE 1l0RDHARKITE COHPARED 'v-ITTH SlllIIAR RCCFS WORIDWIDE. 
Uordmarldtes Syenites Pulaskites Trachytes 
Letter-
I II TIl IV V VL VII VITI IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI XVII XVIII ~ XIX .. more 
SiOZ 64.88 64.04 65.43 58.11 58.46 69.43 61.30 64.51 66.22 64.56 6).28 60.02 60.24 61.03 65.12 60.03 62.08 63.31 64.58 64.94 
TiOZ 0.69 0.62 0.16 2.09 0.18 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.90 0.95 0.45 0.94 0.61 0.48 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.81 
~03 16.24 11.92 16.96 16.01 16.56 15.81 11.44 16.15 16.22 16.22 11.48 18.06 18.54 15.52 16.43 20.16 11.16 16.41 11.52 16.25 
FeZ03 1.31. 0.96 1.55 1.30 5.69 0.36 1.56 Z.05 1.98 2.81 2.89 3.51 0.54 5.08 0.96 4.01 0.11 4.45 2.56 1.68 
FeO 2.10 2.08 1.53 5.04 2.59 2.50 1.76 1.00 0.16 1.13 1.41 3.51 2.36 2.98 1.92 0.15 2.21 1.21 0.96 1:00 
HnO 0.14 0.23 0.40 0.07 tr 0.06 0.16 0.21 tr 0.12 0.14 0.00 0.07 0.28 tr 0.14 0.08 0.06 
MgO 0.89 0.59 0.22 1.20 0.62 0.l2 0.14 0.60 0.71 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.16 0.47 0.36 0.80 0.88 0.51 0.22 1.03 
CaO 1.92 1.00 1.36 3.42 2.61 1.13 1.00 1.38 1.32 1.21 0.52 0.25 2.29 1.87 0.94 2.62 3.35 1.21 0.39 1.56 
Ua20 5.00 6.67 5.95 1.41 6.23 5.11 1.08 6.08 6.49 5.61 5.86 6.26 6.59 6.19 6.43 5.96 6.94 5.88 6.41 6.08 
KzO 5.61 6.08 5.36 4.65 5.44 4.97 4.81 5.74 5.76 5.77 6.18 6.24 5.44 5.15 5.46 5.48 4.50 5.57 6.23 5.88 
~O 0.65 1.18 0.82 0.60 1.21 0.43 0.10 0.77 0.32 0.18 0.65 0.15 1.22 1.24 0.42 0.59 0.60 0.16 0.41 0.32 
P20S 0'.13 0.02 0.42 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.10 0.16 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.01 0.20 tr 0.26 
-CJt 
c.a 
Index 
I Mt. Ascutney Vermont, USA. nordmarkite (Daly 1903) 
II Tonsenas, Christiana, Norway, classic nordmarkite (Brogger 1933) 
III Shefford Mtn., Quebec, Canada. nordmarkito (Frisch 1970) 
IV Kakarsuak, Narsak, S. Greenland. nordmarkite (Ussing 1912) 
V Cabo Frio, Rio de Janeiro, nordmarkite (vlright 1901) 
VI Mt. Monadnock, Vermont. quartz-nordmnrkite (Wolff 1929) 
vn cuttingsville, USA. nordmarkite (Wolff 1929) 
VIII Huesco Tanks, El Paso Co. Texas, syenite-porphyry (Richardson 
1909) 
IX Gray Butte, Bear Paw Hts., Montana. quartz-syenite porphyry 
(Weed & Pirsson 1896) 
X Parvavara, Gellivare, Sweden. syenite (Hogbom 1910) 
XI Hont Antsutrotro, Madagascar. aegirine-syenite (Lacroix 1913) 
XII Darkainle, Borama district, Armo hill, Somali Republic, 
amphibole -syenite (Gellatly 1963) 
XIII Leeuwfontein, Pretoria. red syenite (Shand 1921) 
XIV Horotu district, Sakhalin USSR. syenite (Yagi 1953) 
XV Pine Hill, Brome, Canada. porphyritic microsycnito (Valiquette 
& Archambault 1970) 
XVI Fourche Mtn, Little Rock, Arkansas. classic pulaskite 
(Washington 1901) 
XVII Bromo, Canada. pulaskite (Valiquette & Archambault 1970) 
XVIII Cnrapook, Victoria, Australia. trachyte (Donnant 1901) 
XIX Mt. Beerwah, Glass House Htns., Queensland. trachyte (Jenson 
1906) 
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lETTERMORE NORHARKITE COHPARED 1;ITTH OTHER SCOTTISH ALKALINE ROCKS. 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII Loya1 
8102: 69.92 67.19 61.79 64.85 68.71 66.56 61.30 69.94 61.96 65.41 64.28 64.81 64.94 
T102 0.15 0.01 0.90 0.42 0.36 0.16 0.11 0.03 0.92 0.11 0.39 0.30 0.81 
~03 16.63 11.12 16.90 11.72 16.11 19.41 11.68 19.02 16.61 18.94 17.23 14.97 16.25 
Fe2.°3 0.14 0.81 3.10 1.16 0.66 1.53 1.91 0.62 1.25 0.91 1.84 5.28 1.68 
FeO 0.46 0.26 1.01 0.68 1.20 0.22 2.21 0.32 5.13 0.39 0.66 0.71 1.00 
HnO 0.04 0.03 0.19 0.02 0.08 tr 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.03 0.23 0.21 0.06 
HgO 0.03 0.01 0.90 0.47 0.15 0.32 1.51 0.01 2.17 0.24 0.59 0.38 1.03 
CaO 0.90 0.28 2.44 1.21 2.54 0.68 2.11 0.46 2.64 0.71 2.09 1:00 1.56 
~O 6.82 6.28 5.26 5.81 5.71 10.64 5.70 8.99 4.10 7.45 7.50 7.21 6.08 
~O 3.42 7.14 6.96 6.17 2.71 0.34 6.13 0.52 3.98 5.21 4.02 4.70 5.88 
~O 0.38 0.08 0.43 0.58 0.23 0.34 0.67 0.36 1.13 0.21 0.31 0.32 0.52 
P2.°S 0.02 0.01 0.34 0.13 0.01 0.16 0.34 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.26 
-Ut 
Ut 
--! 
Key. 
I Cnoc na Sroine, Loch Borralan, quartz-ayenito (Tilley 1958). 
II Cnoc na Sroine, Loch Borralan, aegirine-aplite (Tilley 1958). 
III Derry Lodge, Aberdeen-shire, aegirine-granulites (Mclachlan 
1951) 
IV G1ene1g-Ratagain complex, nordmarkite (Nicholls 1950). 
V C1uanie, granodiorite (Leeda1 1952). 
VI Ve Skerries, Shetland, albitite (Walker 19)2). 
VII Glen Dessarry, Inverness-shire, leucocratic-syonito, 
(Richardson 1968). 
VIII Glen Lui, Braemar, soda-pegmatite, (McLachlan 1951). 
IX Loch Hourn, biotite-psammito, (Tanner & Tobisch 1972). 
X Sail an Ruathair, Loch Ai1sh, perthosite, (Phemistor 1926). 
XI River Dyke11, Loch Ailsh, pubaskite, (Phomister 1926). 
XII Sail an Ruathair, Loch Ailsh, aegirine-molanito-syenite, 
(Phemister 1926). 
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LETTERHORE NORDHARKITE COMPARED HITH OTHER IlNEViER IGNEOUS" ROCKS. 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Lettemore 
Si02 74.92 74.32 65.0 61.44 11.18 11.25 66.91 69.01 70.31 64.94 
Ti02 0.16 0.26 0.80 0.64 0.41 0.67 0.26 0.81 
~03 13.41 13.16 15.2 16.03 14.78 18.03 15.09 11.74 1.53 16.25 
Fe 203 0.86 1.Jh 0.95 1.11 1.20 1.29 1.70 0.97 8.32 1.68 
FeO 0.29 0.45 2.6 3.92 1.35 0.34 2.13 2.05 2.44 1.00 
HnO 0.05 0.03 0.06 tr 0.06 0.15 0.06 
MgO 0.28 0.41 2.4 4.25 0.82 0.38 2.02 0.48 0.02 1.03 
Cao 0.32 0.90 3.8 6.02 1.58 2.61 3.32 1.95 0.35 1.56 
Ua20 4.18 3.65 4.8 3.69 3.10 2.25 4.16 ~.73 5.26 6.08 
KzO 4.69 4.82 2.3 1.88 4.82 3.09 3.16 3.94 4.19 5.88 
~o 0.56 0.35 1.4 1.02 0.26 0.82 0.70 1.18 0.43 0.52 
P20S 0.04 0.04 0.22 0.14 0.38 0.13 0.11 0.33 0.26 
-c.. 
..., 
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Key 
I Ballater, granite (Hall 1969). 
II Ross of Mull, granite, (Hall 1969). 
III Strontian, tonalite, (Uercy 1963). 
IV Glen Banvie, Perthshiro, tonalite, (Holgate 1950). 
V Cairnsmore of Fleet, biotite granito (Gardinor &. Reynolds 
1937) • 
VI Abriachan, adamollite, (Hatch, Wells & vlolls 1961). 
VII Hoor of Rannoch, granodiorite, (H, vi & vi 1961). 
VIII Rubislaw, adamellite, (H, W & W 1961). 
IX Rockall, aegirine-granite (Sabine 1960). 
Otz 
Ne 
Otz 
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PETROGE NY'S 'RESIDUA' SYSTEM 
Kp 
• Ben Loyal syenites 
• Bemn Stumanadh syenites 
c Cnoc nan GUllean syenItes 
• Loch Allsh syenites 
bLoch Borralan syenites 
if!!!!!! Low temperature trough 
~ Sutherland syenites 
A'Ierage 
I rhyolite 
2 granite 
3 alkali syenlto 
• alkali trachyte 
!I phonolite 
6 tlngualte 
7 ledmortte 
Or 
_________ --: _______ ":"'""" _________ ~---------'""'" ........... -r.,.-------__ ..... ,_-...-.,-._ 
Ab 
CaO + BaO + SrO 
A e, 
e9 
c 
• .tc 
.... 3 
c 
I" • .fI A· ~ b-'· II ~ • e8 
• b 
An 
C 
A 
c 
e, 
8 alkali granite 
9 granodiorite 
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10 nepheline· syenite 
Or 
-----------------------------------,-----_ .. _.."..-.... ~..-""'~ 
BasIc oxides 
... ... 
• 
r: c 
. .; c 
1: 
b • 
• b 
• • 
• 
FeO 
Alks. 
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Glenclq-Ratagatn 
syentte 
MgO 
l-(F;Y:-
1 ~I\JO!{ OXIDE 
SI = 
TI = 
(\L = 
FE2 = 
~!\ = 
H+ = 
H- = 
P? = 
HE = 
TOT = 
2 C I Pvl NOHMS 
CONVENTIONAL 
3 TR4CE ELEMENT 
? = 
II f.:LEMENT HATIOS 
5G = 
MI = 
FI = 
HIT = 
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GO\JSTI TfJK\]TS DJ P;.:tlC ,';;.'-J TAGES 
5I[18 
TI02 
A1..803 
FE803 
:\11.\ 20 
H?O+ 
H20-
P2Cl5 
TOTAL HI\HF:-EAHTHS 
TDTAL 
CO~TENTS IN PAins PEH MILLION PPM 
~OT Dr.TEH~': I \J ED 
DENS tTY 
['1AFI C 1,\1 DEX 
FELSIC I~DF,X 
HI TTl"lA \I \J I'lDEX 
...... _-----------_. 
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1610/-1 - '27567 MICA SC1HST CHt:\L1JHACH corHI-: 575500 
16r.O/-! - 2756f) SYE:\JITIC VEIN CHALBACH COlEE 575500 
16304 - 27571 SYENITJ.~ \oJ. FACE OF' SGor: A CHLr.::IJHCf-1 S(,6/-1H5 
16404 - 27572 SYENITE W. EDGE OF SGOR FHIONNAIClt 5624R3 
16504 - ~7573 SYE~ITE HEAD OF Br.::ALACH DUR~ 564486 
16604 - 27574 SYP.\JITE" IHON STAI:-.JF.J)" SGOH CL{AU\JAS/\ID 57750~~ 
16704 - ~7575 PEGMATITIC VSIN COtLLE NA CUILE 
... ,~- -- ~ . --_.----.-------------------- 164 
CII.P.W. Noms 
16104 16204 16304 16404 16504 16604 16704 
Qtz 16.75 43.12 5.70 4.09 12.14 25168 25.76 
C 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.00 
z:r 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 
Or 5.83 15.60 34.58 35.23 33.51 32.98 29.79 
Ab 33.84 32.91 50.43 51.61 45.80 36.55 41.33 
An 25.09 6.22 0.19 1.21 0.00 1.18 0.00 
Ne 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ac 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.81 0.00 1.24 
Ns 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.59 0.00 0.86 
D1 4.16 0.00 5.35 2.89 2.90 0.00 0.91 
Wo 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hy 6.80 0.66 0.89 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.14 
01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mt 4.52 0.42 2.09 1.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cm 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.00 1.33 0.00 
11 1.01 0.23 0.78 0.66 0.47 0.44 0.04 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
Ap 0.17 0.02 0.71 0.55 0.57 0.44 0.03 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Fl 0.07 0.02 0.20 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.03 
~o+ 0.67 0.23 0.30 0.17 0.33 0.39 0.03 
~o- 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.01 
others 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.04 
Silica 
undersat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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C.I.P.W. NORH3 
16804 16904 17004 17104 17204 17304 17404 
Qtz 5.73 4.32 0.14 2.03 3.61 1.14 80.61 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.94 
Zr 0.15 0.C6 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.01 
Or 25.30 34.28 35.11 37.83 37.47 37.95 7.21 
Ab 34.09 48.88 46.09 50.12 48.19 48.31 2.20 
An 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 
Ne 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ac 4.48 6.51 7.75 0.57 2.72 2.75 0.00 
Us 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 
Di 18.84 3.22 7.53 3.25 3.03 7.26 0.00 
Vlo 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.18 1.15 0.00 0.00 
Hy 0.94 0.00 1.·79 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.50 
01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ht 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 
lIm 5.76 0.17 0.00 2.80 1.31 0.00 0.74 
11 2.28 0.32 0.87 0.21 0.49 0.76 0.44 
Sph 0.01 0.47 0.00 0.79 0.23 0.00 0.00 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ap 0.66 0.53 0.31 0.65 0.46 0.76 0.00 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Fl 0.48 0.52 0.29 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.03 
~o+ 0.45 0.01 0.17 0.54 0.35 0.15 1.09 
H2O- 0.17 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.23 
others 0.19 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.04 
Silica 
undersat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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C.I.P.W. Noma 
17504 17604 17704 17804 17904 18004 18104 
Qtz 52.91 12.60 0.00 3.56 2.35 13.42 20.95 
C 0.25 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 
Zr 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.67 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Or 14.01 32.27 40.96 30.68 39.01 31.38 33.34 
Ab 29.36 46.28 37.08 49.41 47.47 46.87 40.27 
An 2.93 3.74 0.00 2.45 2.04 1.52 2.38 
lIe 0.00 0.00 4.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ac 0.00 0.00 5.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ns 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Di 0.00 0.00 7.90 4.99 3.22 2.68 0.00 
Via 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.45 0.64 0.98 0.00 
Hy 0.09 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mt 0.23 1.52 0.00 1.07 0.21 1.72 0.00 
Hm 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.36 2.23 0.00 1.48 
11 0.04 0.66 0.93 1.69 0.82 0.51 0.02 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 
Ap 0.00 0.52 0.84 0.99 0.71 0.29 0.00 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.28 
Fl 0.05 0.12 0.16 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 
~O+ 0.30 0.37 0.42 0.78 0.47 0.35 0.26 
H2O- 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.39-- 0.20 0.11 0.10 
others 0.02 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 
Silica 
undersat 0.00 0.00 3.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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C.I.P.W. NORMS 
18204 18304 18404 18504 18604 18704 18804 
Qtz 0.69 3.61 0.35 0.00 7.28 15.86 21.34 
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.64 0.00 
Zr 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 
Or 36.53 43.32 38.30 39.36 34.10 25.77 25.47 
Ab 50.09 37.06 47.04 42.42 50.93 39.17 50.18 
An 1.00 4.29 0.98 0.00 0.40 10.88 0.00 
Ne 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ac 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.12 0.00 0.00 1.48 
Us 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Di 7.40 7.44 7.31 9.43 2.00 0.00 0.00 
Vlo 0.00 0.83 1.17 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.81 
Hy 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.28 0.00 
01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mt 1.64 1.55 1.90 0.00 0.63 0.39 0.11 
Hm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.04 
I1 0.82 0.87 0.61 0.74 0.66 0.76 0.09 
Sph 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ap 0.60 0.58 0.28 0.67 0.68 0.29 0.00 
Hap 0.00 0.22 0.27 0.00 0.08 0.12 0.00 
F1 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 
~O+ 0.25 0.08 0.51 0.41 1.09 0.41 0.23 
~o- 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.57 0.13 0.07 
others 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.05 0.02 
Silica 
undcrsat 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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18904 19004 19104 19204 19304 19404 19504 
Qtz 0.00 1.98 0.04 15.08 8.96 10.n 5.35 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 
0.63 
Zr 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.04 
Or 51.48 42.50 40.31 35.52 40.84 34.75 35.76 
Ab 27.79 22.59 30.24 30.32 43.74 42.56 ,0.43 
An 2.01 6.01 0.00 0.00 1.23 0.00 
0.00 
No 2.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 
Ac 0.00 0.00 1.46 2.29 0.00 0.00 
0.00 
Ns 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 
0.00 
Di 10.41 15.03 19.28 4.35 0.00' 0.00 
0.00 
Wo 2.12 4.39 1.14 1.85 O.ll 0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
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O.I.P.W. Noms 
19604 19704 19804 19904 20004 20104 20204 
Qtz 2.76 3.51 9.17 9.88 38.24 nd 7.97 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.00 
Zr 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 
Or 33.75 35.46 33.22 34.58 24.59 34.69 
Ab 51.70 51.01 49.11 49.83 26.40 52.37 
An 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.42 6.26 0.92 
Ac 1.85 0.76 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ns 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Di 5.32 4.74 3.23 0.00 0.00 0.25 
Wo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.20 
Fly 1.18 0.22 1.43 0.00 1.71 0.00 
Mt 0.00 0.56 0.57 1.19 2.16 1.01 
Hm 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.18 0.00 0.98 
11 0.63 0.53 0.55 0.55 1.04 0.63 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ap 0.59 0.46 0.48 0.34 0.15 0.63 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 
Fl 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.00 0.05 0.01 
H2O+ 0.10 0.00 0.16 0.52 0.16 0.18 
~O- 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.0) 0.07 
others 0~09 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.14 
Silica 
undersat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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e.I.p.w. NORMS 
21004 21104 21204 21304 21404 21504 21604 
Qtz 8.50 5.94 10.53 32.32 7.52 38.38 0.00 
e 0.29 0.00 2.73 0.51 0.24 2.61 0.00 
Zr 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.03 
Or 36.41 43.80 17.38 25.95 39.90 15.96 38.24 
Ab 45.01 30.12 46.03 39.09 44.76 23.61 54.12 
An 1.47 0.23 7.44 1.35 1.18 8.33 0.00 
Ne 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.34 
Ac 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0. 0.00 3.24 
Ns 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.01 
Di 0.00 10.62 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.70 
Wo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 1.16 
Hy 1.22 3.00 7.90 0.00 0.0 7.21 0.00 
Mt 0.45. 3.00 3.93 0.00 2.29 1.48 0.00 
lIm 2.23 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.16 0.0 0.00 
Il 0.57 1.16 2.11 0.02 0.78 1.31 0.42 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.0 0.00 
Ap 0.67 1.65 0.47 0.00 0.75 0.31 0.00 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.08 
F1 0.06 0.31 0.22 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00 
Cc 2.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.85 0.00 0.00 
~O+ 0.22 0.30 1.00 0.05 0.32 0.55 0.00 
~o- 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.03 
others 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.11 
Silica 
underoat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.13 
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C.I. P. W. NORMS 
21704 21804 21904 22004 22104 2220h 22304 
Qtz 27 .60 0 .00 30 . 79 0.00 0.00 0 ,00 12.85 
C 0 . 00 0 .00 0. 06 0 . 00 9 . 91 0 . 00 0 .00 
Zr 0 . 04 0 . 01 0.06 0.07 0.03 0 . 03 0.01 
Or 26.30 33 .39 23 .46 30 . 62 0 .00 32 . 57 21.93 
Ab 40 . 91 55 .48 43· 74 58 .55 0. 00 61.74 61.17 
An 0 . 00 0. 00 0. 20 0. 00 0 . 00 0 .00 1.46 
Lc 0. 00 0 .00 0. 00 0 ,00 14 .31 6 . 00 0 . 00 
Ne 0 . 00 1 .42 0.00 2. 84 0 .46 0 . 91 0 .00 
Kp 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 88 0 .00 0 .00 
Ac 4 .43 4 . 02 0 .00 3 .64 0 .00 2.80 0 .00 
Ns 0. 51 2 .68 0 .00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 .00 0 .00 
Di 0. 00 0 . 25 0. 00 0 . 00 0 .00 0 .00 0,00 
VIo 0.00 1. 94 0 .00 1.95 0 .00 0 . 27 Lex) 
Hy 0. 00 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 
01 0. 00 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 62 .32 0 .00 0. 00 
Mt 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 .00 3 . 57 0 .00 0. 82 
Hm 0. 00 0 .00 1.45 1.88 0 .00 1.31 0.26 
II 0 . 04 0 .44 0. 02 0,13 0 .47 O.ll 0 . 25 
Sph 0. 03 0 .00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
Pf 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 .14 0. 00 0 .38 0 .00 
Ru 0 . 06 0 . 00 0. 07 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ap 0 .00 0 .00 0. 00 0. 03 0 .00 0 . 00 0 .00 
Hap 0. 00 0.08 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 0 .00 0 .00 
Fl 0 . 02 0 .00 0 . 00 0 .02 0 .55 0 .13 0 . 02 
Cc 0 .00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 .20 0 .00 0 . 00 
Hagn 0. 00 0 .00 0.00 0 .00 0 .08 0 . 00 0,00 
H2O+ 0 . 00 0.02 0 . 00 
0 .00 7.18 0 . 00 0 .15 
~o- 0. 06 0 .10 0 . 11 0.08 0.11 0 . 08 0.15 
others 0 . 06 0 .02 0. 03 0 .10 0 . 03 0 .12 0. 02 
Silica 
undersat 0 .00 1 . 20 0 .00 2. 46 31.57 0 . 89 0 .00 
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C.loP.W. Noms 
22404 22504 22604 22704 22804 22904 23004 
Qtz 0.57 0.47 0.45 0.00 0.00 7.29 13.04 
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.45 
Zr 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 
Or 37.12 31.50 42.91 41.39 26.30 28.84 11.88 
Ab 55.21 59.56 51.55 0.00 50.94 51.36 48.23 
An 0.00 1.18 0.00 8.78 1.16 0.00 10.10 
Lc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ne 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.11 1.88 0.00 0.00 
Ac 4.66 0.00 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
lIs 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Di 0.45 1.03 1.15 13.34 11.66 0.00 0.00 
Wo 1.05 1.10 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hy 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.80 
01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.26 0.00 0.00 
Mt, 0.23 1.51 0.00 0.00 2.09 0.00 5.41 
lIm 0.00 1.72 0.00 8.08 0.00 2.20 0.00 
I1 0.57 1.06 0.61 0.61 1.37 0.26 1.16 
Pf 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 
Ap 0.00 0.08 0.00 1.13 1.13 0.56 0.41 
Hap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F1 0.00 0.14 0.19 0.04 0.15 0.18 0.05 
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.16 0.00 4.59 2.37 
J.lagn 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.00 
Chaly 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 
~o+ 0.14 . 0.25 0.09 2.92 0.52 0.68 0.92 
~o- 0.09 0.23 0.10 0.20 0.12 0.16 0.85 
others 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.06 
Silica 
undersat 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.29 2.48 0.00 0.00 
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CHAPl'ER TEN. 
[ : 
MINERALOGY. 
Separatibn of the minerals. 
Material for examination was separated by a variety of techniques 
including hand-crushing in a steel percussion mortar, panning of beach 
sand from the northern shore of Loch Fhionnaich at NC 567485 and hand- -16 
picking from the rock. Minerals were washed, polished, dried and 
then further purified using a Frantz isodynamic magnetic separator, 
finally all material was hand-picked under a binocular microscope when 
only uncontaminated fragments were retained for analysis. 
The mineralogy and geochemistr,y of strontianite, zeolites, polycrase, 
amazonite and the yellow rare-earth mineral have been detailed elsewhere 
in this thesis. This chapter will examine amphibole and sphene from 
the Ben Loyal syenite and describe an electron-microprobe study of lead 
mineralisation from the pegmatites of Sgor Chaonasaid. 
In the appended table the Loyal amphibole is compared with analyses 
. 
presented in the literature; an examination of these shows that the 
Loyal amphibole is:-
i Closely comparable with the average hornblende from granites 
as determined by Tschindnsky (1913) although richer in Na20 
and Fe203, and similar to green hornblendes from the Scottish 
Newer Igneous suite analysed by Nockolds and Hitchel1 (1948) 
and Deer (1937). 
11 Low in alumina compared with all the other amphiboles in the 
table • 
iii Highly silicic (parameters ii & iii are necessarilY complementar,y) 
""l 
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iv Much less sodic than ar.rvodsonites and magnesiokatophorito. 
v Significantly different from mboziite, hastingsito, basaltic 
hornblende and tho alkali-amphibolos. 
These rolationships are demonstrated clearlY whon tho analyses arc 
plotted within an FeO, ~03' MgO triangular diagram. 
The trace element content in ppm of the amphibolo was found to be:-
Loyal amphibole Loyal syenite 
... Sc 34 8+ 
-
* Co 45 <30 
• Ni 133 <15 
... Zn 395 40+ 
-
Rb 3 100+ 
-
Sr 148 )1200 
Y 11 )20 
Zr 164 } 350 
Nb 8 )20 
... Sn 7 3!: 
Ba 28 >4000 
La. 15 >100 
Ce 131 >400 
• 
• clements concentrated in the amphibole. 
Scandium, cobalt, nickel, zinc and tin wore found concentrated in 
too amphibole relative to the parent rock; Zn, Ni, and Sc especially 
are markedly enriched. Qualitative U. V. spectrogroplv shcmed the 
following trace elements to be present Fb, Cr, V, Be, Cu, Ga and Mo, 
this trace element pattern when comparod with those dotermined for 
hornblendes by Nockolds and Mitcholl (op. cit.) and Hoitainon (1971) 
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shows lower values of Y, Sc, and Sa for the Fh1on~ich specimen, 
(the latter surprisingly so because of the relative enrichment of the 
Loyal complex in barium) and higher amounts of Zr, Sr, and probab~ Ni. 
Amphibole comprises roughly 10% of the Loch Loyal syenites. In 
hand specimen the mineral is black or ver,r dark green in colour and is 
usually found as poorlY terminated lath-like prisms, normally ~bout 2mm 
in length. The density was determined by carefully diluting Clerici 
solution with water until the amphibole grains sank and than allm~ing 
evaporation until the mineral fragments just floated, the specific 
gravity of the liquid was then found on the Westphal balance, this was 
3.2280 .:!: 0.001. 
a. Biaxial negative. 
b. Two cleavage directions parallol to (110) at angles of 560 and 
1240 (not always well seen). 
c. Pleochroic, pale yellowish green/palo green/dark grass green, 
absorption formula X < y < Z 
d. Elongation-positive, i.e. length slow. 
e. Birefringence. Polarisation colours are obscured by the strong 
colour of the mineral. 
f. Axial angle 2V'!:.500, 1. e • low, (as es tima ted from vlrigh ts curved -17 
isogyre method). 
g. Indices of refraction n ClI. .. 1. 651 
n p .. 1.653 
n 'r .. 1.668 
as measured by liquid immersion method. 
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h, Twinning is rather common with twin plane as (100) 
The infra-red absorption spectrum showed the following absorption 
peaks. 
-1) Wavenumber (cm 
320 
* 460 
* 508 
660 
685 
* 752 
910 
* 957 
985 
1060 
* 1101 
1380 
* :1400 
2920 
3120 
------ 5i - 0 bending peaks 
}------ S1 - S1 stretching peaks 
------ 5i stretching peaks, connected with Al-5i 
subs ti tu tion. 
------ M - 0 bands connected with Fe/l1g substitution 
3660 1------ connected l-lith the hydroxyl group. 
* II main peaks. 
This spectrum is determined by the vibrational modes of the atomic 
or molecular structure within the amphibole and is uniquel1 characteristic 
being a complex function of inter-atomic distances, bond angles, forces, 
and the relative masses of the constituent atoms. The assignment of 
absorption peaks to specific bond types is difficult although most 
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metal-oxygen bonds have vibrations botwoen 2000 & 850 cm-l , and 
silicates show ~rked absorption peaks near to 1000 cm- l caused by 
the 5i-0 stretching vibration, with 5i-0 bending vibrations at longer 
wavelengths between 665 - 400 cm-1• 
Faye and Nickel (1970) using polarised optical spectra of a number 
of amphiboles have shown that the green hues of calcic amphiboles aro 
a direct consequence of the absorption of violet-blue light, connected 
with 02- --~ Fe3+ charge transfer, and red-orange light connected with 
2+ 3+ Fe --~ Fe charge transfer processes. 
A table of d spacings is appended be10\-T. The pattern is similar 
to that of tremolite and synthetic ferropargasite although the third 
strongest reflection, 2.71 is not well marked in tho Loyal example. 
Unlike hornblende, the strongest reflection for tho Loyal mineral is 
at 8.37. 
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X-RAY DIFFRACTONETER SCAN OF AMPHIBOLE FROl1 LOCH FHIONNAICH, BEN LOYAL. 
d spacings Relative Intensities 
9.04 d spacings I \ 
J 
8.37 1. 8.37 100 • I 
4.50 2. 3.122 62 
4.23 3. 1.441 16 
3.85 4. 1.895 15 
3.38 5. 9.04 13' 
3.26 l 2.199 6. 12 
3.122 4.502 
2.944 
2.799 
2.734 
2.703 
2.591 
2.531 
2.382 
2.340 
2.327 
2.163 
2.016 
2.001 
1.895 
1.818 
1.558 
1.441 
Si02 
Ti02 
A~03 
FeZ03 
FeO 
HnO 
MgO 
CaO 
N~ 
K20 
~O 
P'l°5 
F 
I 
I 
I Li 0 
! ~ 
I ; C1 
I 
AHPHIBOLE ANA.LYSES 
Loyal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 Loyal 
49.40 h8.55 h5.84 50.18 45.51 48.5145.99 45.19 43.16 h3.08 41.99 39.48 39.95 36.95 36.86 37.13 31.08 38.56.48.41 49.hO 
0.51 0.21 1.13 1.58 1.32 1.10 1.00 1.20 0.78 0.90 1.46 0.30 1.68 6.25 1.04 0.30 0.89 0.96 1.32 0.51 
3.40 5.11 1.75 4.21 6.60 1.08 5.57 11.37 8.33 11.41 11.62 12.9917.58 15.02 12,10 12.50 11.17 10.31 1.81 3.hO 
6.17 2.h1 h.22 2.78 4.09 11.53 9.19 0.42 6.90 4.74 2.67 7.25 7.25 3.62 7.41 11.15 5.82 13.12 11.25 6.17 
10.76 10.56 11.19 14.18 9.h8 14.31 26.00 0.42 10.41 11.42 14.32 10.73 2.18 19.hO 23.35 21.55 22.02 18.72 23.81 10.76 
0.62 0.15 0.31 0.30 0.19 0.66 1.08 0.39 0.50 0.25 1.00 tr 0.77 0.60 1.33 1.91 0.75 0.62 
12.54 14.76 12.86 11.75 14.14 1.31 0.49 21.11 12.63 12.41 11.17 11.47 14.15 4.34 1.90 0.83 3.46 1.2h 0.06 12.54 
ID.OOU.Dll.~ll.~ 5.60 5.~ 4.~ 12.11 9.84 11.61 11.52 12.01 11.96 10.25 10.59 7.54 10.94 5.78 1.18 10.08 
2.95 1.88 2.04 0.95 6.01 1.87 3.26 2.51 3.43 1.98 2.49 1.70 3.16 1.34 1.20 3.84 2.54 4.11 1.31 2.95 
0.83 0.81 0.93 0.51. 2.20 1.48 1.10 1.69 1.28 1.23 0.98 2.39 1.98 1.33 3.20 2.81 2.07 2.73 1.52 0.83 
1.12 0.91 1.40 2.13 1.41 1.65 1.35 0.61 0.65 1.64 0.61 0.16 0.41 2.59 1.30 1.95 0.92 1.66 1.01 1.12 
0.03 0.06 nd nil. nd nd 0.02 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.03 
1.36 nd nd nd 0.20 2.16 1.82 nd 0.80 0.05 0.03 nd 0.27 nil 1.94 0.30 2.95 1.36 
0.03 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.03 
nd nd nd nd 0.02 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd ~- 0.14 0.15 nd 
t.J 
t.J 
o 
Key to Amphibole Analyses 
1. AVerago of a number of hornblondes from granites (TschirwinskY 
1913). 
2. Green hornblende from tonal! to, Horvern-Strontian complex, 
(Nockolds & Mitchell 1948). 
3. Green hornblende from pegmatite in the Garsphairn complex, 
(Deer 1937). 
4. Magnesiokatophorito from theralite, Montana, (\-101££ 1939). 
5. Arfvodsonite from alkali-rich monzon1tes, Morotu district of 
Sakhalin, (Yagi 1953). 
6. Amphibole from alkali-granite, Otanmaki, Finland, (Hytonen & 
Heikkinen 1966). 
7. Hornblende from Grenville Township, Quebec, (Clarke 1911). 
8. Hornblende from Renfrow, Ontario, (Clarke 1911). 
9. Green hornblende from syenite, Plauen, (Kunitz' 1930). 
10. Hornblende from Edenville, New York, (Clarke 1911). 
11. Hornblende from Monte Somma, Italy, (Clarke 1911). 
12. Basaltic hornblende, Bllin, Bohemia, (Clarke 1911). 
13. Titaniferous amphibole from calc-alkali-syenite, Koraput, 
Orissa, (Bose 1963/64). 
J..4. Hornblende, Cornwall, Nen York, (Clarke 19l1). 
15. Alkali-amphibole from nephelino syenite, Darkainle, Somali 
Republic, (Ga1lat~ 1963). 
16. Hastings1te from outer quartz-syenites, Marangudzi ring 
complex, Rhodesia, (Borley & Frost 1963). 
17. Mboziite, S. W. Tanzania, (Brock at al 1964). 
18. Arfvedsonite, from syenite, East Greenland, (Deer, Howie & 
Zussman 1963). 
--, 
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COMPOSITION OF THE LOYAL AMPHIBOLE 
[ - _ CPNs _ £U& 
Analysis of the amphibole enabled the chemical formula to be -18 
calculated as:-
A x y 
z 
(Si7•39 Alo,6l)a °22 (OHl.27 FO•73 )2.00 
or more approximate~ as 
(Nao.5 Ko•2)o.7(cai,6 Nao.4)2 (Mg,.a Fei:4 Fe6:a)5 (Si1•4 Alo•6 )a 
Since calcium is the major tenant of the X site it follows that 
the Fhionnaich mineral is a calciferous amphibole as defined by Phi.Llips 
(1966) and when a summation of Na atoms in the formula is plotted against 
the number of Al atoms lies in the Ed s.e. (sensu cxtensus) field of 
Phillips and Layton (1964), Potassium is placed in the A site since 
it probably cannot replace calcium in X positions as sodium does. 
When all the properties are considered the amphibole at Loyal is 
found to be a relatively soda-rich, alumina-poor calciferous amphibole 
intermediate between ferroactinolite and ferroedenite but closer to 
. 
the latter for which the term magfedenite could be a convenient contraction. 
Elements of the first transition series, 
Ti, 110, Fe and to a losser extent Zn are major elements within 
the amphibole structure, the other transition metal ions Sc, V, Cr, 
Co, Ni and Cu are all found as traces. Scandium substitutes isomorphous~ 
for magnesium or ferrous iron, trivalent vanadium follows ferric iron 
223 
closelY, cobalt and nickel are known to have a close geochemical 
coherency with Fe, and chromium to both Fe and Mg. Trivalent ions 
similar to Fe3+ are concentrated within the ~~ position of the 
2+ 
amphibole structure, whilst elements close to Fe are enriched in 111 
and M3 sites. 
Lithium 
The lithium content of the amphibole was det~rmined with a 
grating flame photometer at 6707i. A value of 330 ppm Li was 
2+ obtained, this lithium replaces Mg in the Y positions in tho 
amphibole structure. 
Gallium. 
As usual this Group IIIB element io camouflaged in the A1 
position within the Z site. 
Beryllium. 
The increased concentration of this element in the Loyal 
amphibole supports Goldschmidtlb observation of preferential concentra-
tion in pyroxenes and amphiboles from nepheline syenites, again the 
element probab~ replaces A1 although it is possible that some 
replacement of divalent zinc occurs. 
The major chcmist;r of tho Loch Fhionnaich sphene. 
The major chemistry of the sphene is compared in the appended 
table with analyses from the literature. From this it is seen that 
the Loyal sphene is closely comparable to most others although having 
a lmJer niobium content. 
Trace element content of the Fhionnaich sphene. 
Compared with the trace clement content of the Loyal syenite 
sphene is enriched in Zr, Nb, Y, Sc, La, Ce, Sn and Ni and depleted 
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in Sr, Rb, B:l, Zn, and Co and with the exception of Zn, Co and Ni .,9 
is markedlY enriched in all other traces when contrasted with tho 
coexisting amphibole. 
TRACE ELEHENT CONTENT OF THE LOYAL SPHENE IlJ PPM 
Li 0 
In a qualitative examination by U.V. 
Sc 28 
spectrography these additional elements 
Co 0 
were also found as traces:-
Ni 29 
Fb, V, Cr, Cu, Yb, Mo, and Ga 
Zn 10 
Rb 0 
Sr 229 
y 911 
Zr ·496 
Nb 1013 
Sn 82 
La 1711 
Ce 6188 
~sica1 and optical features of the sphene. 
Euhedral "diamond-shaped" crystals which are moderatolY pleoch-
roic from pale-ycllOl-1 to brown are typical. A prominent parting is 
always present and the mineral has a very high relicf. A density c:£ 
3.603 was determined by pyknometer. Zabavnikova (1957) contends that 
the physical properties especia1~ spocific gravity and refractive 
indices are closelY rolated to the composition of sphones, and that 
tho elements which causo an increase in density are mainlY rare-earths 
and niobium. This author also suggests a connection between composi-
tion of the spheno and its Origin and ho notes that tho accessory 
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sphenes of acid igneous rocks and pegmatites are characterioed by tho 
presence of rare-earths. With such a high density as the Loyal sphene 
possesses one would expect the summation of rare-earths and niobium 
to be high with 3% or more placing it in the keilhauitas, it has 
however only about 1% total rare-earths plus niobium and does not 
therefore fit into the scheme proposed by Zabavnikova. Because of 
its high content of Fe + Al, together with 10\-1 rare-earth content 
the Fhionnaich sphene may best be described as a grothite. Two other 
spbenes a dark red-brown variety from Khan mine 5.W.A. and a green 
specimen from Madagascar had densities of 3.607 and 3.514 reopect1ve~, 
these figures support Zabavnikova's observation that pale-coloured 
sphenes have lower densities and hence lower rare-earths. This latter 
observation was confirmed by U.V. spectrography. 
Infra-red spectrum of the sphene. 
The infra-red spectrum shm~ed the following peaks:-
Wavenumber cm- l 
285 
'" 330 
'" 425 
470 
495 
55Z: 
* 562 
697 
* 865 
* 900 
*1400 
2920 
3100 
• 
lj 
5i-0 bending peaks 
5i-5i stretching peak? 
5i-0 stretching peaks 
M-O bands 
• main absorption peaks. 
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SPHENE ANAL!SES 
Loyal 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 Lo~ 
5102 30.21 30.44 29.32 30.35 30.66 30.59 30.46 30.22 30.32 30.21 
Ti02 35.38 39.66 35.26 35.44 33.87 33.51 38.06 34.33 33.70 35.38 
A~03 1.39 0.00 1.02 2.15 3.21 2.86 nil 0.28 4.44 1.39 
Fe203 2.52 0.00 1.34 2.50 1.80 1.41 2.24 nil 2.52 0.40 
FeO 0.50 0.14 1.05 0.69 0.62 0.20 0.50 
HnO 0.12 0.05 0.03 0.25 0.07 0.05 0.18 0.01 0.12 
MgO 0.08 0.00 0.36 0.10 0.04 nil 0.12 0.60 0.16 0.08 
GaO 26.98 27.20 25.7~ 26.46 26.24 26.26 23.97 26.75 28.40 26.98 
lla20 0.04 0.37 0.14 0.86 0.52 1.75 nil 0.16 0.04 
~O 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.02 O.ll nil nil 0.41 nil 0.03 
~O 0.47 0.64 0.82 1.10 0.60 0.58 0.78 0.65 0.72 0.47 
F 0.56 0.61 0.67 0.11 0.20 0.33 0.60 1.40 0.56 
R.E. 0.88 0.31 4.51 1.06 1.56 1.89 0.74 2.12 0.30 0.88 
Nb205 0.10. 0.34 0.89 0.93 2.27 1.38 0.69 0.10 
T~05 nd 0.01 nd nil nil 0.23 nil 0.0) nd 
srO 0.02 0.32 nil nil 0.1l3 1.04 fr 0.01 0.02 
tbO tr nd nd 0.01 tr 
zr02. o. 05 O.ll tr nil 0.19 0.20 0.02 0.06 0.05 
to) 
0.28 
to) 
Others 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.25 ..., . ~J 
Key to Sphene Analyses 
1. Light reddish-brown sphene from nepho1ino syenite, Kola 
Peninsula, USSR (Saharna 1946). 
2. Black sphene from pegmatite, Ethiopia (Morgante 1943). 
3. Sphene from Wainui Inlot beach sand, N.W. Nelson, New Zealand, 
(Hutton 1950). 
4. Brown sphene from an acid pegmatite, Slyudyanka USSR, 
(Zabavnikova 1957). 
5. Reddish-brown sphene from granite, Borshchevochnyi Range, 
USSR, (Zabavnikova 1957). 
6. White sphene, from an alkalic pegmatite, Lovozero, Koln, 
USSR, (Zabavnikova 1957). 
7. Reddish-brown sphene from granite, Kuraminskii Range USSR, 
(.~abavnikova 1957). 
8. Grothito, Parainen, Finland, (Sahama 1946). 
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The location of trace elements within the sphene structuro. 
yttrium, cerium and lanthanum in t~e Fhionnaich sphene replace 
calcium in the general formula CnTi(Si04) (O,Ofl,F) and although not 
of such tenor as to warrant the name keilhauite, 0.9% of rare-earth 
oxides is considerably greater than the rare-earth content of sphenes 
from Caledonian granites of Western Scotland quoted by Lyakhovich (1962) 
as 0.06%. Loyal sphene is not radioactive and all the thorium in the 
complex seems to have been concentrated in the allanite. Strontium is 
concentrated with the calcium as are the minute traces of Bn and Pb. 
Substitutions for titanium in the structure include first 
transition series elements, aluminium and the important substitutions 
of Nb and Sn. Niobium may substitute for Ti4+ but it is more likely 
that sphene is an isomorphous mixture of compounds or minerals of 
which the bulk is CaTiSiOS' together with subsidiar,y compounds such 
as NaNbSiOS and CaAlSi40H. Stanniferous sphenes are .known and 
Lyakhovich & Balanova (1969) have suggested 280 ppm as typical of 
sphenes from alkali syenites. Loyal sphene with 82ppm although lmier 
than this value represents a ver,y marked concentration of this element 
over that within the parent rock or its other minerals; here the 
amount is less than 5ppm or below the level of instrument sensitivity. 
In contrast the Nb content of the sphene at Fhionnaich with lOOOppm 
is almost twice that taken as typical of alkali syenites by Lyakhovich 
and Balanova; a situation not unexpected in view of the presence of 
polycrase in the pegmatites Of Sgor Chaonasaid. Zirconium is found 
with tantalum substituting for titanium. 
The association at Loyal of sphene, allanite, the yell~ rare-
earth phospho-silicate and polycrase is unusual. Tauson (1965) 
~!~E~!~!::~!S;:!,9 !,99~_ ~~~~l_9f_ ~12!:e_!':~!!}_~!:~_§ ~r f~~~~~~~~ 
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Reflection photomicrograph of the galena/quartz contact from 
Sgor Chaonasaid pegmatite , Ben Loyal (X5,01) . 
Reflection photomicrograph. Detail of mineral zonation showing 
the irregular junction between galena and stromeyerite (X28, 01) . 
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Electron- microprobe photograph shmling the distribution of 
cop~er at the galena/~uartz junction. 
Electron-microprobe photograph showing the concentration of ~ilver 
at the galena boundar.y . The concentration mar!{s the position of 
bismuthian stromeyerite . 
Electron microprobe photograph showing the deficiency of lead 
in the quartz and stromeyerite . 
Electron- microprobe photograph showing the restriction of barite 
to a narrow band abutting the quartz. 
2 2 
divides granitoids into orthite-bearing and monazite-bearing typos, 
each with tho foll~ing mineralogy:-
Orthite-bearing granitoids 
Orthite (Allanite) 
sphene 
magnetite 
Monazite-bearing granitoids 
Honazite 
ilmenite 
and Pavlenko et. al. (1960) are of the opinion that IIIn normal 
granites of the sphene-orthite type accessor,y tantaloniobates are 
absent.1I Again Loyal is intermediate between two types. 
~!~~~~~-~!2!2~!~22_!~Y2~~!E~~!~~_~!_~h2_se~~_!!~~_~h~_f~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~2~-
Galena is uncommon in the Sger Chaonasaid pegmatites. Specimens 
occurring together with amazonitic feldspar and large allanite crystals 
were examined by electron-microprobe and XRF methods. A qualitative 
XRF scan showed the presence of Fb, Cu, Bi, Fe, Sr, Ba, Ag, Sb, Ca, 
Mn, Cr, and Zn, these elements were confirmed by microprobe analysis. 
A photographic study of element distribution at the junction of the 
galena and enclosing perthitic feldspar was undertaken which demonstra-
ted a mineral zonation between the two phases. 
A schematic representation of the mineral zonation between the 
galena and feldspar at SgOr Chaonasaid:-
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Zone Formula or elements Mineral 
A PbS Galena 
11 
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B Cu,Ag,Bi,S bismuth-rich 
stromoyerito 
C CU,Pb,(Fe,Zn)S complex COPP( 
lead sulphidE 
~ / D a)PbC03b)PbS04 cerussite anglooite 
E BaS 04 barite 
F Si02 quartz 
G KAlSi30a 
feldspar 
All the ver,y prominent cleavages of the galena are outlined b,y the 
minerals of zones B & C. The galena was both cupriferous and argent-
iferous and as is usual contained both zinc and iron. ImmediatelY 
adjacent to the galena, in the zone B, is a metallic sulphide in which 
copper, silver and bismuth are the sole constituents; no structural 
information is available for this mineral but its composition is 
suggestive of a bismuth-rich stromeyerite. It appears that Cu, Bi 
and Ag have migrated away from the main part of the galona to be 
redeposited at the cr,ystal margins and in cleavage planes. Antimony 
has not been similarly concentrated indicating a different ionic 
mobility under these prevailing conditions compared with copper, bismuth 
and silver. Zone C comprises a complex copper-lead sulphide along 
& 
the outer edge of which irregular patcheo of greenish and white 
non-metallic cr,ystals are found. These were determined as nnglaoite 
PbS04 and cerussite PbC03• Succeeding these irregular patches is a 
very prominent extremely regular band of bari to BaS04• An iron-
deficient band coincides with quartz which is followed by pcrthitic 
feldspar. 
The mineralogy of strontianite, zeolites, poly-crase, amazonito 
and the yellow rare-earth mineral have all been detailed in previous 
sections of this thesis and will not be examined here. 
Four other minerals from the Lqyal complex where tested for 
trace-elements using either qualitative XRF or U.V. spectrographic 
anal¥s1s. Thus:-
Allanite Apatite Epidote Biotite 
Fe Sr Ti Majors K,Mg,Fe,Al,Si 
Ce Fe cr Minors Ca, Na 
Th Ba V Traces 
Mn La. Ga. Ba 
La. Pb Pb Rb 
Nd Y Ni Co 
Sr Ce Yb Mn 
Pb Zr Cu Cr 
Zn Mn Ti 
ad Ti 11 
eu Zn V 
Ti 
U 
Allanite in the Lqyal complox is metamict and on~ displays 
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a characteristic powder photograph when heated abovo 50000. 
The wide density range of allanites, between 3.4 and 4.2, is correlated 
with the degree of metamictization and alteration, l~ density minerals 
having high water contents. Density of the Loyal mineral was 
determined as 3.74. As mentioned previously most of the thorium 
resides within this mineral and is therefore responsible for the 
anomalous radio-activity associated with the Loyal syenites. 
Biotite occurs occasional~ in the laminated syenites and 
concentrates Group I elements especia~ Li, Rb and Cs. Lithium 
2+ substitutes for Al, Rb and Cs for K, and Mn of Fe • It was the 
on~ mineral in the complex to show traces of cesium. 
The Beinn Bhreac boulder. 
-~--------------~--------
An erratic boulder weighing approxima.tely 100 tons and cut by 
a 2' vein of pegmatite was found by Heddle on the western slopes 
of Beinn Bhreac. Heddla (1883) considered the boulder" ••••• as 
mineralogically the most wonderful and interesting stone in Scotlandll ; 
he dynamited the block and removed all the pegmatite for examination. 
A three day search of the slopes of Belun Bhreac by the author and 
others failed to reveal similar material. 
Heddle describes the pegmatite as, embedded in Loyal syenite, 
conspicuously zoned, and having veI"'! large feldspars up to l5!" in 
length. The following minerals were identified in the boulder:-
cleavelandi te 
microcline 
amazonite 
oligoclase 
thorite a orangite 
strontianite 
smoky quartz 
rock crystal 
lepidomelane 
sphene 
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£lourito 
telluric iron 
magnetite 
specularite 
ilmenite 
bruiachite 
zircon 
allanite 
tourmaline 
vreckite (bhreckito) 
yttrotantalato 
The· vein was zoned from outside towards the centre thus:-
babingtonite - fluorite - sphene - allanite - thorite - magnetite -
lepidomelane - cleavelandite - ilmenite - amazonite - oligoclase -
quartz - specularite - bhreckite. 
The minerals are of much greater size than those found in the 
Sgor Chaonasaid pegmatites of Ben Loyal and some of the feldspars of 
Bhreac exceed l' in length, babingtonite was 1" - 2" and thorite 
occurred as tlbean-size ll crystals. Hineralogically the Beinn Bhroac 
boulder is very similar to the Chaonasaid pegmatites and must be a 
coarse representative of these. Development of 1epidomelane and 
tourmaline suggests further concentration of volatiles relative to 
that typical of the Loyal syenites. No pegmatites resembling this 
remarkable stone are now seen within the Lo.yal range and this boulder 
appears to be unique. 
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- CHAPT~H. r;LEVEN 
PETROGENESIS MID HISTORICAL REVIEVT. 
The Ben Loyal syeni to was emplaced after the folding of tho 
Moine sediments and later than most other Newer Igneous plutonic 
rocks, it is either very late syn-orogcnic (i.e. simultaneous with 
the Moine thrust movements) or post-orogenic in age. Any theor,y of 
origin must ultimatelY be found in the partial fusion of sediments at 
depth within the Caledonian orogenic belt. However anatexis of 
sedimentary rocks produces melts approximating to granites and not 
oversaturated syenites, and as Morse (1969) points out syenites and 
their extrusive equivalents trachytes occupy a paradoxical position 
among igneous rocks. Within petrogeny's residua system (Schairer 19,0) 
Loch Loyal rocks in common with other syenites and trachytes lie in 
projection on a critical undersaturation line, the alkali feldspar 
join. From all evidence, syeni tic liquids lie on a thermal maximum 
relative to their neighbours granite (rhyolite) and nepheline syenite 
(phonolite). A mechanism is therefore required which can cause a 
magma to remain critically saturated throughout its fractionation 
hlstor,y and terminate on a thermal maximum instead of fractionating 
off towards either oversaturated or undersaturated compositions. 
The majority of syenites are hypersolvus one-feldspar rocks and the 
attainment of the two feldspar boundar,y does not appear to be critical 
to syenitic fractionation. Loyal rocks are relatively quartz-rich 
for syenites (on the boundar,y of the sodaclase granites of Johannsen) 
and Morse points out that most hydrous syenites (those containing 
amphibole or biotite) have silica-oversaturated trends. When the 
normative salic components of igneous rocks are plotted in petrogeny's 
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- residua system they are seen to fall within a trough in close 
correspondence with experimentally determined melting minima for granites 
and nepheline syenites. However Hamilton & HacKonz1e (1965) have shown 
that this relationship does not hold with syenites. Most syenites show 
a strong maximum on the feldspar join at Or40 with subsidiary trends 
towards granites and nepheline syenites; in particular La,yal syenites 
trend tovrards granites, and Loch Ailsh and Loch Borrolan are undersaturated. 
This persistant syenitic maximum near Or40 suggests a crystal ~ liquid 
control as being the dominant magmatic process involved. 
Many authors, following Harker (1916), have stressed the tectonic 
conditions under which alkaline magmatism is supposed to develop. 
Stable cratonic areas or regions of crustal foundering are considered 
favoured areas for alkaline rocks and according to the above author 
are relativelY inconspicuous among rocks developing in igneous activity 
of orogenic belts. The three large alkaline masses of Sutherland are 
closely associated with the waning of the Caledonian orogeny. Hore 
like~ for these is the association of alkaline magmatism with faulting 
in the manner envisaged by Evans (1925) in which a residua rich in 
alkalis was pressed out and concentrated from the zone of anatexis • 
• 
Da~ and Shand have stressed the close affiliation of tho Loch Borralan 
.with the Ol.1mc.u Lh., •• ~oM. 
and Loch Ailsh syenites~but Sabine (op. cit.) has demonstrated the 
widespread occurrence of several alkaline dykes at a considerable 
distance away from the limestone outcrop within the Lowisian foreland. 
If' the origin of the Loyal syenites is sought in the anatexis 
of' Caledonian sediments a method has to be found in which granitic 
melts are changed to syanitic types. As Wyllie & Tuttle (1961) 
have shown shales begin to melt at temperatures not greatly in eJtcess 
-of the melting temperature of granite and experiments byWinklor 
(1957, 1958) indicate that the first liquid produced vould resemblo 
the I ichor' or granite pore-magma of the 'transformists'. Water-
saturated granite liquids fabricated in this yay can exist only for 
a few degrees above the solidus and the normal product of anatexis 
vould be a mush composed of cr,ystals and vater-under-saturated granite 
liquid. Because of its lower density tho magma would then rise and 
differentiation of the liquid phase occur in response to the changing 
conditions. 
are 
Loyal syenites/of a later age than the surrounding migmatitic 
granites and granodiorites which suggests to the author that the 
alkaline magmatism in northern Scotland could be the final differ-
entiates of these earlier plutonic phases. Concentration of soda 
utiliSing weaknesses created by thrusting resulted in emplacement of 
the three alkaline masses in Sutherland. Other alkaline occurrences 
such as Glenelg-Ratagain, Glen Dessarr,y and Loch Hourn not far removed 
from the Hoine thrust may be closely connected with this alkaline 
petrographic province although the ages are known to be different. 
The Assynt suite is more alkaline than the Loyal rocks which could 
• 
be the result of longer differentiation due to greater distance of 
magma transport from its source. CertainlY all the throe igneous 
phases in Sutherland have freed themselves from tho deep zones of 
anatexis to invade lightly metamorphosed rocks at higher structural 
levels, namely the epizone of Buddington (op. cit.). Granites with 
syenites as local variants are a wall known association for example 
within the White Hountain petrographic province of New Hampshiro and 
Vermont (Chapman &Wi1l1ams 1935), and in the Oslo province of Norway 
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(Barth 1945). 
Increased sodic content of the magma resulted in a 'reworking' 
of the granite, which several Russian authors have considered a typo 
of metasomatism in which Na, U, Th, Ub, rare-earths and Sr are 
augmented over that typical of rocks generated by anatexis. According 
to Ginzburg (1970) increase of these elements in sub-alkaline granitic 
magma, to which Loyal is related, results in rare-earth polymetallic 
formation and either low/medium temperature hydrothermal mineralisation 
or various types of metasomatism of which only amazonitisation is 
important at Loyal. The trace element mineralogy is intermediate 
between the granites and aplogranites of Sitnin (1970). 
The history of the Loyal syenites can be summarised thus:-
A granitic cr,ystal mush dislocated from the zone of anatexis was 
subjected to special conditions under which the magma changed its 
composition and alkalinity increased. Critical assessment of tho 
geological environment under which sodic rocks in the northern Highlands 
developed shows that most are connected with faulting. Other criteria 
often used as an explanation of alkaline rock genesis such as limestone 
assimilation, salt incorporation or environmental stability arc 
considered unimportant. However the author has shown that the 
three intrusions of Sutherland ought to be regarded as separate 
intrusions because of chemical parameters. No precise coeval 
relationships are suggested only that similar processes can occur at 
different times in equivalent structural situations. The magma being 
less dense than the rocks in which it occurs rose and with increasing 
differentiation the soda content built up. In conjunction with this 
U, Th, Nb, RE's and Sr were selectively leached out either from tho 
sedimentar,y pile or more like~ from granitic material in a manner 
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analogous to soda metasomatism. This critically saturated magma was 
then emplaced, usual~ concordant~ but in detail conspicuously 
transgressive~ to the Hoine metasediments. Of the three intrusions 
a t Loch Loyal, Cnoc nan CUilean represents the earliest and least differ-
entiated of the intrusions and here magma stoping upwards incorporated 
hornblendic xenoliths of 'Lewisian type' imparting to it an increased 
basicity. More fractionated and less contaminated magma was injected 
away from the Cuilean area and in the case of the Loyal intruSion 
the advancing bubble of magma deformed the surrounding granulites and 
led to the formation of a feldspar flow lamination within the marginal 
syenites. Core rocks consolidated as one-feldspar rocks, marginal 
syenites as two-feldspar rocks. The syenites therefore cannot have 
been far removed from the feldspar solvus and at pressures prevailing 
under geological conditions this is indicative of a temperature of 
about 660oc. Encircling granulites are often feldspathic and where 
they abut the syenites a rheomorphic effect is evidenced and the 
junction is frequently transitional. Large rafts of Moinian metasediments 
within the Loyal mass are probably roof remnants. The rocks of the 
intrusions then consolidated as medium grained over-saturated syenites 
and various faults and joint systems were initiated, as the temperature 
began to fall aplitic, pegmatitic and dyke phases were formed. The 
Na:K ratio ensured that crystallisation did not proceed according to 
tho Rosenbusch rules but followed a path akin to Fersman's agpaitic 
cr,ystallisationj accessor,y minerals then became enriched in the 
rarer trace elements. Low temperature hydrothermal mineralisation 
with the deposition of strontium and barium carbonates together with 
red-ochre veining followed and was in turn displaced by a phase in 
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which gas pockets set free from the late magmatic liquors led to 
rare-earth concentration in drusy cavities. Finally at a temperaturo 
close to 25000 a typo of lead metasomatism analogous to that envisaged 
Qy Zhirov and Shishov (op.cit.) gave rise to amazonitic feldspars 
within tho pegmatites of Sgar Chaonasaid. 
Mackie (1928) in his examination of heavy accessor,y minerals 
from the Newer granites of Scotland concluded that tho occurrence 
of sphene and hornblende contraindicate the presence of monazite, 
and allanite and monazite appear to contraindicate one another. The 
yellow phospo-silicate of Lettermore quarr,y has the structure of 
monazite and closely resemble it chemically. Again Bugaets & 
Sadovskii (1970) have shown that high soda granitoids are favourable 
to Nb/Ta mineralisation and high potash contents unfavourable; 
both soda and potash are about 6% at Loyal. Each of these observa-
tions again confirm the intermediate character of the Loch Loyal 
syenites which has recurred throughout this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Loch Loyal syenites were intruded to a high structural 
level into grey flaggy psammitic or semi-pelitic Moine granulites 
at the ver.y end of the Caledonian orogeny about 40Om.y. ago. All 
three intrusions of the complex are roughly concordant to the regional 
structural trend although in detail each is transgressive to the 
strike of the Moinian country rocks. Eastern Hoine granu11 tes 
encircle the Loyal syenites and in almost all cases the dip of tho 
metasediments is towards the intrusions. Contacts are not much 
altered although locally folding is evident. 
A feldspar lamination exis ts in the o'u ter parts of the Loyal 
mass which is correlated with the flow movements of a partial~ 
crystallised magma. Amphibole is the prevalent mafic mineral in 
these outer one-feldspar rocks and this is accompanied by pyroxene 
in the coarser two-feldspar core rocks. 
Jointing is a ver,y noticeable feature throughout the complex, 
the master joints trending E-W or ENE-WSW. 
The syenites, medium grained quartz-nordmarkites, are composod 
principal~ of feldspars which bulk 85-90% of the rock; the rest is 
made up of about 10% of amphibole and/or pyroxene with other accessories 
in smaller quantities. Most of the feldspars display perthitic 
intergrowths in agreement with Alling's criteria for exsolution. 
Limits imposed by feldspar mineralogy and amphibole stability 
suggest that the Loyal rocks cr,ystallised close to the feldspar 
solvus at 6600c and with 4% or less of H2O vapour in the magma. 
In comparison with other members of tho Caledonian Newer Igneous 
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suite Loyal rocks are much more sodic, ver,y greatly deficient in 
calcium and strongly enriched in barium. However Loyal syenites 
are much less sodic than Loch Ailsh and Loch Borralan the two 
other alkaline masses in Sutherland. Compared with these Loch 
La.yal is enriched in MnO, MgO, CaO, Ni, Rb, Sc, Co, La, & Pb; the 
rare-earth elements and lead especially being concentrated within 
the Loyal mass. 
Aplites and pegmatites are intimately associated and both are 
feldspar/quartz/magnetite rocks. A zonation is apparent in the 
veins, aplitic material and iron ores being restricted to the centre 
and coarse feldspar perthites radiate from the margins. Greon 
amazonite is restricted to these pegmatitesj the colouration is 
envisaged as a structural distortion of the feldspar lattice produced 
by a type of lead metasomatism (amazonitization) where one lead ion 
substitutes for two of potassium. 
Subsidiar,y sill and dyke phases surrounds tho Loyal syenites. 
Both are more acidic than the parent rock and may best be described 
as sodi-potassic microgranites. 
Late stage deuteric and low temperature hydrothermal mineralisation 
are important elements in the histor,y of the Loyal rocks and a gas 
phase connected with these synantectic processes brought about a 
redistribution of rare-earth elements which were selective~ concentrated 
and deposited in miarolytic cavities as a yellow rare-earth phosposilicato. 
Strontianite, barite and hematitic veining were also associated ,11th 
this mineralisation. 
Anomalous radioactivity centred on the Loch Loyal intrusions is 
due to the thorium content of allanites. Of the three intrusions Cnoc 
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nan cUilean is by far the most radioactive, also the most mQlnnoc~tic 
and richest in Ti02' ~o3' K20, MgO, CaO, FeO and Sr. Within the 
Ben Loyal syenite Na20 exceeds K20 in amount and this is reflected in 
the occurrence of acmite in the norm. Beinn Stumanadh is the most 
leucocratic and analyses are frequently c normative. 
The tantalo-niobate mineral polycrase occurs within the pegmatites 
of Sgor Chaonasaid together with allanite, strontianite and galena. 
The latter mineral shows a zonation, silver, copper, bismuth and 
barium being deposited as complex sulphides between the silicate and 
sulphide phases. Silver and copper have been fixed as bismuthian 
stromeyerite both edging the galena and picking its way between tho 
prominent cleavages. 
The Loyal amphibole is closely comparable with, although richer 
in Na20 and Fe203 than, the average hornblende from granites as 
determined by Tscherwins~. Lithium, at 330 ppm, is concentrated in 
the amphibole replacing Mg2+ in the Y positions of the structure. 
A convenient contraction, magfedenite, is suggested to cover the 
chemical parameters of the Loyal amphibole. 
The Loyal sphene has a high density which is usual~ correlated 
with a high rare-earth plus niobium content, but it contains only 
0.9% of RE + Nb and does not fit into the scheme proposed by 
Zabavnikova. lihen compared with sphenes from other Caledonian 
Igneous rocks of Scotland it is much enriched in rare-earths and 
niobium; it may best be described as a grothite. 
The intermediate character of the Loyal syenites has recurred 
throughout this thesis, for example it lies between the nordmarkites 
and the sodaclase-granites of Johannsen, it is closely related to the 
sphene-orthite granitoids of Tauson but holds a mineral of monazite 
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structure, and again contrary to the conclusions of Pavlenko Loyal 
syenites do contain tantalo-niobates. 
Evidence from trace element chemistr,y shows that the three 
alkaline intrusions of Sutherland, should be regarded as separate 
bodies, although broadlY related to a postulated N.W. Highlands 
alkaline petrographic province which may have been initiated much 
earlier in the Caledonian orogeny and have included areas of soda-
metasomatism, the Glen Dessarr,y metamorphosed syenite and the Glenelg-
Ratagain igneous complex. Similar intrusions in the New England 
states of North America, communally the Nonteregian magmatic province, 
could be distantly related to this Scottish province. 
The origin of the Loyal syenites is not thought to bo connected 
with the limestone hypothesis advocated for alkaline rock genesis 
by Daly and Shand or to the special tectonic conditions envisaged by 
Harker. Anatexis of sediments and/or the reworking of granitic 
rocks at depth together with extreme differentiation connected with 
faulting is seen as the most likely source of the Loyal syenites. 
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APfENDlX 
Notes on Text 
Note 1 (Page 53 line b) 11afic rich layers 
}mfic rich layers are encountered within the outer laminated 
syenites at the base of the Sgor Chaonasaid cliffs. A typical 
example from this locality, No. 16804 (2757b), has been examined 
petrographically and chemically and analyses pertaining to this are 
presented between pages 1b8 and 172 of this thesis. 
In hand specimen this band has a thickness of 40 mm and is 
markedly melanocratic with a colour index of 35, compared with the 
surrounding syenites whose C.I. approximates to 10. vlithin the 
mafic layers feldspars are of the same size as in the surrounding 
syenites but the mafic components shm'l an increase in size from 
1.0 - 2.0 mm usual for laminated rock, to 2.0 - 3.0 mm within the 
segregation. A prominent lineation in these mafic rich layers 
follows that in the laminated syenites and each hornblende crystal 
is aligned parallel to the margin of the band. The mafic rich 
layers contrast strongly with }1oinian xenoliths also found enclosed 
within the outer parts of the Ben Loyal syenite. Xenoliths are 
irregular, always have a defin;t.te boundary, are sometimes rimr.1ed 
with bro~m iron oxides, and contain biotite; mafic rich layers have 
no distinct interface but a boundary at which feldspar~ accompanied 
by amphibole the latter increasing both in amount and size. ~~ic 
rich parts carry no biotite, have constant linearity which extends 
over several metres, and their constituent minerals are concordant 
with the feldspar lineation (whereas Hoinian xenoliths are often 
conspicuous~ transgressive in detail). 
\lIlIVtlS", 
lllRAre 
LEUS 
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Mineralogically the mafic rich layers are the same as the 
contiguous syenites with a slight increase in magnetite content 
and an increase in the number of sphene and zircon crystals, only 
the mineral proportions are changed. This is reflected in the 
increased tenor of Ti02, Fe203, FeO, MnO, MgO, CaO, H20, Zr02, F 
and rare-earth elements and a decrease in Si02, A~03' Na20, K20, 
BaO and srO when the layers are compared with the 'typical' syenite 
(see page 169 for a major element comparison between the mafic rich 
layer and a 'typical' syenite, 16904, from the same area). 
These differences are readily explained by the complementary 
decrease in feldspar and increase of hornblende, sphene and magnetite 
described above. Trace element data, detailed on page 171, supports 
the major chemistry data showing increased values of Cr, Co, Ni, Zn, 
lfu, Y, Zr, Sc, La and Ce and a decrease in Sr and Rb. 
Differing mineralogy and structural detail relating to xenolithic 
and layered material as outlined above suggest to the author that 
crystal differentiation has been an operative factor in the generation 
of the mafic bands. 
Note 2 (Page 59 & 60) Joints in the Lettermore Quarry 
Thirty-six joint directions were measured using a Brunton 
compass/clinometer in the middle and lower sections of the Lettermore 
quarr,r the poles of which are plotted on the stereogram which 
accompanies this note. Emphasis was placed on the determination 
of subsidiary joint directions since the master joints (No.1) were 
well defined and of uniform direction. 
The diagram was contoured by the method suggested by Phillips 
W 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Polar projection of joint planes 
Lettermore Quarry 
N 
S 
STRIKE DIP 
82° 77° 
70° 42° 
43° 65° 
317 0 570 
318° ° 40-60 
3040 73° 
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172° 
160° 
133° 
47° 
228° 
34° 
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in liThe Use of Stereographic Projection in Structural GeOlogy". 
A circle of 1 cm radius cut in cardboard was centred successivelY 
on the intersections of a squared grid placed beneath a tracing plot 
of the poles and the number of values falling within the circle was 
plotted at the intersections. Red areas encompass all intersections, 
yellow those areas where two poles occur, green three and purple 
greater than four. 
Analysis of the regional joint system by measurement was 
undertaken by a stuqy of aerial photographs. 
Note 3 (Page 64 last line) Thin section work. 
Eighty thin sections representing most of the analysed specimens 
were examined under the petrological microscope. Results for each 
examination were tabulated on separate sheets on which a general 
rock description, mineralogy, grain size, colour index, a sketch 
of the thin section and any urrusual features displayed 't·;ere tabulated. 
Chemistry was also detailed on the same sheet. The sheets assembled 
for each of the three intrusions were then examined and compared 
those of Ben Loyal being divided into core and laminated rocks. 
With the Ben Loyal and Beinn Stumanadh rocks quartz-nordmarkite was 
the dominant rock especia~ so tmvards the contact of the intruSions. 
Within the outer parts of the Ben Loyal syenite laminated rocks had 
two feldspars, potash feldspar and abundant discrete crystals of 
plagioclase. Rocks from the centre of the intrusion were composed 
of a single perthitic feldspar. With increased quartz in the outer 
part of the complex some rocks transgressed Johannsens syenite! 
granite boundary and would best be regarded as sodaclase granites. 
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By far the greatest variation in rock type was found in :.the Cnoc 
nan Cuilean intrusion. These rocks are extremely variable; all 
are composed of feldspar and pyroxene whose proportions change 
markedly. The principal rock type is still described as syenite 
since basic patches are disseminated within the rock and are not 
segregated into distinct bodies separate from the main intrusion. 
Within the outer parts of the Cuilean mass the Ihost' syenite, 
a pink leucocratic relatively coarse grained rock is transitional 
into a compact fine grained basic syenite, banded types and basic 
patches where pyroxene predOminates. Pegmatitic patches are 
frequent and occasionally have pyroxene cr,ystals 1 cm in length. 
The author prefers not to give these contaminated syenites ~ " 
another name since they do not form separate bodies. If they 
were contiguous the more mafic rich segregatiOns could be described 
as pyroxenites. The range for each constituent is quartz 0 - 15% 
with a mean of 10%, alkali feldspar 55-80%, pyroxene in the Cuilean 
mass 5-90% (in the clots), amphibole 0-17% with a mean of 10% 
i\principally in the laminated rocks of Loyal) and accessories 2-5% 
with sphene about 1%, magnetite 1%, and zircon and apatite each less 
then 1%. 
Note 4 (Page 69 line 10) The basicity of the Cnoc nan Cuilean intrusion. 
AnalYses 18304 and 18904 are presented in support of the 
contention that the Cui1ean boxy is more basic and potassic than 
the Ben Loyal and Beinn Stumanadh masses (see pages 179 & 184). 
The potash content in the Cuilean samples exceeded that of 
all 16 analyses of typical Loyal rocks 16304, 16404, 16504, 16604, 
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16904, 17004, 17104, 17204, 17304, 17604, 17704, 17804, 17904, 
18004, 18204, and 18604. Loyal values having a mean value of 
6.07 ~O and therefore being at least 1% deficient in potash. 
Higher potash contents prevail in the Beinn Stumanadh rocks but 
of 15 ana~ses (19204, 19304, 19404, 19504, 19604, 19704, 19804, 
19904, 20204, 20304, 20404, 20904, 21004, 21104 and 21404) only 
one exceeds that found in the Cuilean rocks. These 15 ana~ses 
had a mean potash figure of 6.29 again lower by a margin of 1%. 
Using the same samples as above only two from each of Loyal 
and Stumanadh exceeds the values for the total basic orldes for that 
attaining in the Cuilean syenites - in each case, 19204 & 21104 at 
Stumanadh, the rock is darker than is typical for the intrusion, 
this is also true of sample 17004 from Ben Loyal and sample 17804 
was collected close to syenite containing Moinian xenoliths. 
Basic oxides for the CUilean mass therefore exceed those prevailing 
in the other two intrusions by approximately 2%. This increased 
basicity associated with the Cui1ean intrusion is expected from 
the darker aspect of the rocks both in hand specimen and in the 
field. 
Note 5 (Page 79 line 17) Colour Index 
Thirty-four thin sections were examined some from each of 
the three intrusions the mean C.I. of which clustered around 9. 
The Ben Loyal body was the least variable of the three intrusions 
with extreme colour indices of 4 and 17 with the vast majority, 
14 of 16 samples having a C.l. between 5 and 12. Beinn Stumanadh 
had the most leusocratic samples extremes ranging between 5 and 12 
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,\-lith most colour indices clustering about 10. All Cnoc nan 
Cuilean samples had colour indices between J4 and 19. The value 
for the colour index of 9 referred to on page 79 is the mean of 
these 34 figures. 
Since the Loyal rocks are principally feldspars and quartz 
with hornblende + magnetite and sphene the author considered it 
wortmvhile to determine three other indices from his chemical analyses 
to verify the above conclusions, these were the differentiation 
index, the mafic index and the felsic index. In the event the 
differentiation index proved most useful and the D.l. of 87.9 
quoted on page 79, the mean of 34 syenites indicates a mafic content 
of 12, both other indices support this figure. However it must 
be appreciated that these calculated figures are in weight % and 
the colour index in volume %. On page 64 the mode of Loyal syenites 
are given both in volume % and weight % and the average figure of 
12 approximates close~ with the sum of the mafic components in 
Von Knorring & Dearnleys f mode for laminated syenites from Lettermore 
Quarry. 
Note 6 (Page 90 line 8) Moinian metasediments and Dyke rocks 
A total of six Moinian granulites surrounding the igneous 
complex have been ana~sed:- *16104 - page 164, 17404 - page 169, 
17504 - page 174, 20004 - page 189, * 20804 - page 194, and * 21204 .. 
page 199. Six dyke rocks were also examined petrologically and 
cqemica!ly these are:- 18104 - page 174, 18804 - page 179, 19204 -
page 184, 20504 - page 194, 20604 .. page 194 and 21304 - page 199. 
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Two distinct tY1XBof Moines are encountered quartz-rich meta-
sediments and more basic mica/hornblende schists; the type referred 
to on page 90 are those in which the microgranite veins and dykes 
are emplaced, such as that in the photograph on page 88. 
The chemistry of the two contrasting Moine sediments may be 
summarised thus:-
Quartz-rich Hoines Mica/Hb s chis ts 
5i02 75% 60% 
~03 10% 17% 
Fe Oxides 4% 6% 
MgO 1% 2% 
CaO 2% 2-6% 
Na20 3% 4-5% 
~O 3% 3% 
Micaceous schists are referred to by an asterisk the rest 
are siliceous Moines. 
Notes 7 & 8 (Pages 92 & 94) The yellow rare-earth mineral. 
Tests on the yellow rare-earth mineral were both quantitative 
and qualitative but serious difficulties arise in the purification 
of sufficient material for analysis. The mineral is frequently 
admixed with very fine crystalline apatite and can only be collected 
during dr.1 weather when a distinction can be made be~ieen this mineral 
and a similar greenish-yellow montmorillonite also occasionally 
present in the syenite druses. Four people each spent three days 
within the Lettermore Quarry extracting material from the druses. 
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Haterial intergrown with syenite was discarded and the re.s.t then 
separated using a binocular microscope and hand-picking only those 
mineral fragments which were uncontaminated, this process took 
several weeks of continuous picking when a total of 3 grams of 
purified material remained. However this still held minute crystals of 
apatite. Separation of this apatite from the yellow mineral was 
achieved in two ways. Firstly the mixture was passed through a 
magnetic separator three times and a separation of yellow powder 
and apatite made. Examination under binocular microscope then 
revealed no apatite crystals; to make sure no apatite remained 
this material was pressed through a qylon seive the mesh size of 
which was less than the minimum diameter of the apatite crystals. 
The purified mineral which then totalled approximately O.8g, (because 
of losses in the separation technique) was divided into two parts, 
one for classical determination, the remainder for U.V. Spectrographic 
and XRF analysis. 
Because of the small quantity of material available a full 
analysis was not possible but a comparison with Von Knorring and 
Dearnleys' 1960 determination was possible for some of the major 
oxides. Two analyses were undertaken the first on the above 
separated material and a check analysis on further material separated 
in the laboratory, thus:-
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Von Knorring & Dearnleys r analysis 1st analysis 2nd ana~sis 
Si02 18.84 Si02 25.02 23.02 
Ti02 } ~03 13.42 25.86 1.90 
A1?03 R.E. 24.59 18.47 
(La, Nd)203 } CaO 2.72 3.70 32.0u Ce02 
4.61' H2O+ 8.52 FeZ03 10.61 * 
FeO nd ~O- 5.91 6.93 
}fnO 0.04 P2.°S nd 13.40 
}IgO 1.90 
CaO 6.61 
Na20 
~O 
* = total iron as Fe203 ~O + 6.51 
•• heating discontinued at 
~O- 6.06 
800oe. 
P205 15.87 
zr02 
100.34 
Considerable variation between the analyses is evident but 
rare-earth elements, water and phosphorus were again found to have 
high tenor. In two cases the B20+ had values greater than 6%, the 
exception being analysis 2. This resulted because heating was 
discontinued at 800°C since at temperatures in excess of this 
reaction with the platinum crucible occurred. The specific gravity 
of' 2.90 is quoted from Von Knorring & Dearn1eys' paper (p 390) and 
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is compared with monazite SG 5.0 .. 5.3 and steenstrupine SG 3.4. 
Increase of Si02 at the expense of P20, will reduce the specific 
gravity slightly, as will substitution of other major oxides for 
the rare-earth oxides but as the mineral contains between 12 and 
15% of 't'1ater it is likely that OH ions within the structure cause 
the specific gravity to be low. 
A portion of the yell~'1 powder was tested qualitatively by 
U.V. spectrography using copper rods which confirmed La, Fe, Ce, 
& P as majors together with the traces listed at the foot of page 
92. The rest of the mineral was scanned by XRF analysis and 
further traces determined. 
Note 9 (Page 95 lines 12, 15, 19) Subsidiar,y amphiboles. 
Hastingsitic amphibole and pale actinolitic amphibole were 
determined optically. They differ in both form and optical pro-
perties from the ferro-edenite typical of the Loyal intrusion. 
Thus hastingsite occurs as sma.ll flakes within pyroxene crystals 
and disp4ys different pleochroism from X brown-yellow, Y dark 
green, to z very dark blue-green compared with the usual amphibole 
colours of pale yellowish green/ pale green/dark grass green. 
The refractive indices of these hastingsitic flakes, between 1.686 
and 1.700 was higher than those obtaining in the ferro-edenite. 
Actinolitic amphibole formed ragged outgrowths associated with 
green pyroxenes, pleochroic colours were less intense than those 
of ferro-edenite. Refractive indices ranged from 1.635 to 1.658. 
However the reliability of these names does not carry the same 
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weight as that for the amphibole ferro-edenite where optical data 
is supported by chemical ana~ses. 
Note 10 (Page 98 line 10) The trace-element content of Amazonite. 
Trace element contents on the Loyal amazonite (S3434) were 
undertaken with a U.V. spectrograph at three ranges 220oi~ 215~ 
ina 4450i using graphite cups and carbon rods. Uncoloured feldspar 
(S3433) liaS determined on the same plate so that the two could be 
compared direct~. Qualitative XRF scans were also done in 
conjunction with the above and the absence of lithium confirmed 
using an A 1740 grating flame-photometer set on the lithium peak 
at 6707R. All determinations and interpretation of U.V. plates 
and XRF scans were performed by the author. 
Note 11 (Page 127 line five from bottom) Ratemeter readings. 
During the initial reconnaissance of the area each of the 
intrusions was traversed to determine the radiometric background 
prevailing over the complex - this was determined as 20Fr/hr. 
Areas 'Covered by drift had lower backgrounds and those over Hoine 
rocks away from the intrusions had < lSrr/hr. The author was 
familiar with the background reading over the Aberdeen granite 
which is 3Opr/hr. Each stream section was then traversed and 
readings in excess of 3~r/hrwere noted and plotted on the maps 
in the back folder as 035 Some values less than 20pr/hr 
are presented on the map close to the syenite contact within the 
Hoine metasediments. 
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Note 12 (Page 131 line3) The chemical and trace element comparison. 
The detailed comparative study of the relationships referred 
to on page 131 was possible from an appraisal of data listed between 
pages 162 & 212 of this thesis. The major chemistry of these rocks 
was determined by the author using XRF ana~ses of fused samples 
and running them against a known standard rock of a similar type, 
from which values of 8i02, Ti02, ~03' total Fe, UnO, MgO, Cao, 
K20 and P205 were obtained. The alkali metals Na20 and K20 were 
then determined using an EEl flame-photometer. Water at IlOoC 
was determined by weighing a powdered rock sample before and after 
heating in an oven and allowing time for stabilization. Water 
above Il00C was analysed by the Penfield tube method. Carbon 
dioxide was first tested for by addition of dilute hydrochloric 
acid to powdered rock samples and observing under the microscope 
if effervescence occurred; those samples showing a positive acid 
reaction were then ana~sed in standard CO2 apparatus in which 
carbon dioxide liberated by concentrated phosphoric acid attack 
was absorbed in two IU' tubes by ascarite (sodium hydroxide-asbestos), 
CO2 content then being calculated by weight differences before and 
after the experiment. Eight samples representing the three 
intrusions were then tested by grating flame-photometer for lithium, 
all determinations proved negative. 
Ferrous iron content for all samples vms then undertaken using 
the vanadate method suggested by Wilson (1955). A flUorine spat 
test showed which specimens were expected to have high values of 
this element. The test was highly sensitive and because a large 
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proportion of the rocks showed some reaction, fluorine was determined 
colorimetrica~ using a Hilger Uvispek spectrophotometer. Finally 
thirty-three specific gravities on rocks weighing between lKg and 
2Kg were undertaken. 
Quantitative trace element contents of the rocks were then 
determined by XRF methods. Fourteen elements were determined 
using several different progra~~es. All experimental work was 
sole~ the authors. Elemental ratios were calculated and normative 
values worked out by the departmental computer programme. 
For comparative purposes three sheets were constructed for 
each of the following rock types:- Moine rocks, sills and dykes, 
Ben Loyal syenites, Beinn Stumanadh syenites, Cnoc nan Cuilean 
syenites, basic segregations, pegmatites and veins, Loch Borralan 
syenite and Loch Ailsh syenites. These detailed major chemistry, 
trace element chemistry and element ratios thus making a total of 
twenty-seven comparison sheets. Each were then able to be checked 
against one another both visually and numerically. In this way 
it was possible to e~ucidate the differences between the Moinian 
metasediments and the syenites, to compare the chemical relation-
ships between the three parts of the intrusions themselves, and also 
to determine their similarities and dissimilarities with the other 
alkaline intrusions in Scotland. 
Note 13 (Page 136 line 13) The calcium content of the Feldspars. 
U.V. spectrographic a~sis indicated only trace amounts of 
calcium in the feldspars. Additionally the most leucocratic of 
the syenites (principally feldspar + quartz rocks) when plotted 
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on a triangular diagram Na20 - ISO - CaD, lie adjacent to the 
Na20 - K20 side of the triangle, CaO increasing only in the rocks 
having a relatively high mafic mineral content. The Loyal amphibole 
contains 10% CaD and sphene 27% CaD. Thus apart from trace element 
quantities the feldspars then have no calcium in their makeup which 
resides chiefly in the amphibole and sphene. CaO is also found 
in strontianite where it forms approximately 8% of the mineral. 
Note 14 (Page :1.40 line three from bottom) The analytical 
sensitivity of lead. 
The minimum amount of lead detectable in Nocko1ds and Mitchells' 
study was 10 ppm. 
Note 15 (Page :1.49 table) Soil sample location. 
The soil sample numbers on page 149 are located both by a 
soil sample map tied to the National grid on page 151 and by small 
square symbols on the large maps in the back folder. 
Note 16 (Page 213) Amphibole from the Fhionnaich beach sand. 
The use of beach sand from Loch Fhionnaich was justified 
after confirming that amphiboles extracted from the rock did not 
differ from these by analysis. Rock from Lettermore quarr,r was 
first broken into chips approximately 211 square using a rock 
splitter and then carefully hand crushed in a steel percussion 
mortar until the material passed through a 30 mesh sieve. This 
was decanted and washed with distilled water, dried in an oven 
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and then combed with a hand magnet to remove magnetite. Initial 
separation of the mafic minerals from the feldspar was undertaken 
on a Frantz magnetic separtor at 0.5 amps and a tilt of 25/150 • 
At the same angle but with 0.375 amps a good separation of sphene 
from amphibole was obtained. This amphibole fraction was then 
polished using a magnetic stirrer and final~ hand-picked when 
only pure grains were retained for ana~sis. Two analyses by 
XRF were done thus:-
Lettermore Amphibole 
Ana~sis 1 Ana~sis 2 
Si02 50.08 49.13 
Ti02 0.55 0.56 
~03 3.30 3.28 
Total Fe 17.57 17.52 
HnO 0.61 0.60 
CaO 9.83 9.70 
~O 0.83 0.79 
Na20 2.63 3.09 
P205 0.04 0.02 
Both an~ses compare favourab~ with that determined on the 
Fhionnaich amphibole quoted on page 220. 
Silica and alumina were checked by wet chemical methods and 
alkalis, determined by flame photometr,r, gave a good check of the 
potash content. 
Note 17 (Page 215) Agreement of calculated 2V with estimated 2V. 
Since the mineral is optical~ negative the following relationship 
2nO 
should be true 
(y- P ) < (p - 01. ) 
The refractive indices determined by liquid immersion method for 
the Loyal amphibole (c( = 1.651, P = 1.653 and Y"'1.668) indicate 
an error in the value of the intermediate index p which ought to be 
closer to "'6 • 
Refractive indices were determined by examination of a large 
number of grains showing the highest polarisation colours and 
taking or. and ""( as the lowest and highest indices found. 
was found from grains showing uniform illumination between crossed 
nicols when the stage was rotated. Since this value of p is 
erroneous the formula for the calculation of 2V could not be 
applied. 
The substitution of Hg by Fe2+ and Si by Al in tetrahedral 
coordination exercises a major control on the refractive indices 
of hornblendic minerals; substitution being accompanied by higher 
indices. From the composition of the Loyal amphibole together 
with the density and n ~ values a 2V, between 700 and 800 is 
obtained from TrOger's diagram in Deer, Howie and Zussman. 
Note 18 (Page 223) The atomic Formula of the amphibole. 
The formula for the Fhionnaich amphibole on page 223 is in 
error due to an omission during transcription and should read as 
(Mg2•82 Fei:36 Fe~:7l TiO•08 MnO•02 znO•Ol) 5.00 in the Y site. 
A recalculation is presented on the appended table. From this 
it is apparent that the number of ions in the formula for 23 and 
Note 18. 
Atom. props Nos. of anions No. of ions 
wt.% of Molecular Molecular of oxygen from on basis of in formula 
oxides Wt. prop. of each mol. 23 oxgn. 24 oxgn. 23 oxgn. 24 oxgn. 
oxides 
8102 49.40 60 0.8233 1.6466 14.6551 14.7336 7.3.3 7.37 
A~03 3.40 102 0.0333 0.0999 0.8891 0.8939 0.59 0.59 
T~03 0.57 80 0.0071 0.0142 0.1264 0.1270 0.06 0.06 
Fe203 6.17 160 0.0386 0.li58 1.0305 1.0362 0.68 0.68 
FeO 10.76 72 0.1494 0.1494 ~_1.3297 1.3368 1.33 1.34 
MnO 0.62 71 0.0087 0.0061 0.0774 0.0778 0.08 0.08 
MgO 12.54 40.3 0.3112 0.3112 2.7697 2.7846 2.77 2.,18 
CaO 10.08 56 0.1800 0.1800 1.6020 1.6106 1.60 1.61 
Na20 2.95 62 0.0476 0.0476 0.4236 0.4259 0.85 0.85 
~O 0.83 94 0.0088 0.0088 0.0783 0.0787 0.16 0.16 
~O 1.12 18 0.0622 0.0622 0.5536 0.5566 1.11 1.11 
F 1.36 19 0.0716 0.071.6 0.6373 0.6407 0.64 0.64 
P205 0.03 142 0.0002 0.0010 0.0089 0.0089 0.00 0.00 
LiO 2 0.03 30 0.0010 0.0010 0.0089 0.0089 0.02 0.02 
Total 99.86 2.7180 Factors 23 8.9002 ... 
- 0.0358 2.5842 
2.6822 24 8.9479 2.6822 .. 
24 o~gens agree well and the water value is therefore good. 
From which the following atomic formula ensues:-
Site 
A (NaO.46 KO•16 °0.38) 1.00 
X (Ca1•61 NaO•39) 2.00 
y (Mg, L~.80 Fe2+, ~~.42 Fe~~69 TiO•06 00.06)5.03 
Z (5i7•37 A10•60) 7.91 °22(0~.1l FO•64 °0.25) 2 
This may be represented by the basic formula :-
(Si7•37 AlO•63 ) 8.00 
(Mg2•92 Fe1.67 AIo.41) 5.00 
(~.61 NaO•39) 2.00 (NaO•62 ) 
i.e. X - 0.39, Y = 0.41, Z = 0.63 on calculation this has indicated 
that the basic formula approximates to:-
Note 19 (Page 225 line 2) Enrichment of traces in sphene. 
For this "and with the exception ••••••••• amphibo1e." 
Read this "and with the exception of Li, Be, Zn, Co and Ni is 
marked~ enriched in al1 other traces, excepting Sc, Rb, and Ba 
which were of the same order, when contrasted with the coexisting 
amphibo1e ll • 
